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ABSTRACT

The design of regulations for integrated management of

surface and ground waters is a complex and crucial problem in

the state of Colorado and in other regions of the United States

with a dry climate and a paucity of water resources. The diffi

culty arises from the multitude of conflicts between the desires

of the various water users, the existing body of laws, the elu

sive character of a dYnamic free economy, the hidden nature of

the groundwater resource and the whims of the weather.

The investigation was pursued simultaneously in three direc

tions covering the three major aspects of the problem, involving

respectively the disciplines of hydrology, economics and law.

For this reason the body of the report is made up of three major

parts.

Analysis of the problem indicated the need to develop a new

approach to hydrologic modeling of the interactions between a

stream and an alluvial aquifer. A new approach which conveniently

provides the aquifer response to pumping from wells, the aquifer

response to seepage flow from the river and the river response to

pumping from wells is briefly presented. Following this approach,

several computer programs, operating sequentially, have been de

veloped. Tests of the programs reported here, show that the de

veloped technique provides comparable accuracy to more standard

approaches. The benefits of the new approach are realized when

the hydrologic model is coupled with an economic objective and
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with legal constraints.

Several computer programs were developed. One of these com

puter programs (the most important and complex one) is fully docu

mented in this report. Illustrative applications of these programs

to solution of management problems involving legal constraints and

economic considerations are provided. A more detailed manual for

use of the 'DELTA' and other programs is planned in the future

under a new contract with O.W.R.T. which started July 1, 1975.

The legal analysis pursued in this project has been along

two lines. The first, during Phase I of the program, was a general

overview of the legal problems and solutions to surface and ground

water management, examining the Colorado situation and contrasting

the approach taken in Colorado with that of New Mexico and Cali

fornia.

During the second phase, a concentrated effort has been placed

upon an analysis of the legal and administrative approaches and

problems of integrated surface and ground water management called

for under the 1969 Water Administration and Adjudication Act and

study of organizational and operational conditions relevant to

the problem of conjunctive use on the South Platte River.

The components of the analysis of the law include a discussion

on the constitutional and legislative setting of the prior appro

priation doctrine in Colorado, up to the current statutory enact

ments. It is essential to understand the concept of property

rights in water to appreciate the complexity of the conjunctive

use problem. The protection of water rights permeates all solutions
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physical and economic -- and thus is at both the heart of the

problem and the apex of the considerations for alternative

solutions.

The legal and administrative framework for implementation

of Colorado water laws is unique and critical to an understanding

of the conjunctive use problem. Among the offices and personnel

are the State Engineer's Office, water court, water judge, re

feree and clerk. The private and quasi-public entities for water

distribution and control are examined for their roles in inte

grated water management. Very important to Colorado users are

the alternative organizational approaches, i.e. river basin

authorities, conservancy districts and the newly emerging, pri

vate water user entities dedicated to flow augmentation and use

of alternative sources of supply. For example, Ground Water

Appropriators -- the South Platte, Inc. (GASP), has become a vi

able entity instrumental in attempting to optimize the ground

water resources in that region.

Major attention is focused upon the specific legislative

enactments concerning integrated ground and surface water use,

the judicial decisions on the rights and obligations of the

state and the water users, and the attempts of the State Engi

neer's Office to resolve the dilemma through rules and regu

lations.

Presently, the problem of administering the conjunctive

use of ground and surface waters in the South Platte River has

been resolved by stipulation of facts and regulating procedures

iii



between the state authorities and water users. See Appendix

IlIA. In addition to this form of solution, water users of

both water supply sources have found the "augmentation plan"

approach adopted by the Colorado General Assembly to be

workable and relatively satisfactory.

iv
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In this second phase of research on the "Systematic Design

of Legal Regulations for Optimal Surface-Groundwater Usage" the

original objectives, as stated in the Summary of Proposed Work

(Notice of Research Project, September 1972), were the following:

"The overall objective of the research is to design
rules for the conjunctive use of surface and groundwater
which satisfy the law and which maximize the beneficial
use of the waters. To achieve this overall objective, a
major objective is a realistic analysis of the simultane
ous behavior of river flow and groundwater movement. An
important specification for this analysis is that it be
immediately and without modification compatible and usable
in any economic regional analysis. The maximization of the
human regional economic objective will determine a worthy
set of rules for management within present law. Another
objective is to find out if limited changes in the law
might not result in large beneficial gains.

The need for an objective design of rules of operations
in surface-groundwater management is pressing in the state
of Colorado. The state engineer is the legal authority for
enforcement of the water laws for the state. In a recent
(October 12, 1971) Supreme Court decision his rules and regu
lations for the summer of 1969 have been declared valid
within the confines of Colorado Water Law doctrines, but the
Court explicitly recognized that these rules and regulations
were designed with limited physical data and only under then
known conditions. Justice Groves anticipates that techno
logical advances will warrant and lead to modifications in
the existing rules."

Thus for the time being the Court's acceptance of the pro-

posed rules and regulations eliminates the immediate need for de-

sign of new regulations for optimal beneficial use of the waters.

On the other hand it created a new problem for the State Engi-

neer - that of evaluation of the so-called augmentation plans.

For this reason major attention of the project has been devoted

to the development of the tools, rather than on particular (and
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belated) applications of them, leaving this task naturally to

the mission-oriented agencies.

With this purpose in mind it becomes even more imperative

to demonstrate to the concerned agencies the usefulness of the

tools and to provide them with self-sufficient manuals on how

to use them. These two new objectives of demonstration and

documentation became major objectives during the second year of

the project.

This report provides or summarizes the physical, economic

and legal tools and parameters of operation in the conjunctive

use of ground and surface waters within a specified area of

the South Platte.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF CONTRACT

It is not desirable to repeat in this completion report all

the results obtained over the past two years and the detailed pro

cedures by which they were obtained. These results and procedures

can (or will) be found in two dissertations (Johnson, 1975; Rod

riguez, 1976), two theses (Conklin, 1974; Boudreaux, 1976), one

book (Radosevich, Hamburg and Swick, 1975), three chapters in

two books (Morel-Seytoux, 1975a,b; Radosevich, Allardice, Nobe

and Kirkwood, 1976), several published papers (~orel-Seytoux and

Daly, 1975; Morel-Seytoux, 1975 c,d,e; Radosevich and Daines,

1975), several published Bulletins (Conklin, 1975; Johnson, 1975)

and several submitted papers (Morel-Seytoux, 1976).

Rather a brief review of the methods of attack and a sample

of results will be given. On the other hand, a variety of illus

trative examples of the type of problems the tools can solve are

given. In addition a fairly complete guide to the use of the

tools is provided. In short, material suitable for publication

in the scientific literature is presented here to a minimum. The

report deals with the nuts and bolts of the computer user's

trade which are not generally considered suitable for publication

in the scientific literature but are nevertheless the key to

broad and successful use of the techniques. It also describes in

detail the legal conditions and issues of ground and surface

water integration in Colorado.



PART I

HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS OF CONJUNCTIVE SURFACE-GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT

A. INTRODUCTION

In this part of the report the basic terminology and con

cepts behind hydrologic modeling of a stream-aquifer system are

reviewed. The method of solution is also presented briefly.

A conceptual system of computer programs was devised to

solve a variety of problems, stage by stage. This conceptual

system, more complete than required by the project, is discussed,

though only a few stages were actually implemented. The devel

oped programs have been tested fairly thoroughly for accuracy,

limitations and cost. As a result some approaches have been modi

fied and the resulting improvements are documented. For the most

basic stage of the system the detailed input data format is pro

vided. A complete example of the data preparation for an illus

trative case is discussed for the convenience of the eventual

user. The use of the programs for solution of typical management

problems is illustrated on small size problems.

,



B. NEED FOR STUDY

A brief statement of the need for this study is included

in the Notice of Research Project of September 1972 quoted in

the previous section on RESEARCH OBJECTIVES. More complete dis

cussions were presented in the proposals to OWRT dated October,

1971 and September, 1972 and in the Phase I Final Report (Morel

Seytoux et al., 1973). In one section of its 1973 Report, en

titled "Improving Ground Water Management", the National Water

Commission has formulated twenty recommendations for future ac

tion in the area of ground-water use. These recommendations

provide a framework for future ground-water use practices based

upon sound principles of economics, conservation and land de

velopment. The section "considers the principal problems of

ground-water Zaw~ management and administration. They are (1)

integrating management of surface water and ground water; (2)

depletion of ground-water aquifers at rates exceeding recharge

(often referred to as the mining of ground water); and (3) im

pairment of ground-water quality". The current project was con

cerned with these very problems of law, management and administra

tion particularly with regard to item (1): integrating management

of surface and ground waters.

The recent ASCE Manual on Ground Water Management (1972) in

cludes two interesting statements, namely on one hand: "The mana

ger of a groundwater supply need be warned that adversary liti

gation in this field of law has proved to be among the most pro

tracted, costly, and unproductive of any of the many fruitless
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endeavors known to civilized gamesmanship." (ASCE, (1972), p. 57)

but also the apparently contrary statement: "It is almost instinc

tive to assume that lawyers, water rights, and litigation are

troublesome constraints to be overcome in the formulation of a

rational water management plan. This initial response may well

obscure the potential utility and flexibility of litigation as a

tool for water management." (ASCE (1972), p. 61). What these two

statements emphasize is the basic need to reconcile the engineer

ing logic with that of law. More rigor is required in the engi

neering, or planning, or management studies so that what is ob

vious to the technologists becomes evidence to the courts. and

the social/economic needs and state responsibility to the public

is interfaced with design of technological innovations.

In a letter to Professor Morel-Seytoux (see Appendix IA) Dr.

Danielson, Deput·y State Engineer of Colorado, lists twelve manage

ment problems of interest to his office on which the programs de

veloped by this project could be used! Most of these twelve

management problems can indeed be solved with the programs. In

Appendix C answers to problems 8 and 9 listed by Dr. Danielson are

provided for an illustrative situation.
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C. BASIC GROUND WATER TERMINOLOGY

The basic saturated flow equation (using the Dupuit assump-

tion and a few other traditional assumptions) describing the evo-

lution of an isotropic water-table aquifer is the Boussinesq equa-

tion:

</> ~ht - ~ eKe dh) - .2. (Ke ah) ::: _ Q 0 - Q 0
a ax ax dy ay ww r r

where </> is the drainable (or effective) porosity, K is the

(1)

saturated hydraulic conductivity, e is the saturated thickness,

h is the water-table level measured positive upward from a (low)

horizontal datum, Qw is the instantaneous pumping volume of well

w (chosen algebraically positive if it is an actual withdrawal

rate), 0 is a Dirac delta function singular at the point ofw

coordinates ~w' nw and T (where ~w and nw are the x,y

coordinates of well w , T is time), Qr is the aquifer instan-

taneous discharge volume to the river reach and 0 is a delta
r

function singular along the th reach of the river. Let ber s

the drawdown measured positive downward from a (high) horizontal

datum located at distance H above the datum for the water-table

elevation, and z be the elevation of the impervious bottom of

the aquifer above the water-table elevation (or head) datum (see

Figure 1).

Eq. (1) can be rewritten in terms of s as:

</> ~ - .2. (T~) - .2. (T~) = Q 0 + Q <5at ax ax ay ay w w r r (2)

where it has been assumed that the drawdowns are too small to cause

a significant change on the transmissivity T. At first Eq.(2) will
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be studied for the case when there is no stream intersecting the

aquifepo

1. Solution for an Undeveloped Infinite Homogeneous Aquifer

(without stream)

a. The Traditional SimuZation Approach

Assuming a homogeneous aquifer of infinite extent and no

previous development then it is well known (Carslaw and Jae-

ger (1959), pp. 258-261) that the drawdown at point w at

time t due to pumping at well p at a rate Q(T) (L
3T- 1

)

is:

dT
t-T

(3)

where R is the distance between point wand well p
wp

(see Figure 2). If the pumping rates are constant within

the basic time period (say the week) but vary from week to

week, Eq.(3) can be written in the form:

<PR
2

v _ --E_
n

J
4T (V'-T)

s (n) I Q (v) e dT=
4'ITT(\>~T)wp \>=1 P

\>-1

(4 )

Eq.(4) having been programmed for the digital computer,

given numepicaZ values of the pumping rates the computer

calculates numerical values of drawdowns at point w via

Eq. (4). If the effect of different pumping patterns, say

50 of them, on the drawdowns is to be investigated the

operation is repeated SO times. Note that, each time, the
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integrals appearing in Eq.(4) are evaluated again.

b. The Discrete Kernel Approach

Let the pumping kernel be defined as:

-~R 2wp
4Tu

e
k (u) = --=--=---wp 47TTu

then Eq. (4) can be rewritten in the form:

t

5 (t) = J~(T) k (t-T) dTwp wp
0

or in discrete form:

n
s (n) = L o (n-v+l) ~ (v)wp v=l wp .

(5)

(6)

(7)

where the discrete kernel coefficients are defined as:

o (v)
wp

,I

J k (V-T) dTwp
o

(8)

Once the 0wp(v) coefficients have been calculated and

saved, then the generation of 50 sets of drawdowns corres-

ponding to SO different pumping patterns is easily ob-

tained numerically from Eq.(7). Essentially SO answers

will be obtained practically for the price of one as

compared with the traditional simulation approach.

Thus the response of the water table to any stra-

tegy of pumping at well p for any week is easily ob-
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tained by a simple algebraic relation. For a battery of

P wells the solution (method of superposition) for the

resulting drawdown is:

5 (n)
w

P n

= L L
p=l v=l

8 (n-v+l) Q (v)wp p
(9)

The advantage of Eq.(9) over the repeated solution of:

p

L Qp(T) 8pp=l
(10)

by a finite difference solution for all possible patterns

of values for pumping, is obvious. In the case discussed

above, the advantage is compounded by the fact that the

Green function (another name for the kernel) was known

analytically with little effort.

2. Solution for a General Aquifer (still without stream)

Since most aquifers are neither homogeneous nor of in-

finite extent, the analytical expression for the pumping

kepnel given by Eq. (5) is of no great value. What is impor-

tant, however, is the fact that the classical theory of par-

tial differential equations (Garabedian, 1964) has proven

the existence of the kernel (Green) functions for heterogeneous

aquifers of limited extent. That is in general the solution

for the drawdown s is still given by Eq.(6). Naturallywp

k () is no longer given by Eq. (5), cannot be obtained anawp

lytically but must be secured by some numerical procedure. With
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the proper kernel Eqs.(6), (7) (8) and (9) remain valid. A

computer program was developed to secure directly the disc~ete

kernel coefficients defined by Eq.(7). Appendix IB (published

in a scientific journal) provides a fairly complete descrip-

tion of the theory behind the calculation of the diecpete kep

nels. The reader (eventual user) need not study Appendix IB

or the paper (Morel-Seytoux and Daly, 1975). For the eventual

user it is important to know that: (1) a computer program to

calculate the '8' ("deltas") was developed, (2) the program

is operational, (3) the program was tested and found accurate,

(4) deficiencies in the finite-difference scheme to calculate

the deltas were found, (5) a method to correct for these de

ficiencies was developed and was successful, (6) the program

dOes have limitations, (7) a detailed input description for

use of the DELTA program is provided in this report and it de

scribes the limitations of the program and (8) a complete exam

ple of preparation of input data for a sample situation is also

provided.

The advantage of the methodology developed by the project

over other approaches results from the following two facts:

(a) A finite diffeTence model is used only to gene~ate

basic response functions to specialized excitations (e.g.

pumping from a single well at a unit rate for the first period

of time and no pumping thereafter) in an aquifer without any

stream interaction, Once these basic response functions have

been calculated for a particular aquifer and saved, simulation

of the aquifer behavior to any pumping pattern is obtained
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without ever making use any longer of the (costly) numerical

(e.g. finite difference) model, and

(b) Because the finite difference model is used only to

generate the response functions (or influence coefficients)

smaller grid sizes and time increments can be used to calcu-

late accurately the influence coefficients than is usually

feasible when performing a large number of simulation runs

under many varied pumping patterns. Also with this procedure

the accuracy of the calculations for an actual simulation

remains that with which the influence coefficients were ob- (

tained. In typical simulation approaches the accuracy of the ....

finite-difference model is usually tested against an analy-

tical solution using small time and space increments. When

the simulator is used on an actual aquifer, vastly different

time and space increments are used and the accuracy of the

results is to a large degree unknown.

3. Solution for a General Aquifer with One Reach

When a stream intersects the aquifer (see Figure 2)

Eq. (2) still characterize~ the evolution of the aquifer if it

is understood that the sink terms (on the right-hand side) do

not solely represent pumping wells but also discharge from the

aquifer to the river in reach r (or recharge if ~ is nega

tive, i.e., a loss of surface water) or even recharge (nega-

tive ~) from an irrigation plot. In other words a reach

can be viewed (at least mathematically) as a special well

(pumpi';.~ or inj ecting) . It follows that the solution for draw-
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down due to a battery of P pumping wells and of a reach is

of the form:

p t t

J
rs (t) = L ~c-r) k (t-T)dT + ) ~(T)kwr(t-T)dT (11)w

p=l wp
0 0

Equation (11) involves two kernel functions, the pumping well

kernel function (which is analytically known for the homoge-

neous aquifer of infinite extent and given by Eq.(5)) and

the pervious reach kernel k ().wr For a homogeneous aquifer

of infinite extent this kernel can also be obtained analyti-

cally (More1-Seytoux, 1975) with the result that k () has thewr

same form as "k () given by Eq. (5) for .w .,. r" and the special
wp

form for w = r: li2

k (t-T) = rl-a~b \~rf ~ [ 1> -1rr 't' 2 4T(t-T;_

'r 1/2
. I b ep IIe:!:f !7:I4T(t-T) 1

(12)

where a is the length of the reach, b its width and erfC )

is the error function. Again since most aquifers are neither

homogeneous nor of infinit:~ eX.tent ~ the analytical expression

itself is of no great valu,~. ~'hat is i.E.p;~)rtar.t; however, is

the fact that the cla5si~&1 theoTy of partial dif{erential

equations (Garabedian ~ 1964) ~J.a $ proven the existe~i1ce of the

kernel functions for hetero~ell':;·ouS F~quifers of limited extent.

That is, Eq. (ll) is Dti·.ZZ Z),j;Zi-d und~~:::~ theee more l'leal,-istic;

conditions.

Ignoring for thL~ time being the fact that the kernel func-

tions are not kn.o:~'~·; (in the general case of heterogeneous aqui-

fer of finite extent) it is ~till not possible to exploit
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Eq.(ll) because unlike the pumping rates Qp(T), the Qr(T)

are not susceptible to man's control. In the case of pumping

wells, the Q
p

are decision variables, possibly limited by

pumping capacities, but essentially controllable. In the case

of discharge to the river (or recharge from the river) Qr

is a response to a decision. This response is related to the

aquifer drawdown in reach r, s (t)
r

and to the water depth

in reach r, D (t). Explicitly, one can write:
r

(13)

where r is a coefficient of transmissivity characteristic
r

of the reach, H is the distance between the two datum (see

Fig.(l), ~r is the riverbed elevation above the (low) datum,

and D is the river depth. It is convenient to define the
r

drawdown to the river surface, namely (see Fig. (1) :

cr (t) = H - ~ - D (t)
r r r

(14)

In the design of regulations on pumping rates or in the

evaluation of augmentation plans it is of great interest to the

State Engineer (or planning authority, etc .. ) to know how

much the return flow from the aquifer to the river will be re-

duced (or even how much water will be diverted by seepage from

the river into the aquifer) due to the action of pumping from

wells during the irrigation season. On the other hand the

knowledge of drawdowns in the aquifer is of no special interest.
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One therefore would like to predict return flow to the river with-

out having to calculate drawdowns throughout the aquifer. This

is possible. One can utilize Eq. (11) to calculate s (t)
l'

and

eliminate s (t)
l'

from Eq.(13) with the result that Q (t)
r

is

given as the solution of the equation:

t

r Q (T)k (t-T)dT ==J l' 1'1'

o

p

L
p=l

t

J
r Q (T)k (t-T)dT]p rp
a

(15)

It is an integral equation. The exact analytical solution of

this integral equation (which is linear of the Volterra type

of the 2nd kind) is not feasible but its numerical solution

is straightforward. Due to the linear character of the equa-

tion the solution for Qr(t) can be obtained by superposition

of the solutions for the two situations o i O.
T' c

Q = 0 and
p

o = 0, Q i O. For example the State Engineer wants (pri-
l' p .

marily) to know the seepage from the river induced by pumping

and not caused by other factors such as propagation of a flood.

He is thus mostly interested in the solution of Eq. (15) when

(J (t) = O.
r

If for accuracy/s sake the river is divided into several

reaches. Eq. (IS) genera Jj zes to a system of

equations:

linear integral

Q (t) +
r

tR r

r I )1 0 (Tn. (t-T)dT
rp=l 'P rp

p

r
== r I (J (t)

r l r

P
\4

- L
p==l

t

If Q (T)k (t-T)dT]
• p' rp
o

(16)

where R is t:he number of reaches. Equation (16) is a system
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of R integral equations to be solved simultaneously. Because

the system is linear the solution of the discretized form of

Eq. (16) (for cr (t) = 0 ), namely:r

has necessarily a solution for ~(n) of the form:

(17)

Q (n) =
r

P n

L I
p=l v=l

E (n-v+l)Q (v)rp p (18)

where Q (n) is the return volume to the reach r duringr

the th week, ~ (v) is the volume pumped at well duringn p

the th week, P is the total number of pumping wells, thev

<5 are defined in the same way the 0 were (see Eq. (8)) andwr wp

the E are coefficients. It is a tedious (see Appendix IB for

details) but straightforward matter to substitute Eq.(18) into

Eq~(17) to obtain a system of equations for the 'E'

("epsilon") coefficients. The E coefficients are calcu--
rp

lated recurrently as solutions of the system of equations:

R n
E (n-v+l) + f L L 0 (n-m+l)E (m-v+l)= -f <5 (n-v+l) (19)
rp r p=l m=v rp pp r rp

Given the reach transmissivities, r , and the <5 coef-
r rp

ficients (obtained from the '''delta' program) it is numerically

a simple matter to calculate the 'epsiZons'. A computer

program (the 'epsilon' program) was developed to calculate

these coefficients. Once the and Erp co-
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efficients have been calculated it is a simple task to pre-

dict thereafter very simply from Eq.(18) the return flows to

the river for any pumping pattern, i.e. for arbitrary

values of the Q (v) rates.p

As was stated earlier a computer program to calculate

the 'deltas' was developed. The meaning of these coeffi~

cients 0 should be clear. If s (n) represents thewp

drawdown at point w (anywhere in the aquifer) due to pumping

at well p (anywhere in the aquifer) with pumped volumes

o (1), Q (2) ... ,Q (v) etc. during weeks 1, 2, .... v, etc.
~ p p

and with no stream interaction then:

n
sen) = L 0 (n-v+l) Q (v)

wp v=l wp P
(20)

d than 0wp(n) represents the drawdown at the end of the n

week (or time period) if a unit volume of water was withdrawn

during the first week from well p and the well shut down

indefinitely thereafter.

An additional advantage of the discrete kernel approach

over the more traditional approaches is due to the fact that

the interaction between the river and the aquifer at their

interface is described explicitly by a finite difference form

of Darcy's law. In most simulators these difference equa-

tions are imbedded within the set of difference equations

which describe the aquifer. Here these equations are given a

special treatment. They are separated from the aquifer dif-

ference equations. As a result the response of the stream-
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aquifer system is obtained from the knowledge of aquifer

responses without stream and from the solution of a svstem

of linear equations of smaller dimension (one order of mag

nitude smaller). For a river this advantage is not signi

ficant. However when a location of a canal (or recharge

area) is considered in design stage, with the usual simula

tion approaches the response functions must be regenerated

for each new location. With the kernel generation approach

for the aquifer without stream, the basic influence coeffi

cients are unchanged. It is only necessary to solve a new

system of equations, again of smaller dimension (roughly N

instead of N2 in an N x N grid) for the composite stream

aquifer influence coefficients.
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D. THE 'DELTA' PROGR~~

A computer program was developed to generate the "discrete

kerneZs" 0 (n) and 0 (n). The subscript w refers to anwp wr

(observation) point, which is any point in the grid system. The

subscript p refers to a pumping well. The subscript r refers

The procedures to calculate the drawdownto a reach.

the end of the thn week (or time period) at point

o (n)
wp

w due to

at

pumping at well p and to calculate

reach r are the same.

o en)wr

In fact if both the

due to pumping at

thp pumping well

and the th
r reach are located in the same grid square only

o is calculated since the
wp

o and 0 are then iden-
wp wr

tical. Another distinction is made for observation wells. The

discrete kernels 0 en) are also calculated where the sub
WTT

script TI refers to an observation well. Some observation

and pumping wells (or reaches) may coincide.

1. Accuracy and Cost of Program

After a computer program has been developed it is neces-

sary to test that it is free of programming errors. One pro-

cedure (which is not full proof) is to compare the solution of

the program with an analytical solution when such is available.

For a homogeneous aquifer of infinite extent an analytical

solution for drawdown due to pumping at a given well is known

(see Eq. (3)). The computer program\cannot model exactly this

situation because the grid size must be of finite extent. How-

ever with a relat~ ',' ely extensive aquifer, the effect of the

boundaries should not be felt for an observation well rela-
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tively close to the pumping well (located in the center of the

grid) especially for early times following the impulse pumping

at the central well.

Figure 3 displays the grid system used to perform the

calculations. It is a grid with 45 columns and 31 rows (approxi-

mately one thousand grid points). For this grid the space inter-

val ~ between grid points in the finer part of the grid sys-

tern was 350m. The value of transmissivity used in the calcu

lations was T = 10,000 m2;week and the specific yield value

was 0.2. Comparison of results of drawdowns at five observa-

tion points shown on Figure 3 and located at distances of 350,

1050, 1400, 2100 and 3150 meters respectively from the pumping

well are shown on Figures 4 through 8. The agreement between

the analytical and the finite difference results is satisfac-

tory.

The agreement can be improved by reducing the grid size

by a factor of 2 as is clear from Figures 4 through 8. The

improvement however is minor but the cost of generating the

o (n) for a single well for all the w points increased
~

from $3 to $22. If one were interested only in a single well

problem the change in cost is not significant. However if,

as is more likely in actual problems of interest, there is a

well at every grid point, the cost of generating the responses

at all grid points from all wells jumps from $3,000 (an already

sizable number) to $88,000! In practice it is unlikely that

a grid size smaller than 350 meters will be used. Before pro-
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ceeding with the calculations of all the o (n)
wp

for a complex

aquifer system the user should probably perform this. same

check of accuracy for a representative value of transmissivity

and a practical choice of grid size. The user can then decide

on his trade-off point between accuracy and cost.

To check further the computer program a comparison of the

results by the 'delta' program with an analytical solution was

performed for a heterogeneous case. The analytical solution

corresponds to an indefinite continuous line sink of uniform

strength located along the boundary of two homogeneous semi-

infinite media with a sharp change of transmissivity at the

interface. The geometry of~the system is shown on Figure 9

with the selected grid for the computer finite difference

solution. Theover~ll network is 15,400 meters long and 10,500

meters wide. The analytical solution for the continuous and

steady sink line is:

Tl T2 t

2Q ~~ x
51 (x,t) = ierfc

~f ~Tl r + T2 r 2 --
2 1 <PI

Tl T2 t
2Q

<P l <P 2
S2(x,t) ierfc x

=

~~ ~Tl ~ + T2 ~ 2 --
<1>2

(21)

(22)

where 5. (x,t) is drawdown at abscissa x, shortest distance
~

between the observation point and the sink line and at time t
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in region i (i = 1,2), Q is the pumping strength of the

line of sinks i.e. pumping rate per unit length, and ierfc()

is the integral complementary error function (Carslaw and Jaeger,

1959), which is tabulated (Jahnke and Emde, 1945). Eqs.(2l)

and (22) provide a continuous solution for a steady pumping.

The drawdowns s.(x,n) due to a unit pumping volume during the
1

first week (period) and no pumping thereafter are obtained

(from the principle of superposition) by the relation:

•
s. (x,n) = S. (x,n) - S. (x,n-l)
111

i = 1,2
n = 1,2 ... N

(23)

with the choice for 1 1 1 3
Q = - - - - -- m 1m, so that the!1y - !1x - 350

volume withdrawn by the sink line within a cell in the analy-

tical solution and the volume withdrawn by the pumping well

in the finite-difference solution are the same.

In the finite difference model a transmissivity value must

be chosen for the grid points which are exactly on the inter-

face between the two regions. How should that value, denoted

Tc ' be related to T
l

and T2? Figure 10 shows that the re

sults of the finite difference calculations for drawdown in

the high transmissivity region depend very much on the choice

of that central transmissivity value, T .
c

Even with the

better choices (T = 30,000 or T = 40,000) the fit is not good
c c

compared to the very good fit presented earlier for the case

of a homogeneous medium. Figure 11 shows the results for the

drawdowns in the low transmissivity region. In this case, the
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disagreement is striking and is not affected by the choice of

value for T. Figures 12 and 13 display similar results for
c

observation points located on either side of the sink line, 700

meters away from it.

Since the discrete set of wells and the continuous sink

line are not exactly equivalent, the solutions for the homo-

geneous case were also compared. Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17

display a good agreement. It was concluded that the lack of

fit in Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 could not be blamed on the

discrete representation in the finite difference model of the

continuous sink line in the analytical solution.

In the original finite difference equations used in the

Delta program, the flux (see Figure 18) across the boundary

between two grid points was estimated as:

q = (24)

If a sharp change in transmissivity occurred right at the inter-

face between cell I and cell 2 then the application of Darcy's

law yields the relations:

q (25)

Elimination of hb between these two equations yields:

(26)
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2T1T2
q = T

1
+T

2

~h

~x
(27)

Since this equation is exact, it shows that the flow across

the interface between two media of different transmissivities

for a given drop in head (~h) is the same as the one that

or in other words:T
c

would take place in a homogeneous medium of transmissivity ,

2T1T2=-~-T1+T
2

(28)

In other words the mean transmissivity at the boundary should

be the harmonic mean rather than the arithmetic mean of the

transmissivities on the two sides of the boundary. Once this

modification of the finite difference equations was incorpora-

ted in the Delta program, the difficulty to a large degree

disappears as is shown on Figures 19 and 20. The improvement

in accuracy is clear. The relative error is still larger than

the relative error displayed on Figures 14 and 15. The larger

error is probably due to the fact that in. the heterogeneous

situation it is not possible to model the abrupt interface be-

tween the two regions of transmissivities Tl and T2 exactly.

2. Selection of a Grid

If the reader (eventual user) is satisfied that the exis-

ting 'Dl.;LTA' program is computing the o en)
wp

coefficient with

adequate accuracy and at a reasonable cost, he will now want to
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know how to use the 'DELTA' program. The first step is the

selection of a grid to superimpose on the actual aquifer or

stream-aquifer system.

Figure 21 shows an alluvial aquifer and its boundary as

well as a meandering stream. On Figure 21 the aquifer boun

dary is shown. Also shown is the grid network. The inter

sects of horizontal and vertical grid lines are calculation

points in the computer program. The calculated values repre

sent average values for the square (or rectangle if the grid

size changes) of influence of the grid point. Thus the grid

influence boundary extends away in the horizontal and vertical

direction one half grid space. As much as possible the actual

aquifer boundary should be within the grid influence boundary

as shown on Figure 21. The square of influence of grid point

A is shown on Figure 21. Both an observation point and a

well fall within this square of influence. Consequently the I,

J coordinates of the observation point and of the well are

exactly those of grid point A.

The river reaches, which are in fact continuous line

sinks, are treated as discrete sinks (or sources). Every curvi

linear segment of the river within a square (or rectangle) of

influence of a grid point is treated as a separate reach, given

a number and assumed to behave like a discrete sink (or source)

located at the grid point. Thus the coordinates of reach 2 in

Figure 22 are the same as those of grid point B. In Figure 22

all observation and well points have already been relocated at

the proper grid points.
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The current DELTA program has a limitation for location

of observation, reach or well points. None can be located

neare~ than 4 grid points away from the right boundary of the

grid network. If wells are located close to the boundary (see

Figure 23) then it is necessary to extend the grid network to

the right with artificial gr~d points (the Z points on Figure

23). At the Z points the transmissivity values are zero.

Thus on Figure 23 grid point A is a permissible well point.

However grid point B is not, which is alright in this case

since there is no well at point B. Point C is a permis-

sible well point.

3. Capability ~f the DELTA Program (Stage 1)

Currently the program can be used as a 'generator" of the

discrete kernels, the Q a Q In addition it can bewp' wr, W1T

used, once the Q have been calculated, as 'a 'simuZator', that

is drawdowns at various points and various times can be calcu-

lated for given pumping patterns. These two separate functions

of 'generator' and 'simuZator' can be utilized within the same

run. It must be emphasized that the drawdowns thus calculated

are the drawdowns that would take place if there were no reaches

within the system. If indeed there is no river in the system

or no hydraulic connection between the stream and the aquifer,

the drawdowns are the real ones. Incidentally the DELTA pro-

gram can be used to study a confined aquifer. It suffices to

enter values of storage coefficient in place of effective poro-

sity ( ·..;.:ific yield). The resulting drawdowns are hydraul ic
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head drawdowns rather than water table drawdowns.

If a stream does intersect the aquifer} the calculated

drawdowns are not ireaZ'. They only provide a reference level

to assess later the relative effect of the stream-aquifer inter-

action on drawdowns in the aquifer. The real drawdowns are cal-

culated in a following program (the second stage) called the

'EPSILON' program. Clearly for a true stream~aquifer system it

is not meaningful to run the first stage without running the

second stage later.

Much of the theory discussed previously was applicable to

an undeveloped aquifer (i.e. zero initial drawdown). Fewaqui-

fers are left undeveloped and it is necessary to calculate the

effect of initial drawdowns on the drawdown responses. Without

proof we shall state that such drawdown at point w at time n

(weeks) due to pumping at P wells given that initial drawdowns

were known at IT observation wells (real or fictitious) is:

sen)
w

P n IT
= L I 0wp(n-v+l) 0 ev) + L e en) S°

p= I v= 1 1> 11"= 1 W1T 11"

(29)

where SO is the observed initial drawdown at observation (well)
IT

point ~ and the e (n)
W1T

are coefficients~ functions of the

o (v) coefficients, calculated by the DELTA program.
W1r

Basically the DELTA program performs the following steps:

1. It calculates (generates) the

there are reaches in the system),

° (n) ,wp

and the

the 0 en)wr

o en) (if
Wn

(if

L ·re are drawdown observation we1l~, in the system).
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2. It calculates the 8 (n) coefficients.
Wir

3. It calculates the drawdowns due to either the influence

of pumping wells (given a pumping pattern) or the influence

of initial drawdowns (given initial drawdowns) or the combi-

nation of both effects.

4. Input Description for the DELTA Program

The Delta Program can model a grid system of varying grid

sizes (distance between two grid points) and thus has a great

deal of flexibility. Figure 24 shows how a grid network can be

used to simulate a stxeam-aquifer system.

There are 12 types of input cards used by this program;

however some are optional and may not be needed in all modeling

situations. These cards are givsn ~elow, in sequence of usage:

(1) Card A. Grid par:';l:neters

(2) Card B GY-id, paran:e-Ce1"5

(3) Card .] GT'id size ch;;Lnge loc:ations

(4) Card o. Observation (~) points coordinates.

(5) Card c.

(6) Card S.

(7) Card \V, Well

(8) Card N. ~~~b0r of :.c'at.E'") fOT ',,'e 11 5 .

(9) Card Q. Pumping rates fer wslls

(10) Card R. Reach

(11) Card P. Effecci,s '-' ··:.~ ..,:;jtJ.e:-; C~~;:;Joci':'ic yields) of grid
I)(:: j ';~. t s- "

(12) Card T. T"·uls:mis.~dvitiBs of grid points.

The following is & :e:tai 1ed d~:;sc:.. Ipt ion of the pl'ogram input and

and the values of some ....;J. .lt3 paTan'e··;:f~:tS.
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INPUT DESCRIP TION FOR DELTA PROGRAM

SPECIAL NOTES

1. All fields are 8 spaces wide, except for the first field on each card which is only 6 spaces wide
(columns 3-8). The first two columns on each card are for card identification only.

2. The following units may be used:

PARAMETER STATE ENGINEER UNITS RESEARCH UNITS

Discharge Gallons/minute Cubic meters/week

Transmissivity Thousand gallons/daY-foot Cubic meters/week~meter

Distances Feet Meters

Drawdowns Feet Meters

Time Days or weeks (as specified) Days or weeks (as specified)
li'
~

3. The following limitations have been placed on the selection of the grid network. See the
accompanying sketch of a typical grid system. (Figure 25).

A. The value of "ISI2E" (the number of columns in the smallest grid size of the network)
must be an odd number (i.e., 1,3,5,7 ... )

B. No wells, reaches or observation points should be placed closer than 4 grid sp·a..cings from
the right boundary of the grid network.

C. If varying grid sizes are used in the grid network, a new grid size must be continued
for at least two consecutive grid rows, before the grid size may be changed again.

D. Large transmissivity gradients in the grid network should be avoided. A good "rule of
thumb" to use for any set of three grid points is as follows:JTS(3) - TS(l)~' ~ (4) (TS(2))



CARD "A" Grid Parameters

Field

1

2

3

4

Columns

3-8

8-16

17-24

25-32

Math Symbol

!J.X .mln

IT

p

R

Fortran Symbol Format

DXY F6.0

NPI 18

NWELL 18

NREACH 18

Value

+

o or +

o or +

o or +

Description

Smallest grid size spacing
(distance between two grid
points) in grid network

Number of grid points where
initial drawdowns are known

Number of pumping wells in
grid network

Number of stream reaches in
grid network

5 33-40 n
rnax

NMAX 18 -I- Number of weeks of delta and theta
calculations.

'__~ ~_~_~_'~'-'=_~'_'_'~_"~~'..-r ......~ . - .._

G 41 ~A8 N NWEEK IS + Number of weeks of drawdown calculations
(if the drawdown option is used in this
program). NWEEK should be ~ NMAX.
If the drawdown option is not used, then
NWEEK should be made equal to NMi\.),~.

7 49-56 INDEX IPRINT 18 see below Index defining type and time of
output of delta and theta
coefficients

o Delta and theta coefficients
will be printed and written on
tape at the end of each week.

1 Delta and theta coefficients
will not be printed. However
they will be written on tape
at the end of each week.

tI1
tI1



CARD "A" continued

Field Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description

0 57-64 INDEX IPHI 18 see below Index defining method of reading
specific yield values for the
grid system

0 A specific yield value will be
read for each grid point in
the grid system.

1 A constant specific yield value
(to be used at every grid point)
will be read.

9 65-72 INDEX ITS 18 see below Index defining method of reading
U1

transmissivity values for the 0\

grid system

0 A transmissivity value will be
read for each grid point in
the grid system.

1 A constant transmissivity value
(to be used at every grid
point) will be read.

10 73-80 INDEX IUNITS 18 see below Index defining units of input
and output

0 Research units will be used.
-

I State Pngin~er units wi] 1 ~::'~ l ,:~('.

- _., ..,.~-~--'-"~----~-,- ._ .... -.-.- :'.- ....



CARD "B" Grid Parameters

----..--_._------

-----_._---

Field

1

2

3

Columns

3-8

8-16

17-24

Math Symbol

I max

Jmax

eHmax

Fortran Symbol

ISIZE

JSIZE

NJGRID

Format

16

18

18

Value

+

+

o or ...

Description

Total size of grid network in
I direction (number of columns in
the smallest grid size of the grid
network). This must be an odd
number.

Total size of grid network in J
direction (number of rows in the
grid network). This may be either
an odd or even number.

The number of grid size changes
in the grid network.

--------------------------------------------------------------
4

5

25-32

33·ft 40

flX1!llXmin

INDEX

KGRSZl

KDNO

18

18

+ The ratio of the grid size of the
first row to the smallest grid
size used in the grid network

see below Index defining whether condition
numbers (measure of elimination
and back substitution errors)
will be calculated

o Condition numbers will not be
calculated or printed.

1 Condition numbers will be
calculated and printed at the end
of each we<;k

Vl
'-J

6 41-48 K
t

AFAC F8.0 + Time step multiplying factor
~ti+l = (L\\) x (Kt )



CARD "B" continued

Field Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description
7 49-56 lit . DT! F8.0 + Initial time step (in weeks) for firstmln

two weeks of delta :calculations
8 57-64 lit DIMX F8.0 + Maximum time step (weeks) during firstmax

two weeks of delta calculations
9 65-72 INDEX I DRAW 18 see below Index defining whether drawdowns due to

pumping (no stream present) should be
calculated and printed

0 Drawdowns will not be calculated or
printed.

1 Drawdowns will be calculated and printed.
(Jl

0010 73-80 ~td IDAYS 18 + Time interval (days) between drawdown
printouts. This field should be blank
if drawdowns are not to be calculated
(IDRAW = 0)



CARD(S) "J" (optional) Grid Size Change Locations

Do not use these cards if "NJGRID" (Card B, Field 3) has a value of zero.

Field Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description

1 3- 8 CHI JGRID (1) I6 + or - Row numbers (in increasing order) where grid

size changes occur. Positive values indicate that
Z 9-16 CHZ JGRID(Z) 18 + or - the grid size is doubled. Negative values indicate

that the grid size will be reduced to half.

3 17-24 CH3 JGRID (3) 18 + or - Use as many fields as necessary on a "J" card

" " " " " " (maximum 10 fields per card). Additional "J"

II II " " " " cards may be used if needed. The total
VI

10 73-80 CHID JGRID(lO) 18 + or - number of fields used must equal "NJGRID." l..O





CARD "C" (optional) System Parameters

Do not use use this card if "NPI" (Card A, Field 2) has a value of zero, or if "IDRAW" (Card' .B, Field 9)
has a value of zero.

Field Columns Math SY!!lbol FOr'j;ran Symbol Format Value Description

1 3-8 Index ISTAGE 16 see below

o

Index defining whether initial
drawdowns or water table
elevations will be entered at the
observation points.

Drawdowns will be entered.

2 9-16 H HIGHDM F8.0

1

+

Elevations will be entered.

Elevation of the high datum in
the system. This elevation
should be greater than any
expected water table or water
surface elevation.

0\
......

3 17-24 Index NPRINT 18 see below

o

1

?

Index defining the type of output
that will be produced if the
drawdown option is used.

Print only drawdowns (as measured
from the high datum)

Print only water table elevations
(as the response to pumping and
natural redistribution)

_.~--~.__.,----
n __ ~,_.L L _LL _, .,_



CARD(S) "S" (optio~al) Initial Drawdowns at Observation Points

Do not use these cards if "NPI" (Card A, Field 2) has a value of zero, or if "rDRAW" (Card B, Field 9)
has a ~/(·uue of zero.
Fi_~}.~l__.. -"';lumns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description

F8.0 C C:," +

F6.0 0 or +

F8.0 0 or +

elevations ~:' for each observation point (Observ, pt.

0'
N

~,

Initial drawdown or water table elevation'
at 'observation point number 1.

Ini tia1 drawdown or water table elevation~:'

at observation point number 2.

Continue with initial drawdowns or water table

fields on an "S" card as necessary.

the value of "NPI."

Additional "S" cards may be used if needed.

numbers in increasing order). Use as many

The total number of fields used must equalII

"

"

o or +

o or +

"

"

"

F8.0

F8.0

"

"

"

SWO(l)

SWO(2)

SWO(3)

SWO(4)

SWO(9)

"

"

"

o
sIT

, 1

o
S

1T,.,
L,

o
s

'IT 3

o
s

1T
4

o
S

'iTg

.i 3 -8

-
2 9-16

3 17-24

-
4 25-32

" "
't- "

" "
9 65-72

10 73-80
o

s
1T10

SWO(lO) F8.0 o or +

):< The variable "rSTAGE" (Card C, Field 1) specifies whether drawdowns or water table elevations

are entered.



CARD(S) "W" (optional) "Vell Points Coordinates

Do not use these cards if "NWELL" (Card A, Field 3) has a value of zero.

Field

I

2

Columns Math Symbol

J3-8 PI

I9-16 PI

Fortran Symbol

JWELL(I)

IWELL(I)

Format Value

16 +

18 +

Description

IIJU C1;'owl coordinate of pumping well number I

"I" (column) coordinate of pumping well number 1

----------------------------------_.__._-_._-_..._..... --_.• _----_._----_._---

3

4

"

"

"

"
9

10

17-24

25-32

"

"

"

"
65-72

73-80

J
P2

I
P2

"

"

"

"
J
ps

IPS

JWELL(2)

IWELL(2)

"

"

"

"
JWELL(5)

IWELL(5)

18

18

"

"

"

"
18

18

+

+

"

"

"

"
+

+

Continue with "J" and "I" coordinates for

each well (well numbers in increasing order).

Use as many fields on ·a "W" card as necessary.

Additional "W" cards may b.e used if needed.

The total number of fields used must equal

twice the value of "NWELL."

0\
(.N



CARD(S) "N" (optional) Number of Pumping Rates for Wells

Do not use these cards if "IDRAW" (Card B, Field 9) has a value of zero.

F·~ :: j ~ Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symb?l Format Value Description_.._-_. -
]. 3-8 N IPRC(l) 16 + Number of pumping rates to be read for well

PI number 1

2 9-16 N IPRC (2) 18 -.f Nl@ber of pumping rates to be read for well
P'J number 2(;

3 17-24 N IPRC (3) 18 + Continue with the i1number of pumping rates to
P3

be read" for each well (well numbers in
4 25- ~52 N IPRC(4) 18 +

P4 increasing order). Use as many fields on an

" " " " " II "N" card as necessary. Additional "N" cards 0\
j:;:.

" " " " I! " may be used if needed. The total number of

" " " " " " fields used must equal the value of "NWELL."

9 65 ..·72 N IPRC(9) 18 .+
Pg

10 73-80 N IPRC(IO) 18 +
PIO



CARD (S) "Q" (optional) Pumping Rates for Wells

Do not use these cards if "IDRAW" (Card B, Field 9) has a value of zero.

Field Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description

I

2

3

4

5

"

"

"

9

10

3-8

9-16

17-24

25-32

33-40

"

"

"
65-72

73-80

Q1

t l

Q2

t 2

Q3

"

"

"

QS

t s

Q(l)

T(l)

Q(2)

T(2)

Q(3)

"

"

"
Q(S)

T(S)

F6.0

F8.0

F8.0

F8.0

F8.0

"

"

"
F8.0

F8.0

+

+

+

+

+

"

"

"
+

+

First discharge rate for well #1

Time in days through whlch Q(1) is used

Second discharge rate for well #1

Time in days through whlch -0(2) is used

Continue with "discharge rates" and "time

of termination" until the complete pumping

pattern for well #1 has been described. Use

as many fields on a "Q" card as necessary.

Additional "Q" cards may be used if needed.

The total number of fields used must equal

twice the value of "Npl ."

0\
tn

Begin a new "Q" card for well #2 and enter pumping pattern as described above for well #1.
Continue in this manner until the pumping patterns for all wells have been entered.



CARD(S) "R" (optional) Heach Points Coordinates

Do not use these cards if "NREACH" (Card .4., Field 4) has a value of zero.

:.:'~ ..~~!;.-; .....J:_olumn~atl! S).:mbo1 FOIt~an Symbo~ Fo.,;rmat Value Description

1. 3-8 ,j _ JRIV (1) 16 + ".I" (row) coordinate of stream reach number 1
1..1.

2

.1

4

9-·16

17-24

25-32

T
"-r

J

..1 ....
l2

I
r"'l

t..

IRIV(l)

-n-r-"(2',J~ lll.)

IRIV(2)

18

18

IS

+

+

+

"I" (column) coordinate of strea.m reach number 1

Continue with "J" and "I" coordinates fOT

ea.ch stream reach (stream reach numbers in

increasing order). Use:as many fields on an

"

"
!l

9

"

"
H

6.!->72

"
..
"

J
T

S

\I

"
II

JRIV (5)

UR" card as necessary_ Additional "R" cards
" "

may be used if needed. The total number of
" "

fields used must equal twice the value of
Il "

"NREACH."
T.S +

0'.
C1'

10 73-80 I
r S

IRIV(S) 18 +



CARD (5) "P'~ Specific Yields of Grid Points

If "IPHI" (Card A, Field 7) has a value of one, only field 1 will be usedon this card.

Field Columns Math Symbol Fortran Symbol Format Value Description

I 3-8 <Pc

or

<PI

PHICON

or

PHI (1)

F7..0 +

+

If "IPHI" equals one, enter constant specific
yield value to be-used at all grid points.
Omit other fields on this card. Otherwise
enter specific yield value for grid point #1
in first row

2

3

"

"

"

"

"

"
9

10

9-16

17-24

"

"

"

"
"

"
65-72

73-80

<P 2

<P 3

"

"

"

"
tt

"

'9
·10

PHI(2)

PHI (3)

"

"

"

"
"

"
PHI(9)

PHI (10)

F8.0

F8.0

"

"

"
II

tt

"
F8.0

F8.0

+

+

"

"

"

"
"
tt

+

+

Specific yield value for grid point #2 in
first row (grid point numbers increase from
left to right)

Continue with specific yield values for each

grid point in the first row. Use as many

fields on a "P" card as necessary. Additional

"P" cards may be used if needed. Begin a new

"p" card for second row and enter <P values

for each grid point as described above for the

first row. Continue in this manner until <P

values have been entered for all rows in the

grid network.

0\
"'-J



CARD(S) "T" Transmissivities of Grid Points

+

or

TS (1 ')'1'
1

or

If "ITS" (Card A, Field 8) has a value, of one, only field I will be used on this card.

Field __ :.--~~.umns Math Symbol Furtran Symbol Format Value Description

1 .:~.' 8 T . TSCON F7. a + If "ITS" equals 1, enter constant transmis-
C sivity value to be used at all grid points.

Do not use other fields on this card.
Otherwise enter transmissivity value for grid
point #1 in first row.

___________r ·._.·_. • __•••• •

9-16 T.., TS (2) F8.0 + Transmissivity value for grid point #2 in
first row (grid point numbers increase from
left to right)

-------------_..-.~----

+ for all rows in the grid network.

+ Continue with transmissivity values for each3 17-24 T TS (3) F8.0
3

" " " I' "

" " " II "

" " " fi P

!l " If ~1 "

" II " it If

9 65-72 T9 15(9) F8.0·

10 73-80 TID TS(lO) F8.0

"

"
11

It

II

+

grid point in the first row. Use as many

fields on a "T" card as necessary. Additional

"T" cards may be used if needed. Begin a ne\-.)

"T" card for second row and enter transmis-

sivity values for each grid point as described

above for first row. Continue in this manner

until transmissivity values have been entered

0\
00



69

5. Illustrative Data Preparation Case

For the sake of illustration of how to prepare data for

use with the 'DELTA' program a portion of the alluvial aquifer

of the South Platte River in Colorado was studied. The general

geographical location of the area, which was suggested by Dr.

Qazi, Head, Planning and Investigations, is shown on Figure 26.

Figures 27, 28 and 29 are larger scale maps of the Sedgwick-Ovid

reach, providing respectively location of wells, aquifer trans

missivities and saturated thicknesses.

Figure 30 shows the selected grid (drawn on tracing paper

so that it can be superimposed on any of the Figures 27, 28 and

29 to read transmissivity, saturated thickness values, etc ... )

superimposed on the map of saturated thickness.

The values of the input data for the system are shown on

FORTRAN coding sheets (Table 1). Punched cards in their proper

order in the data deck are shown on Figure 31. Tables 2 to 5

display some of the computer printed output.
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COMPUTER CHARGE NO.

Table 1. INPUT DATA FOR SEDGWICK-OVID REACH ON FORTRAN CODING FORMS

FORTRAN CODIN"G FORM
UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER

PROGRAM DELTA/DATA FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM IN SOUTH PLATTE I I I I IPAGE I OF I

PROGRAMMER TISSA H. lLLANGASEKARE DATE 9
th SEPT 1975 I I I J I

STATEMENT ~ FOIIlU SUTE.ElT
IDENTIFICA TlON

NUMBER q
SEQUENCE

III 19 lfi I} '': 76 7" ? It>!. 18 ]'J 411 4, 4: 41 44 4~ 46 4~ 4/1 119 o;n ~i U
7. 7. M

A I 6 09 ·0 10 7 4 5 5 0 I 0 0

I ! I
-

B 7 5 0 I I I . 5 O· 001 o . I 0

t-O I ! I I 2 I 4 3 I :3 4

+ I0 4 I J 4 3 5 I 5 3 5 4

I
I 1 I

W I I I 2 I 4 3 3 4 2

W 4 ! 4 5 3

T I

R 2 I 2 2 2 3 2 4

-
p o . ,2

T 10 0 O· I 5 00 ·0 40 00 ·0 2 0 00 ·0 30 00 ·0 I I 00 -0 20 0·0

T 6 7 00 O· 6 7 00 0-0 67 00 o . a :3 5 00 0 ·0 28 00 a . a 90 00 ·0 75 00 -0

T 18 00 O' I 8 00 o . 0 I 8 00 0·0 I I 00 o ·0 I 5 50 0·0 29 00 0·0 2 8 00 0·0

T 50 00· 50 00 '1° 50 00 ·0 5 0 00 ·0 90 00 ·0 90 00 ·0 80 00 ·0
-

T 2 0 O· 200 . !o 20 o . 0 I 5 00 ·0 50 0·0 20 0·0 20 0·0

I
I

~

I
LLJ3~~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 '1 13 14 ,~ 16 17 III 19 10 11 lZ 2J 14 25 26 17 28 29 )0 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 151 52 53 54 55 51> 57 5lI 59 6lJ 161 1.1 1>1 l>4 65 66 67 '8 69 70 11 72 13 74 75 76 77 711 79 30

""'-J
CJ1



;;;: 0-'
c. 2 8 o :;~ c; 4

JRIV(I) IRIV (I) JRIV(2) JRIV (2) JRIV(3) IRIV(3) JRIV(4) IRIV(4}

d 4 4 .::
o.!. :3

JWELL(6) IWELL(6) JWELL{7) IWELU7)

~.j 1 2 4 :.:i :;t 4 2

JWELL(I) IWELL(J) JWELU2) IWELL(2) JWELL(3) lWELL(3) JWELL(4) lWELU4} JWELL(5) lWElU5}

o 4 4 :~: 5 .:~
I:"0_' 4

JPI(6) IPI(6) JPI(7) IPI(7) JPI(8) IPI(8) JPI(9) IPI(9) JPI(lO) IPI(lO)
'-J
0'\

L; i 2 i 4 :3 :~~ 4

JPI(l) IPI(l) JPI(2) JPI(2) JPI(3) IPI(3) JPI(4) IPI(4) JPI(S) : IPI(S)

B 7 ~
,.1 (I 1 •.L 1.5 0.(101 (I. 1 u

ISIZE JSIZE NJGRID KGRSZI KDNO AFAC DTI DIMX IDRAW

H i t.09.

DXY

Ifr 7 4 5 5 0

NPI NWELL NREACH NMAX NWEEK IPRINT IPHI

Figure 31

0, I)

ITS IUNITS



-~: ~~~ 0 "oJ ~~~ iJ U ~ U ::: ~~~ u~ U 1..:~ jJ !,,; IL U ::; 0 iJ ~ U c: (~ iJ ~ ;~i: 2 ~) u. ~) j

TS(29) TS(30) TS(31) TS(32): TS(33) TS(34) 'TS(3S)
. I

::: :) :) U oJ ~; U) tJ ~ ~}, .-j UUu: U ":~ :.} ~J U:o U .~. U ~~l U <l U :~~ ~j Uu. U· ;3 UGt~!. U:

TS(22) TS(23) TS(24) TS(2S) TS(26) TS(27) TS(28)

~ ::.:~ U;) U ~ 1 ;:~ UUU s (: l ;~~; :~~ U 0.. U 11 ~) d i~i ~ i~} 1·5 ::~ j) U oJ U :~ ~~ UU':i;: ;~l 2 ~:~ )J !J U~ U

TS(lS) TS(16) TS(17) TS(18) !TS(19) TS(20) TS(21)

::: ~. ".: ,} i_~ I: "~~" :"" '!•• ; ~) U";o U I::? l~i~) ~: ~ U .~: ..5U!_~ U~ U :,:: ':; ;~~ .;) ~~~;: i." .::. UUU.. U / ..:; <~ U~ U
'-l
'-l

TS(8) TS(9) TS(lO) TS(ll) TS(12) TS(13) TS(14)

1 '_:' ":~ iJ ~

TS(l)

p. O.;:~

PHICON

1 ":~;'~;'f

TS(2)

::.} UU ~-= ~ U

TS(3)

c~ !_~ U:.: ~ :y

TS(4)

~~ !~~ U....:;~ '."

TS(S)

1 1 0 'J A ;~i

TS(6)

2 :~: ~J:I U

TS(7)

Figure 32



_r._<~.,,<' lHF FCILi._(l\"'TI\j(~ 1.'.; I"I~'(Jr i-!AT~ ----------

PFSFARCH UNITS HA\lF REFN ~El.ECTFr FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT

L ~'SrI.4A PGF
TP~NS~TSSTVITY

nISTANCE
nPA~I"O\N~:S

rIMF

eli 11 I C ~~E TF K S /-,; F. E t<
CU'1 r C rv' F r~· ~ ~ / \,1 F F K - ~.., F TF h'
~),FTERS

'H T F. ~ Cj
!) t. Y S ft ", n \'J f F r( C;

Table 2. PRINTED OUTPUT OF INPUT

DATA

".-

nxy r--'P I N~'\IFLL NPFflCH f\jMAX. ~nvE EK IORINT IPHI ITS IUNITS
l~OC,.O 1 r 7 4 5 t; 0 1 0 0

ISI1F JSI7E f\IJf,P I Ii K (~k' SII KI)NO A.F AC DTI f)lMX IOPAW IOAYS
7 C) () 1 1 1.50 .001 .100 0 -0

TNITTAL OPAwnn~N pnINT~ A~E LOCATED AT T~f FnLlO~I~IG J.l G~In POINTS
1. 1 I.? 1. 4 3. 1 3. 4 4. 1
S. 4

4, .3 5. 1 5. 3

\II f. L' ~ A R F Lnr: lJ TEf) A T T t1 E F () Ll 01.." I !\, G \J • I GP I U ~ 0 I NT S
1. 1 I.? 1. 4 3. 1 4.?

R f ACH F SAP F l. n (' A TF f) ,!J. T T H F F 0 L. L () loi I '" G ..J.• I h H I n p a I NT S
? 1 ?? 2. 3 2. 4

4. 4 5. 3
~

00

TH F r; R Ins y S TF rv I S !I S S II ~ F ri H n rv1 () r, F t\j F 0 l j c; .~I I T H PF S P F CT T 0 S P FelF ICY I EL0 ( PHI )
T ~F C() ~I ~ T Af',1 T v A LUFO F P ~ T US f D FOR ALL (, R I [) POI NT SIS PHI = •2 0 0

P(")W ,J = 1 TS V1\ LI) E<;
1000.0 lSOO.o ,+000.0 2000.0 :.iooo.o 1100.0 200.0

ROW ..J = ? TS vALIJF<.;
f. '7000. n A70nn.o A700C1.0 350()().0 2HOOO.O 9000.0 7500.0

ROW ,J = .~ TS VfitUFS
1AOOO.0 IHnoo.o l~()OO.(l 11000.0 1~~00.0 29000.0 28000.0

POW ,J = 4 TS VALUFS
,000.0 c:;ooo.() sooo.() 5000.0 qoOO.O ~ooo.o ~OOO.O

ROW J = ':3 TS VbLLJFS
?oo.o ?O().o 200.(1 1':.00.0 ~Oo.o 200.0 200.0

---------- F~!n GF I !.,: P l \T [16 r l.1 ----------



Wf L'- P\jI.1 ~ ~ ,:- p ,., LOr:~TFD /:IT .. I.I = 4" 4

nFLTAS AT THF F~D OF WFF~ C(\ h, n J T I {);\1 "J tiM q EP ( C ~.j ) = 1·.OlC)7 MPRJ: = .143QqF-13

J VALUE = ROW INDEX = 1
.1?lQ"E-l~ .471=0./4[-14 .1f....471F-l? .201?4F-ll .';;45Q9E-13 .22038E-15 .11622E-17

J "ALl/F = POw TNf:I="X = ?
.~C;444E-14 .297q9F-l? .~·P~64Hr:-l1 .17727F-O'-J .o4743F-11 .7Yl14f-13 .70310E-15

,J V~LIJF = POW TNnFX = ~

.Q"'~?lE-14 .It'l44~F-ll .~k.iJJ 7r.--.l () • f, 7 n 0 4 F - () ~ .1 "lS17t:-O~ .42H13F:-ll .~C;793E-13

\.J VI\LUF = QO\,,,,, TNnFX = 4
.1117HE-12 .3hPt4f.(F-!U • ~ H 2 4 2 ~. - !) p .lHY!6f-OS .1'">"J33F-07 .10705E-09 .55110E-12

J VALUt = ROW INDEX = ':i
.1~763F-15 .60 QQ 7F-13 .?1~?2~-ln .M4:JOt~F-U{1 .~~b33F-lO .31073E-12 .1212Sf-14

-......J
!,D

nfLTA~ AT THF FNr nF wEFK ~ C{J (\; I) J T I () l~ l\l( J ''--1 ~ EP ( Cf\j) = 1.0157 MPRE = .?0734E-13

,I VAlllF = POI.'} JNOfX = 1
• ~ Q q 13 F-~ - 14 .1f.?L;,,>F-l? • .3~11t-l~:--11 .21f)21r:-lO .11074':-11 .82078F-14 .74672E-16

.J VALUE = D()lAl TI\lf)~X = ?
.?AOflflF-l? .Sh077F-li .q?3q7~-ln .Y7442F-O'-i .706AOf-lO .16341E-ll .2613HE-13

.J VALUE = pow INOfX = ]
.?O"OlF-l~ • llQt:.i;;,r-l 0 .c;SH41f--Og .18?11F.-()! .10138F-08 ,47441F.-IO .13530E-11

J Vt.tUE = RnW T\IDFX = 4

.1?74qF-11 .21~()9F-Ol.J .?6I..Hoi lF-07 .lH?08r:-05 .4~OH6E-()" .62C70F::-09 .A1844E-11

J VALUE = ROW If\lDF'I. = ~

.3?f.~2F-14 .70/l7.~r-l? .ljU~MF-09 • 17'~?'1r: -07 .35497E:-09 .351H8F-Il .24756E:-13

Table 3. PRINTED OUTPUT OF 'DELTA' COEFFICIENTS FOR WELL NUMBER 6 FOR WEEKS 1 AND 2



R~ r.. r:H l\iUM~F~ ? Lnct. TEn £Jl ,I. r = ? ?

n F LT~ c:; ft T T ,.... r r 1'.1 r, (l F AI F ~ ...;' C0 ''.if) 1 T J 0 I\j I" I Jr..H E .... ( c'" ) = 1.047? MPPf = .2924BE-13

J V A I, I! E = .:> n~; r [\I DF X = ]
• ? \...', \) .3 F - n.~ • s~ ? ~~ ? F - n-, .'1 1 r}? 4 r. - () e • 4 S L. L:, 4 F - 1 u • ·s ~ h i:-., 4 F - 12 • 187 1 6 f - 1 4 • 4 1 0 ~ 3 f - 1 7

J V~LUE = pow T~r,~'1 = ?
.qf:-~9HE-()7 .14~Af;F-O~ .1()4?1~-1IF, .j4~h1F-OH .13':J92F.-IO .5S940f='-12 .21914E-14

~J V~LIJF: = ROW Tl\JnFX = ~~
.~?18Q~-nA .53"?7~-n7 .l4~Q;~-nu .A4h71~-10 .113H2F-11 .1953~F-13 .23814F-15

.J Vt,II)F = Q()W TI\JIi~)( = 4
.?0173F-IO .3~4n~r-og .21~~j~-lO .?q~~4~-12 .77371f-14 .1~745f-15 .17830E-17

J VALU~ = QOw Tl\Jn~x = 5
• ? 7 q 7 ~ F - 11 • h 4 nP Ii F- - 1 2 • J (ii ? f-, ;" - 1 -~ • ~ t) ..v:- 0 r' - 1S • 1 L, ., h 5 F - 16 • 2 8 19 0F - 1H • ? A2 2 0 f - 2 0

00
o

nFLTt.C:; tT T~~ ~~D:]F :.vfFr< ? [ (') !'-ii' 1 T T[) "I i\J I jj'iI ~ ER ( (' I\l ) = 1.Oq.72 MDRE = .HSc;4hf-13

~J VA LIJF = ROW TI\j!)f X = 1
.1?~JO~-()7 • 1 2 11• .-, F - 0 f-. • ] 4?H.J;:: -07 • 4.] 1 .~ h ~: - f) ":I .114?OF.--IO .56404f-11 .20A15E-15

J VALUF = () f) w I NnF x = ?
• 1~q"5,E-06 .9C;167F-Oh .l~i~~~-nh • 1~ 0 3 h F - (I 'I .~33~2F"-O~ .410?2F-ll .63694f-13

J VALUF = PO~ TNr1r:X = i
.]~444f-/'l1 .1174t+F-Of'! .1{..,1~7r-t17 .c:.I../IOl+r.-OY .1':';OSS[-lO .589°.21:-12 .12R12E-13

\...1 VALIIF: = pnw 4 T!\IPFX = 4
.lQB7t?E-OQ .?O??lF-OR • 2 f) ~ 3 ? r - II q .~?41~F-ll .2363jE-12 .8'f. 4 03E-14 .16824E-lS

J VAt liE = QO\oJ T"JDE). = ~
.S161?F-]? .fi'i9ROF-ll .~4h7\J~-12 .lL.'-J21~-13 .d3490~-15 .2S649F-16 .41314[-18

Table 4. PRINTED OUTPUT OF 'DELTA' COEFFICIENTS FOR REACH ~tBER 2 FOR WEEKS 1 AND 2



n p ~ F P V/\ T TOl\i p nTNT \. U 1\' ~ F I-J

THFTA 5 AT THF: FNn Or.: I~;EJ:"K'

, ''I(' ':', T F. rl f: T.1. f - 'j.

~J VA L UF = P 0 ~ TNDFX = 1
.74923f-O? .1/)7~lf-Ol • ":, ~ 7 f "-i 1.- - nt~ .1(1()Q,+~·-O:) .20757r-Ol .7H253E-IO .23318E-12

,J VAl t.JF = Rn'~ T(\H}f-~)t = ?
.1~11~F+OO .11Q43F-O} .14h4Y':-02 .hOh';'lF-O~ ~lASS3f-OL) .16933f:-07 .90137E-I0

J V 1\1 I.IF. = q()W Tr\J\~Ir.: x = 3
.GOQQ7F+f)() • 4 7 J '~I f., F - 0 J • 1:- 1 r ~....: - ri ? .1 U2(~~F- -f)4 .1?371~-l)b .23b'J2t~-OH .13374f-l0

,J V fJ LUF = 0 () w J f\J' F '( = h

.?nf..O?f-Ol • H7 (, ,;..;; i...j F - 0 3 • i) n., I \ ~ C' - 0 4 .If--~]'if--(Jb .16HY3~--()ii .7bkH5F;-11 -.42 4 50£-12

J VALUr: = RO~ If\..lnE X = '-,
.~71C;()J:"-04 .?h14l~-O~ ... c';?f··~r--O 7 • ~14h4 IF-flY .Y4762E-12 -.82AS3F-13 -.26S17F-14

THF TASAT TH F FN" () F '~F F I< ? 00.....

..J Vl\l.UE = PO~1 J NrH:. )( = 1
.l AP1(l1:"-()] .?t::,t.:.~2J:.-O? • ? 7 4- .:;. ? ~. - ;) 1 .A2n":;'?F-05 • ? ;:, .~ 14 F - \l 6 .15A·34F-08 .77224£-11

,J V" LIJF = ~0\·' TNfl;::'~ = ?
.20:?53F+()() .3'"'lOlj:-fll .44'}OQF-f}2 .,-JC.·j?OF-03 .1?744f-O'+- .21307F-06 .1855ijE-08

J Vl\ L UF = t:< () it' Tr-Jr) 1=: X = :3
.A14H7~+()(i • 70'-,4 7~ -01 • ?;:. ~r.{ 7 ;:.- - n? .'·";'~i)'-Ji::;r--o:+ .1::'j231~ -o~ .456HIF-07 .120H4E-08

..J V f, L \.l F = !-? () '•.1 T~·t)F'I. = 4-

.3t;46~~-"1 .22~7nF-O? • fi .., 4 ..:.I t-.. ~. - 0 4 .1 ::-.437~ -OS .33076E-07 .1..Jf>7b7E-09 .20151E-IO

J VALUE = POw JNnt X = ~
.?1f,77f- 0 3 • 1 ] () 1 .~ F - 0 4 •.·~?714~-~~ .S;;:'7f.9~-nrj .1~kH9F-09 .3b314F-ll .63514F-13

Table S. PRINTED OUTPUT OF 'THETA' COEFFICIENTS FOR OBSERVATION POINT NUMBER 4 FOR WEEKS 1 AND 2
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E. THE 'EPSILON' PROGRAM

Once the various c() (and 6( ) coefficients) have been

calculated and saved on cards or tape, one can proceed to calcu-

late the £ coefficients defined in Eq.(18) from the system of

Eqs.(19). A computer program was developed to calculate these

£ (n) coefficients. There are altogether R x P x N of these.rp

The calculation of the £ (n) coefficients is straightforwardrp

but many Qther coefficients and quantities are also calculated

as a result of interest expressed by the staff of the Sate Engi-

neer's office. As a consequence the program is not ready for

documentation as it is still in a state of flux.
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F. ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

Once the epsilon coefficients have been calculated many

management problems which involve interaction between stream and

aquifer can be studied. Several papers have been written on the

subject (Morel-Seytoux, 1975a; Morel-Seytoux, 1975c; Morel

Seytoux, 1975d; Morel-Seytoux, 1975e). Appendix C is a repro

duction of one of these papers. In this paper a (fictitious)

regulatory agency tries to develop a strategy of pumping quota to

maintain quality standards in the river, protect the downstream

senior water rights while minimizing the detrimental effects for

a new residential development depending on the alluvial aquifer

for water supply.
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APPENDIX IA

Letter from Dr. Jeris A. Danielson

dated October 31, 1974



JOHN D. VANDERHOOF
Governor

DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
Department of Natura I Resources

300 Col umbine Bui Iding
1845 Sherman Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

October 31, 1974

c. J. KUIPER
Stat. Engineer

Dr. Hubert More1-Seytoux
Department of Civil Engineering
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Dear Dr. Morel-Seytoux:

In accordance with our discussion on October 29, 1974 concerning
management problems and objectives which this office might have that are
susceptible to solution through model techniques, the folloWing objectives
are presented for your consideration:

1) Determine optimal drawdown in an unconfined aquifer
or optimal head decline in an artesian aquifer to
maximize economic return from agricultural use.

2) Determine those areas adjacent to a stream where
a given percentage of water recharged to the alluvium
is available for pumping at a given time.

3) Determine the best conjunctive use of surface flows,
surface storage, and groundwater for a given set of
conditions to maximize the effective use of all waters
available in a stream-aquifer system.

4) Determine maximum allowable head decline that can
be permitted in a river reach without suffering a
long-term degradation of groundwater yields.

5) Determine those areas where a given amount of re
charge will result in drainage problems or damaging
high water-table levels.

6) Determine the optimal area in a stream reach where
recharge can be applied such that the maximum amount



Dr. Hubert More1-Seytoux
October 31, 1974

Page 2

of recharged water is available to a given grouping of
wells in the following irrigation season.

7) Determine the expected los se s of a re servoir run of a
given amount and duration in a stream reach and identify
what losses are recoverable and at what time assuming
given river conditions.

8) Determine what amount of groundwater pumping can be
permitted so as to not cause a depletion of stream
flows above a given percentage during a given period
of time.

9) Determine the amount of stream depletion that is re
paired if all wells made a given percentage of their
extractions available from surface water sources to
meet senior surface right demands.

10) Develop a method for accurately estimating ground
water withdrawal by wells on a seasonal basis by using
manageable samples.

11) Determine the impact on groundwater availability by
ceas ing historic winter irrigation practice s and storing
that water previously used in upstream reservoirs for
release and use during the irrigation period.

12) Determine the impact on a stream hydrograph with res
pect to volume and time of changing a historic flood
irrigation practice on a seasonal basis to a year-round
industrial use as suming consumptive use is held constant.

I find your work most interesting and applicable to the problems that
the Division of Water Resources faces, and would encourage you and your
group to continue evaluation and development of your present model •

. Jeris A. Danielson
puty State Engineer

JAD:mvg
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of Water Resources Research Journal
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ABSTRACT

A finite difference model of an aquifer behavior without stream

interaction was developed as a first stage component of a management

model of a stream-aquifer system. The model is not built as a usual

simulator but as a discrete impulse response generator. Once the basic

response coefficients have been generated the finite difference model is

no longer necessary to simulate the behavior of the aquifer. Any aqui

fer response (e.g. return flow to a given reach for a given week) is

expressed as an explicit function of the pumping rates. A complete

description of the "discrete kernel generator" is provided including

the basic equations, truncation error propagation, accuracy and run

costs.

ii
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A DISCRETE KERNEL Ge~ERATOR FOR STREAM-AQUIFER STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Some progress toward the solution of problems of management of

groundwater and surface waters resources can be achieved through the use

of mathematical models. Many hydrologic models of a stream-aquifer

system have been developed in the past (e.g. Glover, 1960, Eshett and

Bittinger, 1965). These weTe pioneering efforts and are very commendable.

However as the titles of the following studies imply (Bittinger, 1967), the

models were designed to predict the hydrologic behavior of the system in

response to a particular set of numerical values of the excitations (e.g.

pumping rates at a given well over several time periods) rather than

provide a functional relation between the response and the excitation

(or forcing funcr~;.;,,:,'l). In addition the responses to alternative strategies

of management were eval.uated in physical t!?:rms (e.g. volumes of water

shortages) rather than in economic ones (e.g. losses in economic

benefits). Today most hydrologists (or water resources engineers)

would agree with the argument made by ~he ~con0~ists (e.g. Young, 1970)
that

/the ranking of project alternatives cannot and should not be made solely

on the basis of volumes or flow ra~es of water.

Bredehoeft and Young (in 1970 and 1972) in a significant departure

from previous works have combined in a single study a physically realistic

hydrologic model of the stream-aquifer system with a realistic dscription

of the economic behavior of the water use~':'s. Though they utilized

Mathematical Programming to obtain the water use"J:"' ~ s optimal reaction

to the h~~~:rologic behavior of the system) their overall management plan

remainel' suboptimal. It was adequate nevertheless to pass judgment on

the relative values of several discrete alternative plans.
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A definite evolution in the modeling of stream-aquifer system is

apparent. At first the hydrologic model was viewed as an end in itself.

Now it is viewed primarily as a necessary intermediate component of a

more complex system. Since the role of the hydrologic model has changed,

should not its design also be modified?

DESIGN OF THE HYDROLOGIC MODEL

First, we must ask the question: what information is the model

expected to provide? For any pattern of well pumping the hydrologic

model to be useful to the water user (e.g. a typical farmer) in the

planning and operating stages must provide the drawdown in all the

pumping wells for costs are related to the lifting heights. To be

useful to the regulatory agency (e.g., the State Engineer of Colorado)

in defining his strategy, to satisfy the senior legal rights while

minimizing the detrimental effects to the junior water rights holders,

the model must provide the stream losses to the aquifer as a response

of pumping of wells and the drawdowns in the observation wells.

Immdiately it is apparent that the usual numerical (e.g. finite

difference) models are somewhat inefficient for this type of dual

service. For accuracy's sake, drawdowns must be calculated at many

grid points where the information has no economic interest (e.g., no

wells). In addition it is even impossible at such points to verify

that the calculated value is correct. If it is necessary, nevertheless,

to use a finite-difference model the calculations of these intermediate

values must be reduced to a minimum.

Maddock (1972) points out that an efficient method to obtain the

information only where needed is to use the Green function (Garabedian,

1964) of the boundary value problem. When the boundary conditions



change (i .e., pumping rates) tht- ;:J'7·ll.>';J:,jh~:'$ in the -'\;f.~lls can be calculated

from the knowledge of the Gre€:h f:.m~ti:.,m". Beforep10ceding further with

the analysis, the basi c defini t:u:m.s n€:ea·:;··d for aq,JifeI' modeling are

reviewed.

1. Basic Definitions and Equat~En~.

The basic saturated flo\<r ~q"Uatl.~:,~i. f!..:si,ng th~~!~~puit assumption

and a few other tradi.tional aS5um'p'tionsj describin.g the evolution of

an isotropic water table aquife'r is (he Boussinesq equation:

a (T ~~) t} J: Q
r

~-. v +8y d~l·~a "'",/ W r
(1)

where 4> is the drainable (or effectj,~.'~) porosity ~ s is the drawdown

measured positive o.owluJard froIJ; a (high;: horizontal datum located at

distance H aboY"; th.0 datut~ for ';:~H::'.l2t.~):r table elevation, t is time,

x and yare the rwrizontal c.arter:::L~;,;: ~on:('dinates T is the transmissivity,

~ is the instantaneous pumpi.ng !/ol~1me :jf \t'ell Vi (::hosen algebraically

positive i.f it is ilJi actual with.dr::'~,~hl :..:a,te), 0 T$ a Dirac deltaw

(where

and are the coordJn2.t~'s of well is time), ~ is

the aquifer instantaneous discharge V01.tur:e to t~1e~"i,/er per unit reach

of river and
th

is a delta fu!\(' tiOJ', singular .a10ng the r reach of

the river. The various defin::t.i.c>n~ a..::'e graphical}'y illustrated on

Figure 1. At first, Bq. C:) w"~Lt be s';,:;;,rii.ed £01: the (;ase when there

is no stream intersecting 'ch~ ;?~_l.lif8~;.> u

Assuming a homoger~';:o'-';'::; aquif~!' of iniinit~; '~J<..I:'t:Dt and no previous

developm~nt then it is well known (Carslaw andJaeger~ 1969, pp. 258-261)

that tl: drawdown at well w at time t due to pumping at well p at

a rate Q(T) (L3T- 1) is:
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5 (t) = JWp
o

dt
t-T

(2)

where R is the distance between \'~ell io\ and well p. If thewp

pumping rates are constant within the oa3ic time period (say the week)

but vary from week to week.~ it L~;: GE5Y t,.) derive (think of the unit

hydrograph theory; Dooge, 1973) the ~~quation (Morel-Beytoux et al., 1973):

s Cn) =w.

p

I
p=l

n

l
v=1

(3)

at th~ end of the nth weekis the dra~vdown a:i. wellwhere s (n)w.

with P wells pumping, and ~"Jher'e~

«~

.r..

4TIT

1
r
j,
;

e dt
\1 '" T

(4)

When the aqui fer is int =1"S ec.t ed by :.1. stream the solution is of the

same form because a reach can bl'-;) 'lfiewed. (at least D,8t:hematically) as a

special well (pumping or injecting).\ na:nely:

s Cn) =w....

t
r

J
o

t
{

(5)

[he pumpi~:g well kernel function

(which is analytically kl~8wT. fOT t.he :;-:(.:mogeneou:.:~<::('~fer of infinite

extent, i. e. the integrand in I:q, (2)) 21i.d the f;t~rv j ,YJS reach kernel,

k () " "Dr a homogeneous aquifer of J_nfini te exten.t this kernel
wr

can also ~e obtained analytically (Morel-Seytoux, 19(4). Since most
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aquifers are neither homogeneous nor of infinite extent, the analytical

expression itself is of no great value. What is important however is

the fact that the classical theory of partial differential equations

(Garabedian, 1964), the modern theory of Linear Systems (Dooge, 1973)

and the derivation of Maddock (1972) have proven the existence of the

kernel functions for heterogeneous aquifers of limited extent. That is

Eq. (5) is still valid under these more realistic conditions.

Ignoring for the time being the fact that the kernel functions are

not known, it is still not possible to exploit Eq. (5) because to the

contrary of the pumping rates, ~(T), the ~(T) are not susceptible

to man's control. The rate of seepage to or recharge from the aquifer

depends on the state of the aquifer.

to drawdowns in the aquifer.

It is necessary to relate Q ( )
r

Bouwer (1969) has shown that ~ is proportional to a difference

in the drawdowns to the stream surface level and to the aquifer water

table a few stream widths away from the stream. The coefficient of

proportionality depends on the streambed characteristics and shape of

the stream cross-section (Morel-Seytoux, 1964; Bouwer, 1969).

Symbolically:

Q = r (0 - s )r r r r
(6)

If, as in the case of the State Engineer, one is interested in the

flows at the stream-aquifer interface as affected by pumping from wells,

and not in drawdowns in the aquifer, one can utilize Eq. (5) to calculate

s and eliminate s
~ft

from Eq. (5) by using Eq. (6) with the result:r L

t t

Q (t) + r 1Q (T) k (t-T) dT = r [Or(t) - pt 1 ~(T)k (t-T) dTJr r r rr r rp

(7)



Eq. (7) is an integral eq'L;atioT~ -Eox :~';J~ ".mknown fi.~:rtcti,,"m of time

In the case of several pervious read~~s; Eq. (7) generalizes in

the form:

Q (t).
r

R
t

J
t".

~(t) + r I Q (.. I k Ct-·, T) d:r ::- 1"' rar Ct) .. y
,,' J

; .f

r p rp -.-. "'.
p=l .. p=l

0

t

J ~ (T)krp (t-T) dTJ

o

(8)

where R is the number of reaches. Eqs. (8) is a sy~stem of R integral

equations to be solved simultaneously. Due to the linear character of

the system the solution fo:=:, the Q
p
(t) (p = 1 ... r. ".R) can be obtained

by superposition of the solutions for the two situations a = 0 but
r

Q F 0 and a ;J, 0 but tl.. = o. FDr example the State Engineer wantsp r ( ,r'

to know the seep;<~:,~, fron th:2 riveT ~,nd.uc,:;d by pumrJ,'J.g and not caused by

other factors sue;; as props,gati<::m Z:'f ,.:1, flood. h~~ 1 ~~." thus direct ly

interested in the solution vf Eq" (Pi) :,,;':hen

Eqs (8) can he d-i ~Cl·,<"~t")' 7ed, v,r-ith ;-'I-,{:..• ':~;:.t:;~,1;-·
• f...J ~_ '-' _ _ ."..I l'J'~ .... ~. tr"l,;..·:,... oS _1o.•••J..._,,",.

a (t) ,_ n
r The system of

(9)

Because the system of Eqs 0 (9} lS linec~Y' ~ the soluti.on for

known a priori to be of t.he form:

P n
Q en) \"' t n

(\i ~~ Q (v)- L L €
r T!) pp=l '";=

Q Cn)r

(10)

is

where ~(n)

week, Q.' ')

is the retllTn \tc·l1..lnle t.o the

is the volume ptL'11ped at well

th
reach '" :":':lring the n

thp during the v week) P

is the total number of pumping wells and the £ are coefficients.
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Eq. (10) does not include the return flow due to other causes than

pumping from wells, such as for example the natural fluctuations of the

river stage. Eq. (10) thus provides precisely the information needed

by the regulatory agency which has the responsibility of managing the

stream-aquifer system.

To determine the unknown coefficients En (v) it suffices to substirp

tute the solution (Eq. 10) in Eqs. (9) and equate to zero the coefficients

of the ~(v). This calculation is straightforward and is given in

Appendix B. (More general results are given in Morel-Seytoux, 1974 for

the case 0 # 0).

Thus the coefficients

linear equations once the

En (v) can be obtained recurrently by simple
rp

o () and 0 . ( ) coefficients are known.rp rl

The meaning of these latter coefficients is fairly straightforward. If

s (n) represents the drawdown at point w (anywhere in the aquifer)wp

due to pumping at well p (anywhere in the aquifer) with pumped volumes

~ (1), ~(w) ••• , ~(v) etc. during weeks 1, 2, ... , v, etc., then:

s (n) =wp

n

L
v=l

0wp (n - v + 1) ~ (v) (11)

an~ 0
wp

threpresents the drawdown at the end of the n . week (or time

period) if a unit volume of water was withdrawn during the first week

from well p and the well shut down indefinitely thereafter.

Speaking like the mathemetician we can say that the problem of

conjunctive surface-groundwater management is solved once the 0wp

coefficients have been obtained! Unfortunately this is the costly

part. It is the main purpose of this paper to document the cost, accuracy

and feasibility of the Discrete Kernel Generator approach to solve actual

groundwater management problems.



2. Numerical Determination of the 6 Influence Coefficients

Many computer hydrologic models have already been developed to

describe a stream-aquifer interaction (Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968;

Jenkins, 1968; Moulder and Jenkins, 1969; Bredehoeft and Young, 1970;

Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971; Maddock, 1974).

The majority of these models, however, were designed to simulate

"-repeatedly the response of the aquifer or the river to given patterns of

pumping rather than generate once for all the € coefficients. The

model of ~mddock (1974) is the exception. However in his model the E

influence coefficients are calculated by a finite difference model and

they would have to be recalculated if for example a different location of

a canal or of a recharge pond is considered. The approach proposed heTe~

though not vastly different, is somewhat more flexible. A finite

difference model used to calculate the 0 influence coefficients l

that i's, the coefficients characterizing the response to pumping

\dthout any stream interaction. Once the 0 coefficients are obtained

the E coefficients are calculated from a simple linear algebraic

system of equations. If the position of the canals or recharge ponds

is modified, only the e need be recalcUlated, not the 6 coefficients.

The 0 coefficients are generated by a finite difference model

based on the well-known alternating directions implicit method (Douglas

and Rachford, 1956; Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968). For this reason the

finite difference forms of the linear Boussinesq equation are given in

Appendix A. The grid net~"ork consists of square meshes but the mesh

size can change by a factor of 2 only. All grids are uniform in the x

directiop A typical possible grid layout is illustrated on Figure 2.

With this grid flexibility it is possible to have a fine mesh generally
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previous, solutions.

11

parallel and close to the river J where utany wells are located, and d. coa1.;;;,~

grid far from it.

3. Propagation of Errors in the Finite Difference Model

At a given time step the solution for drawdown depends on the

As a result errors~in the solution tend to propagate

in time and grow. The solution of a system of linear equations by the
"

(12)

inuicates a nonn and CA is the cundition number of A

Gaussian elimination procedure will reflect the errors in the estimation

of the matrix of coefficients A, and the errors in the right-hand side

vector. With a time-invariant linear system the errors in the'

coefficients of A are negligible. However errors in the estimation of

the time-variant right-hand side vector, b, tend to grow. Assuming

negligible error in A it has been shown (Forsythe and Moller, 1967,

p. 20) that an upper bound for the relative error in the solution of

Ax = b (where the under bar indicates a vector) is given by:

!j!ob IIiII ox II ·~ ,m\ ::. CA lTl b 11\

where 11 II

defined as II AII • II A-III. The condition number depends on the chosen

norm. With the infinity norm then by definition:

and:

IIAII co = maximum of over all rows i (13)

J

= maximum element of <S'X
:-

(14)

The error in x. is denoted ox. and the error in b. is denoted
1. 1 ~

6b.. BFA< "'lse the alternating directions impll.cit (A.D.I.) method
1.

requires ~il intermediate solution at the half time step and starting
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pumping from one l'le11 at a unit rate at t = At/2 with the error e
o

-14 th(CDC 6400 precision = 10 ), the relative error at the end of the n

week is:

II ox II
Ir; II!

• . I

2n
= C llt e

A 0 . ~! .

The condition number depends on the matrix cQefficients and therefore

depends on llx, llt and the aquifer characteristics. Ideally CA

should be as close to 1 as possible and Ax and llt chosen accordingly.

If A is diagonally dominant and symmetrisone obtains:

max(L 1a .. \). . 1.J
C =.2:-l..-.:-
A maxtla.;;I- 1.Ia.;.;IJ-

• 1.1... .ll.J
1 J,JrJ.

(16)

For a homogeneous aquifer, a uniform grid and time-step size, using A.D.I.

Eq. (16) yields

C = 1 + 4Tllt
A 4> (llx) 2

where T is the aquifer transmissivity and ~ :s the drainable

(17)

porosity. Correlatively the relative error on x at the end of the

th k.n wee 1S:

e(n)

2n
=e (1 + 4Tllt )llt

o $ (llx) 2
(18)

It is interesting to note that for a fixed Ax, reducing At reduces

e(n) = eo

CA but increases the exponent in Eq. (8).

tends to zero we obtain:i

8Tn
¢(llx)2

e

In the 1imit \..hen IIt

(19)
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For accuracy sake ~x should be as small as possible. However Eq. (9)

shows clearly that when ~x becomes too small the propagated error will

grow at a fast exponential rate. Table 1 illustrates the error growth

as a function of the week index and for different time-step and grid

sizes. Table 1 shows that for a fixed (relatively large 6x, ~x = 500 m)

a reduction in ~t makes the error worse. Eq. (9) therefore provides

an upper bound for the maximum error for all ~t as a function of nand

6x. Eq. (9) is especially useful if the time-step is varied during the

computations. For example, if the relative error at the end of 16 weeks

is to be less than 1 percent regardless of how small the time step may

be~ then ~x must be greater than 480 meters. However this estimate is

much too conservative. In the actual computations an initial time step

of 0.001 week is used and increased by the factor r = 3/2 during the

first week when the well is pumping at a unit rate until ~t reaches

the:value 0.1. Then it is kept at that value for the rest of the first

week. Starting at the beginning of the second week (when the well is

permanently shut down) roughly the same pattern is follo~4ed until the

time step reaches the value of 1 week. Thereafter the time step is 1

week. Under these conditions a better estimate for e(n) is given

approximately by the relation:

e(n)

(1 + 10-3a )14 (1 + a) 2(n-4) for n > 4

4Twhere a = . . For ~ = 0.2, T = 10~000 and ~x = 350 a
4>C6x)2

takes trie value 1.63. For this value of a Eq. (20) gives for

(20)
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llt = 1 week tlt = 0.1 week

week index n tlx = SO m tlx = 500 m tlx = SO m tJ.x = 500 m

1 6.56 x 10-11 3.24 x 10-14 1.22 x 105 4.66 x 10- 14

2 4.30 x 10-7 1.05 x 10- 13 1.48 x 1024 2.17 x 10-13

3 2.82 x 10-4 3.40 x 10-13 1.80 x 1043 1.01 x 10-12

5 1.22 x 105 3.57 x 10-12
I 2.66 x 1081 2.20 x 10-11

8 3.43 x 1016 1.21 x 10-10 I 4.77 x 10138 2.23 x 10-9

10 1.48 x 1024 1.27 x 10-9 7.06 x 10176 4.84 x 10-8

16 1.18 x 1047 1.47 x 10-6 2.28 x 10291 4.96 x 10-4

Table 1. Table of relative errors at the end of n weeks as a function
of time-step and grid sizes. T = 10,000 m2/week and
<I> = 0.2
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eell), e(12), e(13) and e(14) the values 0.0002, 0.0016, 0.011 and 0.08

respectively.

4. Accuracy of the Finite Differenc~Model

A good finite difference operator is one that converges to the

partial differential operator of the or~ginal equation as ~x and At

tend to zero~ at least in theory. With such operator the solution of

"the finite difference approximation approaches the solution of the

original equation in the limit. Thus in theory the solution gets better

and better as ~x and ~t tend to be zero. However as discussed "in

the preceding section this result is only valid if the solution of the

linear system of equations can be obtained with perfect accuracy~ In

- practice perfect accuracy is not possible and even with machine accur~cy"

-14of the order of 10 , errors will grow very rapidly if ~x or ~t

are too small (see Table 1). To test the accuracy of the finite

difference model as a function of ~x a~d At, the results of the

finite difference model are compared with the known analytic solution

for the single pumping well in a homogeneous aquifer of finite extent

and no initial drawdown. The grid used for the generation of the

influence coefficients a is shown on Figure 2. The infinite aquifer

is modeled by a finite rectangular aquifer of length 15,400 meters and

width 16,800 meters. The grid size around the pumping well is 350 m.

The number of grid points is 999. Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of

the a coefficients as a function of the week index as calculated

by the a-generator and the analytical solution, for points located at

distances from the pumping well equal to 350 and 1400 meters

respectlj·.;ly. The relative error is small. The values of the a

coefficients are also given in Table 2.
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105 8 (m/ m3 -week)

.44

.42

.40

.38

.36

. 34

.32

.30

.28

.26

.24

.22

.20

.18

.16

.14

.12

.10

.08

.06

.04

.02

Distance Between Observation
and Pumping Wells is 350 m.

Finite Difference
~x =175. m

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16
Time (week)

Figure 3.
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106 8 (m/m3 - week)

Distance Between Observation
and Pumpino Wells is 1400m.

Computed
r------~x= I 75.m

.08

.30

.20

.12

.26

.10

.02

.14

.04

.24

.06

.28

.18

.16

.22

.32

.36

.34

o 2:3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

Time (week)

Figure 4.



distance
from

pumping 350 m 1050 II 1400 II 2100 m 3150 ;:)._____ •
well

A:s. .. 175 II Analytic lut I: 3S0 m Ax -PSili 6x ~ 350 iii 6X~1i'S mWeek· Analytic ~x = 350 ll.x - 175 Analytic ll.x It 350 m ll.x .. 175 II Analytic tu I: 350 Iii Analytic
, -

.353 10. 5 .332 10. 5 .367 10.5 . 503 10.8 .459 10.7 .207 10.7 . .412 10.10 .438 10.8 .111 10.8 .917 10. 16 .302 10.10 .200 lOll .447 10. 28 106 10. 13 .720 10. 16

2 .360 10.5 .353 10. 5 .350 10.5 .137 10.6 .208 10.6 .163 10.6 .102 10.7 .380 10.7 .232 10.7 .108 10.10 .930 10.9 .302 10.9 1. 521 10. 17 .222 10.11 .245 10. 12

3 .251 10. 5 .273 10.5 .263 10. 5 .346 10.6 .344 10.6 .323 10.6 .639 10.7 .913 10.7 .756 10-7 .609 10.9 .460 10.8 .264 10.8 .299 10. 13 .313 10.10 .902 10. 11

4 .192 10. 5 .215 10. 5 .209 10. 5 .468 10.6 .412 10.6 .407 10-6 .132 10.6 .139 10. 6 .130 10.6 .441 10.8 .122 10. 7 .938 10.8 .242 10. 11 .217 10. 9 .120 10. 9

5 .155 10. 5 .178 10. 5 .171 10.5 .512 10.6 .455 10.6 .458 10.6 .200 10.6 .182 10.6 .177 10.6 .133 10.7 .220 10.7 .189 10. 7
.336 10. 10 .611 10. 9 .403 10·~

6 .130 10. 5 .149 10. 5 .144 10.5 .530 10.6 .478 10.6 .483 10.6 .243 10. 6 .216 10.6 .214 10. 6 .263 10.7 .330 10.7 .3Gl 10.7 .186 10. 9 .127 10.0 .933 10. 9

7 .112 10. 5 .128 10. 5 .123 10.5 .524 10.6 .486 10.6 .490 10.6 .271 10.6 .241 10. 6 .242 10.6 .412 10.7 .446 10.7 .421 10. 7
.610 10. 9 .223 10·$ .176 10. 8

8 .979 10. 6 .Hl 10. 5 .108 10. 5 .509 10.6 .483 10.6 .487 10.6 .287 10. 6 .259 10.6 .261 10.6 .560 10.7 .561 10.7 .542 10. 7
.144 10. 8 .350 10.8 .293 10·£:

9 .872 10. 6 .981 10. 6 .953 10. 6 .489 10.6 .474 10.6 .476 10-6 .295 10. 6 .271 10.6 .273 10.6 .699 10-7 .671 10.7 . . 658 10. 7 .275 10.8 .507 10·S .442 10. 8
I-'

.771 10.7 •622 IO-'~
00

10 .786 10.6 .877 10. 6 .854 10. 6 .469 10.6 .461 10. 6 .462 10.6 .298 10.6 .278 10~6 .280 10.6 .822 10.7 .764 10.7 .454 10.8 .691 10.8

.715 10.6 .791 10.6 .774 10. 6 ·6
.445 10.6 .446 10.6 .298 10.6 .281 10.6 .284 10..6 .927 10. 7 .862 10. 7 .860 10.7 .674 10.8 .898 10.8 .828 10- 811 .448 10

12 .656 10.6 .720 10.6 .695 10.6 .429 10.6 .429 10.6 .423 10.6 .295 10.6 .282 10.6 .280 10.6 .102 10.6 .941 10.7 .931 10. 7 .927 10.8 .112 10. 7 .10410. 7

.606 10.6 .661 10.6 .649 10.6 .410 10.6 .412 10.6 .412 10.6 .291 10.6 .280 10.6 .282 10.6 .109 10.6 .101 10. 6 .102 10.6 .120 10. 7 .136 10.7 ."'13 .130 10 .

14 • 564 10.6 .610 10.6 .600 10.6 .392 10.6 .396 10.6 .396 10.6 .285 10-6 .278 10.6 .279 10.6 .115 10.6 .107 10.6 .108 10. 6 .149 10- 7 .161 10. 7 .155 10. 7

15 .526 10. 6 .566 10. 6 .558 10.6 .375 10.6 .380 10.6 .380 10.6 .279 10.6 .272 10.6 .274 10.6 .120 10.6 .112 10.6 .113 10.6 .179 10. 7 .186 10. 7 .18110. 7

16 .494 10.6 .527 10.6 .521 10. 6 .360 10.6 .364 10.6 .365 10-6 .273 10.6 .267 10.6 .269 10.6 .124 10.6 .116 10.6 .117 10.6 .209 10. 7 .211 10. 7 .208 10.7

Table 2. Values of the 0 coefficients (in meters/m3-week) at different distances from the pumping well
as a function of the week index, obtained by analytic procedures and by finite difference for
two grid sizes.

Aquifer parameters are: ¢ = 0.2 and 2
T = 10,000 m /week.
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5. Cost of the Finite Difference Model

As discussed in the preceding sections the error' growth resulting

from the solution of the linear system of equations puts a limit on how

small the grid size may be. For a grid size of 350 meters according to

Eq. (12) the error due to this cause .co~ld be large, especially for the

last time period (the 16th period). However for the 12th week the

"relative truncation error should be only about 0.1 percent. It is clear

from Figure 4, for example, that the relative deviation from the analytic

solution is in excess of 0.1 percent, in fact of the order of five percent.

Thus this daviation cannot be blamed on the truncation error but rather

on the coarseness of the grid size. Indeed with a finer mesh (Ax = 175 m)

the accuracy improved. The results are also shown on Figures 3 and 4.

The improvement in accuracy is clear but minor.' On the other hand

the computer costs increased by a factor of 7.S. It appears therefore

that the major practical limitation to a small grid size will be cost.

Indeed this is not a new discovery as Bredehoeft and Young repeatedly

warned the eventual user. Said they: "Owing to limitations on

computing resources, formal search procedures for determining the optimum '.

were not employed, nor were the increments in pumping capacity between

tha various runs as small as might be desirable," (Young and Bredehoeft,

1972, p. 549); "Since computational resources did not permit a systematic

samplinf. of the response surface ... , no global maximum can be cl'iUned, If.

(Bredehoeft and Young, 1970, p. 7); "The limited resources available to

the project precluded any detailed field studies of the hydrologic, legal

and econo~ic relationships necessary to represent a specific area

accurat~l.y.." (Bredehoeft and Young, 1970, p. 12.) ttTherefore it was

decided that the additional precision was not worth the extra costs, and·
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all subsequent studies were made 'employing the s-year interval tt (Bredehoeft

and Young, 1970, p. 15) and "Because' of limitations of time and financial

resources, it is infeasible to examine the sensitivity of the solutions

to variables other than those already described." (Bredehoeft and Young,

1970, p. 19). The warning is clear. lhe hydrologic model must be very

efficient computer-wise.

More precisely the breakdown of computer times and costs for the

t\'10 grid sizes considered (~x :; 350 or 175 meters) is ShOl.,n on Table 3.

The principal computer costs are incurred for core storage at $60/hour

and central processor time at $290/hour. '

6. Cost Estimate for the Study of an Actual Reach. Conclusion

For a 50 mile long, 20 mile wide, reach using a one mile by one mile

grid a thousand grid points would be necessary. ,

Service Grid Size = 350 m Grid Size = 175 m
(999 grid points) (3801 grid points)

Core Storage 42,600 bytesg 122,500 bytesg

Compilation Time 18.8 sec 18.8 sec

Central Processor Time 30.0 sec ' 113.1 sec

Cost Adjustment Factor
(A function of Core

Storage) .7 1.4

TOTAL COST $2'.90 $21.83

TOTAL COST CO~WARISON

FACTOR 1. 1.5

Table 3. Cost distribution of runs as a function of grid size using a
CDC 6400
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If at least one well is present in every mesh then 16,000 0

values must be generated at a cost (see Table 3) of approximately

$3,000.00. After these costs have been incurred the £ coefficients

must be calculated: 320,000 of them.. The cost of determining these

£ coefficients is not known precisely yet but preliminary studies indi-

cate that it is less than that of calculating the 0 coefficients. Ulti,
.mately the determination of optimal weekly pumping quota will require the

solution of a Linear Programming proble~ with 16~OOO variables and

many legal constraints (16 times as many as there are surface diversion

points). Since the optimization must be repeated every week in an

irrigation season and every year, the initial fixed cost of determining

the 0 and £ coefficients distributed over every week of a 50 year

horizon amounts to approximately $4.00. Clearly the major cost

involved in designing optimal rules of operation for conjunctive

surface-groundwater management protecting the senior legal rights \iiIl

come from the L.P. solution costs.
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Appendix A

Finite Difference Form of the Boussinesq equation using the A.D.I. method.

Following Douglas and Rachford (1955) the finite difference form

of the equation:

4> as L (T as) _ L (T ~) = Qat - ax ax ay ay

for a point A (see Figure 8) of coordinates (i,j) located in a

region where the mesh size is uniform, is:

4> •• T.. * ~T .. T.. *[21.. + 2 ~J ] s .. - [ x~J + ~J ] s. I .
~t (~x)2 ~J 2~x (~x)2 ~+ ,J

(AI)

~T ..
+ [ x~J

2~x

T.. *_ 1J ]
(~x)2 Si_l,j

4>. • 2T ..
= [21.. _ 1 J ]

~t (~y)2
s ..

1Jn

~T .. T..
+ [ Y1J + 1J ] [

2 /1 2 s. . I -uy (~y) 1,J+,n

+ Q 0.•1Jn

~T .. T ..
Y1J _ 1J ]
2~y (~y)2 Si,j-l,n

(A2)

The solution of Eq. CA2) along lines j = constant yields values of

* .. d 1s at t1me 1n ex n + 2. The index n refers to the old time and

n + I refers to the new time. The values of s* are calculated at

all grid points from Eqs. CA2) and substituted in the equation:

ep. • 2T. . -T ..
[2:1- + 1J] [ 1J
~t (~y)2 Si,j,n+l + (~y)2

+
~T ..

Y1J
2~y ] Si,j-l,n+l

T~ .
_ [lJ +

(~y)2

~T .. ep.. *
Y1J ] _~
2~y Si,j+l,n+l - ~t Sij

2T ..
+ 1J

(~y)2
s ..1Jn +

T. . t1Ty. . T..
[_ 1J + 1J] s [ 1J

C~y)2 2~y i,j-l,n - (~y)2 +

6T ..
Y1J ]
2~y Si,j+l,n

(A3)
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Eqs. (A2) and (A3) apply for a rectangular grid (6x F 6y). However

in the developed computer program it is assumed that ~x = 6y.

The solution of Eqs. (A3) along the lines i = constant for the

unknowns s.. 1 yield the drawdowns at the grid points of coordinates
~,J,n+

i,j at time index n+l. In the above equations ~t represents the

time step. It may vary from time step to time $tep. Q is the

pumping rate at point (i,j) during the period interval ~t. 0.. equals
~Jn

I if i,j are the coordinates of a pumping well, pumping during the

time interval (tn' t n+l ) and is zero otherwise. By definition

T. I . - T. I .
~T = ~+ ,J ~- ,J (A4)xij 2~x

and

T.. I - T.. I
~T = ~,J + ~,J - (AS)yij 2~y

Equation (A4) applies even at the interface between two different mesh

sizes regions with 6x equal to the smaller mesh size. Equation (A4)

does not apply on the edges of the domain (i = I and i = maximum value

of index i = i M). At the edges we have:

= T2j - Tlj
~T I . ~xx, ,J

and

(A6)

T. .
1M_I ,J

b.T . .
x, ~M,J

T. .
1M,] -

= ---.,-----
b.x

(A7)

Likewise in the vertical direction we have:

T. 2 - T. I
~, 1,

b.T . I = -~~A-y-~y,1, U
(AB)

and

Li~r- ,.,. =
Y 1 J

T.k. T.,. 1
1 JM - 1 JM -

~y
(A9)
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In a region of changing grid size Eq. (A3) does not apply and the

solution of Eq. (A2) requires modification. Consider the point B of

coordinate (i,j) on Figure 8 located on the interface between two regions

of different grid size. Eq. (A2) will apply with the interpretation

that the subscript

case of point B

j-l refers to an ordinate y. - max(8x). In the
J

shown on Figure 8 the s* values in the finite

difference equation are the ones evaluated at the points shown by ~.

In the case of point C no Eq. (A2) is used but rather *5
C

is

evaluated as the average of the two neighboring values of 5* on the

j line.

When proceeding with the vertical direction Eq. (A3) does not

apply at all if the point (i,j) is at the interface of a changing mesh.

If as shown on Figure 8 the mesh size increases as j increases the

proper finite difference equation is:

ep. . T..
[21. + l.J
6t (6y) 2

8T •. T ..
Yl.J] l.J

6y Si,j,n+l - -3~(8~y-)~2 Si,j+l,n+l

2 T ..
+ [__ l.J +

3 (8y)2

6T ..
Yl.J]

6y Si,j-l,n+l =
¢.. *

l.J
M Sij

T ..
+ [ l.J

(6y)
2

T..
1J

6T .. 2 T..
Yl.J] + [-_ l.J +

6y Si,j,n 3 (6y) 2

f1T ..
Yl.J] s. . 1f1y 1, J - , n

(AID)

where 8Y (= 6x) is the smaller of the two_grid sizes. In this case

the definition of 6T ... is:
Y1J

~T .. =
Yl.]

T.. I - T.. 21,J+ 1,J-
46y

(All)
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where ~y(= bx) is the smaller of the two mesh sizes, for a point such

as B. For points such as C, bT .. is calculated as the average of
Y1J

~T .. at its nearest two neighbors along the line j = constant. A
Y1J

similar equation is obtained if the mesh size decreases as j increases,

namely:

<p •• T.. ~T
yij]

T..
[-21.. + 1J + s.. 1 - 1J s ..
bt (by) 2 ~y 1,J,n+ 3(by)2 1,J-1,n+l

[~
T.. ~T

yij] <p.. * T.. ~T

yi j ] s. .1J + s .. 1 1
_ 1J

+ [ 1J +- - Lrt Sij3 (by) 2 by 1,J+ ,n+ (~y)2 Ay 1,J,n

T ..
1J

- S -
3(~y)2 i,j-1,n

2 T .•
[_ 1J +

3 (by) 2

~T ..
Y1J ] s .. 1
~y 1,J+ ,n

(Al2)

Equations (AlO) or (Al2) apply only on vertical lines such as EBD

which extend from boundary to boundary. In the case of line FCH which

terminates at point CEq. (AlO) can be used only after solutions along

the lines such as EBD have been obtained. Then s .. 1 1 (value ofl,J+ ,n+

s at point G) is estimated as the average of the four neighboring

points (shown asO on Figure 8). This establishes the necessary

boundary condition to be met along lines such as FCH.
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Appendix B

Derivation of the En (v) coefficients
rp

The discrete form of the system of Eqs. (9) is:

R n
~(n) + rr I L

p=l m=l

P n
o (n-m+1) Q (m) + rr L L 0rp(n-v+l)O (v) = 0
rp P p=l v=l ~

(B1)

The solution is given by Eq. (10) which can be rewritten, playing on

indices, as

Q (m) =
p

P m
L L

p=l v=l

m
E (v) 0 (v)
pp 1>

(B2)

Substitution of Eq. (10) and (B2) in (Bl) yields:

P n
+ rr L L °rp (n- v+ 1) 0 (v) = 0 (B3)

p=l v=l 1>

The coefficient of a particular ~(v) i.e. where p and v are

fixed values (not summation indices from 1 to P and 1 to n) in the

first term is simply En (v). In the third term similarly it is
rp

simply r 0 (n-v+1). The second term requires a little more
r rp a

attention. The variable ~(v) for !particular v value will not
m

appear in the summation I ,where v is a running index unless
v=l

Thus the coefficient of

o (n-m+1) Em (v).rp pp

m is > the particular v value.
R n

in the second term is rr L L
p=l m=v

~(\»)

Finally the equations determining n
e: (v) are:
rp

R nn L L o (n-m+ 1) m + r 0 (n-v+1) 0 (B4)e: (v) + r e: (v) =rp r p=l rp pp r rpm=v
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for r = 1, .. R; n = 1, 2... N; P = 1... , P; v = I,2 ... n leading

apparently to RPN(N-I) equations to solve simultaneously. N is

the total number of weeks of interest. In fact what is required is

the successive solution of P independent systems of R unknowns

to be repeated N times. The procedure is to solve Eqs. (B4) for

n = 1, v = 1, P = 1 for all possible values of r(r = I, ... R). One

then obtains all the coefficients 1
E
rl

(1) for r = 1, 2... R. One

repeats for p = 2, etc ... and then obtains all the

... R; P = 1, ... P.

E
I

(1)
rp

for r = 1,

Then one repeats the procedure for n = 2, v= 1, P = 1 for all

r (r=l, ... R) etc ... One then obtains all the E
2

(1)
rp

for all rand

p. There is no need to calculate the E
2

(2) because the system is a
rp

time-invariant one and consequently it follows that generally:

n
E (v)rp

n-v+m= Erp (m) with 1 .:. m; v < n (Bs)

Thus E
2

(2) = E
1

(1)rp rp
and all the E

2
(2)

rp
for all rand p values

are known without calculation.

For the case n = 3 it is only necessary to calcualte the E
3

(1)rp

because from (B5) it follows that 3 2 and the latterE: (2) = E: (1) are
rp rp

already known, and 3 2 1 and the latter areE: (3) = E (2) = E: (1)rp rp rp

already known. In short all elements of the (NxN) n matrix forE. (v)rp

fixed rand p on any diagonal are equal.

These results become obvious if one wrote the E coefficients as

n
E (n-v+I) instead of E (v). This alternative notation has the
rp rp

disadvantage of making the already long equations such as (B3) or

(84) eve~ longer.
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Synopsis

The applicability of a new approach to hydrologic modeling is demon
strated ona highly simplified case, for the purpose of illustration. In
this highly simplified illustration the Environmental Quality regulatory
agency is faced with the decision of imposing weekly quota on volume of
water withdrawn from a well serving a new subdivision, in order to preserve
both the downstream water quality standards and the senior water rights of
a farmer. Decisions are made at the beginning of the irrigation season
and then updated every week. The minimum needed storage capacity to supply
the subdivision while satisfying the downstream legal and quality constraints
is calculated each week. From the distribution of these various minimum
capacities a design capacity is then selected.

Resume....

On demontre sur un cas simple la valeur dlun modele hydrologique
de type nouveau pour des problemes de gestion. Dans le cas etudie le
Directeur de 1IAgence de Bassin doit imposer des quota hebdomadaires
aux d~bits pr~lev~s sur la nappe aquif~re pour des besoins domestiques
afin de satisfaire des droits dleau prioritaires et maintenir une qual
it~ adequate en aval. La valeur des quotas est decidee au debut de la
saison, puis reevaluee d'une semaine a 1'autre. Chaque sema;ne on
calcule la capacite minimum de la reserve necessaire pour 1 'alimentation
domestique qui satisfait 1 'ensemble des contraintes du probleme. Cette
distribution de capacites minimales permet de choisir rationellement
une valeur donnee pour la reserve.



INTRODUCTION

Though sometimes discredited, in-stream treatment and stream dilution of
pollution remain the cheapest means of achieving minimum environmental quality
standards. In areas which are both water-short··(such as the South-Western part
of the United States) and yet utilizing intensively their meager water resources,
maintaining minimum flows for environmental qual ity is a difficult management.
problem. The problem is particularly difficult in period of droughts and is
further complicated by the body of laws within which the regulatory agency must
operate. A realistic management model of a stream-aquifer system cannot ignore
the legal constraints any more than the physical constraints. Nor can such a
model ignore the economic factors and the hydrologic uncertainties.

Whereas in principle the existing hydrologic models reported in the liter
ature describing quantitatively the stream-aquifer interactions, could be linked
to an operational decision-making model, the required number of simulation runs
and their cost may discourage the regulatory agencies from using them. It is
imperative that efficient hydrologic models be developed. One such model has been
developed and described in the literature (Morel-Seytoux, 1975; Morel-Seytoux and
Daly, 1975). Briefly the model combines the classical finite-difference method
with the efficient systematic generation of solutions by the Green's function
approach. The optimal rules of operation are deduced from a well structured
Mathematical Programming formulation for which efficient solution algorithms
exist.

The applicability of this new approach to hydrologic modeling is demonstra
ted on a highly simplified case, for which an analytical solution exists, for
the purpose of illustration. In the highly simplified illustration the Environ
mental Quality regulatory agency is faced with the decision of imposing weekly
quota on volume of water withdrawn from a well serving a new subdivision, in
order to preserve both the downstream water quality standards and the senior
water rights of a farmer. Whereas the legal and physical constraints on the
problem are. easily formulated and unchanging, it is not clear a priori what ob
jective function should be optimized.

ILLUSTRATIVE (FICTITIOUS) EXAMPLE

Downstream from a reach in hydraulic connection with a (former river bed)
aquifer a farmer is entitled since 1865 to divert a flow of 300 m3/ week to
irrigate his fields. In 1974 a new residential area has just been finished
and in December 1974 the Developer has petitioned for the right to drill a well
to supply the residential area. In January 1975 a decree is granted. The
Director of the Water Quality Control Agency is concerned with the impact of
the withdrawals from the aquifer on the stream runoff and particularly on the
B.O.D. (biochemical oxygen demand) load just below the municipal discharge
(Figure 1). Engineering studies performed for the State Agency have shown that
B.O.D. loads in excess of 1.5 ppm will produce environmental hazards further
downstream, in violation of the recent State Water Quality Act of 1972. In
view of the proximity of the well to the stream (100 meters) the Director de
cides to investigate further the situation.

From the State Engineer's office he is told that the aquifer is remarkably
homogeneous and extensive of known transmissivity, T=10,000 m2/week (courtesy
U.S. Geological Survey) and that the seepage transmissivity of the reach is
r = 4,000 m2/week. "What would be the effect of pumpina from the well on the
runoff just above the municipal discharge point?" asks the:Director. Utilizing
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(1)

3

the Water Resources Divisionis new computer program to solve stream-aquifer
problems, the answer is quickly given. The runoff just above the municipal
outlet during week n, Rd (n), is:

n
Rd (n) = Re (n) - W - ~€ (n-v+l) Q (v)

r v=l

for n = 1,2 ..• 16, there being 16 weeks in the irrigation season. In Eq. (1)
Re (n) is the expected flow for week n (shown in column 3 in Table 1) at the
U.S.G.S. gauge, Wr is the farmerls water right (300 m3/week in this case),
B (n) is the municipal discharge (given in Table 1), the € are positive coeffi
cients (tabulated in Morel-Seytoux, 1975) and Q (n) is the pumping rate.

The recommended B.O.D. maximum concentration, Cs (=1.5 ppm in this case),
will not be exceeded provided the inequality

is satisfied, where CR is the upstream B.O.D. concentration (in this case
essentially zero) and Cb is the municipal discharge B.O.D. concentration (in
this case 20 ppm). Eq. (2) takes the final form, after substitution of the
expression of Rd (n) from Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and rearranging:

n
~ €(n-v+l) Q(v) ~ Re (n) - 12.33 B(n) - Wr\1=1

(2)

(3)

1. Director's minimum storage strategy

Taking his cue from the State Engineer's experience (Morel-Seytoux, 1975)
the Director decides to select the weekly pumping rates, Q(n), by solving a
Linear Programming (L.P.) problem, namely:

Min {s} (4 )

wi th respect to the Q (v), v = 1,2... 16 and S (storage), subject to the non
negativity conditions:

Q (v)',~ 0, v = 1,2 ... 16; S >,- 0 (5)

the quality constraints, defined by Eq. (3), the farmer's rights constraint,
namely:

n '
L €(n-v+l) Q (v) ~ Re (n) - Wrv=1

the demand constraint:

n = 1,2 ... 16 (6)

n
~ Q (v) ~ 200n

v=l
n = 1,2... 16 (7)



Conditional Expected Runoffs (m3)
§.~:

~

B(v) IRema i ni ng
13' 11'

~
16 15 14 13 12 11...

Jm31
30 1 1000 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
32 2 1100 1025 -- -- -- -- -- --
34 3 1200 1120 1400 -- -- -- -- --

, 36 4 1150 1080 1340 1100 -- -- 1000 --
38 5 1000 955 1180 970 1025 -- 900 --
40 6 900 860 1020 880 925 950 840 840

40 7 850 823 950 840 870 880 810 810

38 8 820 800 910 815 835 840 785 785

37 9 800 785 875 785 805 810 765 765

36 10 780 780 850 770 785 790 750 750

35 11 765 755 825 755 770 775 735 735

34 12 750 740 800 740 755 755 725 725

33 13 740 735 785 735 745 745 720 720

32 14 730 726 770 725 735 735 715 715

31 15 725 723 755 720 725 725 710 710,
30 16 720 715 740 715 720 720 707 707

Linear Programming 0.66 0.58 0.51 0.44 0.43 0.34 0.30Cost in $

Central Processing 5.4 4.7 4.0 3.4 3.3 2.8 2.3Time (seconds)

Input-Output 1 . 1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 1 .0Time (seconds)

Table 1. Conditional Expected- River Flows and M~nicipa1 Discharge.
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(the subdivision weekly demand is 200 m3) and the feasibility constraint:
n
E Q(v) - 200 n ~ S n = 1,2-- 16 (8)

v=l
. The solution to this problem leads to the pumping schedule shown as line
1 of Table 2. All constraints are satisfied and no storage is required on the
part of the Developer. Everybody;s happy! Apparently the Director's fears
were not justified.

2. Director's stochastic storage strategy

Reporting the happy ending 'of his investigation to the State Engineer, the .
Director (a political appointee, but learning quickly) is startled by the some
what ironical remark, IIYes, if flows turn out as expected," he hears at the"
other end of the line. He quickly has sequences of runoffs generated for future
flows given the flow realizations for the first week, then for the first two
weeks, etc •.. by an expert on stochastic processes and data generation. He.
then repeats all the calculations for the pumping schedule for the remaining
lS,-then 14, 13, etc .•. weeks. The results are displayed in Table 2.

The Director discovers that storage will be needed and that the extent
of storage needed will depend on ~he variations ;n the runoff. Based on the
mean minimum needed storage (37 m ) and the standard deviation (1&.m3) he
recommends to the Developer that he build a storage of capacity at· least
66 m3 if he does not want to fail to sUPPlY the ~ubdivision demand more.
than 5% of the time or 78 m3 if he wants to reduce this risk to 1%.

3. Director's Augmentation Strategy

It dawns on the Director that at times it may not be possible to sat
isfy the constraints even if the well was shut down. For example, the L.P.
problem associated with a different sequence of {lower) runoffs generated
for the remaining 13 or 11 weeks (given in Table 1 in columns 13 1 and 11 I)
has no solutiori. The demand constraints cannot be satisfied. Even though
the Developer may have a large storage capacity,he is not allowed to pump
enough to fill it for subsequent needs of the subdivision. Instead of
imposing low quota on pumping in anticipation of possible (but not certain)
quality vio1ations,wou1d it not be better on the contrary to allow the
Developer to keep its reserve full but require from him immediate release
back to the river of the exact amount of water needed to maintain the
stream quality standards? -

The L.P. problem takes the new form:

Mi n [S ] (9)

subject to the usual non-negativity constraints, the new demand constraints:

n
E Q(v) - r(v) ~ 200n

\>=1

the new feasibility constraints:

~. [Q(V) - r (v)] - 200n ~ S
\>=1

n = 1,2, •.. 16

n = 1,2, ... 16

(10)

(11 )



PUMPING SCHEDULE ....

Remaining Minimum
Weeks \l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Storage

16 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 a

15 244 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 156 244 200 200 200 44
. . ..

14 156 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 44

13 245 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 155 245 200 200 200 45

12 155 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 45

11 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 45

Table 2. Pumping Schedules

0\
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the new quality constraints:

for n = 1,2 •.• 16

and the additional non-negativity conditions:

r (n) ~ 0 n = 1,2 ..• 16 (13)

where r (n) is a release back to the river from the Developer's storage
to meet the downstream quality standards. The solution to this problem
always exists and the required storage capacity is zero, because it is always
feasible to pump the required re1ea~e at the time it is needed. The reason
for this happy solution results from the fact that E (1) is less than one (in
this case E (l) = 0.06) and significantly more water is drawn from the aqui
fer by pumping than is lost by interception of return flow or by seepage from
the river. The maximum needed release was 21 m3, during the 11th week, slight
ly more than 10% of the water demand. Instead of storage, the Develpper needs
to install a greater pumping capacity.
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PART II

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CONJUNCTIVE SURFACE-GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT

A. Introduction

The distinctive properties of the water resource and the conditions

of its availability, distribution and consumption call for special insti

tutions (organizational, administrative and property) to control its al

location [Gaffney, 1969; Castle and Stoevener, 1970J. The most significant

of these is the mobile, flowing nature of water, which makes it particu

larly difficult to establish and maintain the property rights which are

the basis for allocation and exchange in a market economy.

Groundwater, in particular, presents a well-recognized example of a

natural resource which the unregulated market economy fails to allocate so

as to achieve the maximum net value of production [Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1963].

In the next section, the following theses are developed. First, many of

the significant problems arising in connection with groundwater are what

economists call resource allocation problems and can be properly explained

and understood within theoretical economic framework. Second, these prob

lems can be characterized as a failure of the institutions to keep pace

with the growing utilization of the resources, such that the allocative

institutions have become obsolete under present demands on the resource.

Given these two propositions, an examination of the conceptual bases for

institutional inadequacy is therefore an appropriate place to begin in

formulation and evaluation of alternative allocative mechanisms.
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Market Failure and Groundwater Allocation

Groundwater resources are typically utilized by a number of indepen

dent pumpers withdrawing from a common pool. Since water in unconfined

aquifers ordinarly moves in response to withdrawals, the actions of any

one pumper affects the conditions of production experienced by other

users. Users are thus interdependent, and "external" or spillover effects

may occur. The existence of substantial external effects violates at

least one of the conditions required to justify the market mechanism as

an optimal solution to the problem of resource allocation. In the pres

ence of substantial external effects, the costs and gains as calculated

by each of the many individual units fail to reflect their total impact

on society. When "private" costs are not as large as "social" costs,

the individual's incentive is to engage in more of the productive activity

than is socially desirable, and a misallocation of resources is said to

exist.

The type of external effect of interest here is called a "techno

logical diseconomy"; technological because the impact is registered

through a technological or physical link between production processes

and "dis economy" because the effect imposes a cost rather than a bene-

fit upon recipient units. Thus, under conditions of heavy exploitation

aquifer management becomes an issue of community concern because of

technical conditions which prevent the market mechanism from properly

functioning in the allocation of groundwater. In the case under study,

in the South Platte Valley in Colorado, the problem takes the form of

the groundwater pumpers utilizing, in effect, water to which surface

water users downstream claim a right. [Other examples of such detrimental



external effects include salt water intrusion, subsidence of over

lying land surface and increasing pumping costs due to lowered water

tables (Young, 1970).] The case at interest here is characteristic

of river basins in arid or semi-arid regions, where surface water

supplies are fully appropriated. Withdrawal of water from aquifers

intimately associated with the stream may disrupt patterns of ground

water flow to and from the river, thus jeopardizing the water~pply

of holders of junior surface water rights.

Problems of this sort arise largely because groundwater is treated

in practice as an unrestricted open access resource; that is, a re

source which any overlying land owner can use for whatever purpose he

might chose, without charge or hindrance. Fugitive resources, such

as air and water, were traditionally managed in this fashion due to

physical characteristics which make their administration relatively

costly [See Haveman, 1972]. However, changing economic and techno

logical conditions are making such institutions obsolete, a point which

applies particularly to groundwater management. Groundwater has been

adrninisteredas an open access resource by the public (its nominal

owner) because the cost of enforcing property rights in fugitive re

sources under conditions of low utilization relative to supply easily

may be greater than the benefits of such a policy. By its nature,

groundwater flows are difficult and expensive to observe and measure.

As long as withdrawals in a basin are so small that negligible effects

are imposed on the group of groundwater users as a whole, it made little

sense to develop elaborate systems for groundwater regulation. However,

the techl~ological changes and economic growth factors have encouraged
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rapid use of groundwater in the past two decades. It is becoming clear

that the century-old tradition of ignoring the external consequences of

groundwater withdrawal cannot persit indefinitely. Benefits from regu

lation have risen, in the sense that there are external costs which can

be mitigated by more elaborate control mechanisms. Similarly, techno

logical advances in fields relating to administration of groundwater

resources, including monitoring and measuring devices, mathematical

modeling and digital computers, suggest that costs of management may be

declining. These shifts in cost and benefit suggest the possibility

that some system of community management is not only feasible but

optimal.

Groundwater regulation has followed a classical historical pat-

tern consistent with the hypotheses outlined above. As detailed in

the legal section of this report, groundwater use was ignored in early

water statutes in Colorado. As interdependency effects became apparent,

the State adopted regulations defining beneficial use and eventually

placing limitations on individual use. However, there remains a strong

resistance (based both on economic pressures and ideological convictions)

to regulation when free access has become an established tradition.

A number of alternative solutions to market failure are suggested

by economic theory (Hirshleifer, et al., 1960). These include taxation

of withdrawals (to equate private and social costs), firming up property

rights in water (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1963) and centralized control. Tax

ation, in spite of its appeal to economists, has been adopted only as

a vehicle for collecting revenue, not as a resource allocation tool.

The second approach, firming up property rights is the approach followed
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by the present legislative trend in Colorado, in that groundwater is

being brought under the appropriative doctrine, with modifications for

the special characteristics of groundwater (i.e., the "doctrine of

futile call 1l ). It is further proposed that this approach be supple

mented by a quasi-market system, in which the junior groundwater right

holder be able to purchase surface rights so as to permit him to use

the well as an alternative source of diversion. The last general

method, centralized control, also has not been tested in practice, al

though a variation has been shown to be desirable on narrow economic

efficiency grounds in a highly simplified setting (Young and Bredehoeft,

1972).

Economic Analysis and the South Platte Optimization.Model

The conceptual economic basis for selecting alternative approaches

to solving conjunctive management problems has been described above.

In addition to that contribution, potential additional economic aspects

of the study include (a) specification of an objective function, and

(b) predicting resource allocation behavior of water users in response

to alternative regulatory practices. The latter task, in turn, requires

detailed knowledge of the scale and technology of water user production

activities and resource constraints which influence their production

responses. During this study, work has been undertaken mainly on the

latter of these tasks, predicting irrigator behavior.

Three specific issues have been addressed. First, empirical data

regarding water users in the study area was collected, in order to

properly specify parameters of the water allocation model. Secondly,
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an effort was made to provide theoretical and empirical refinements

to existing knowledge of crop response to various quantities and timing

of irrigation water. Finally, since uncertainty in both "natural" and

economic factors is thought to modify profit maximizing behavior by

private water users, an effort was made to formulate an allocation model

which hypothesizes behavior other than pure profit maximization by water

users. Each of these three facets of the research is summarized briefly

below.
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B. Economics of Irrigation Water Use in the
Lower South Platte Valleyl!

In order to provide data for an irrigation water allocation model,

a study of costs and returns to irrigated farms was conducted in a

selected reach of the Lower South Platte in Northeastern Colorado. The

study area extended from Fort Morgan to the Nebraska border, a distance

of some sixty miles. Farm descriptions and estimates of costs and re-

turns were based on a survey of 89 farm operators, approximately 10 per-

cent of those farming over the valley fill aquifer. Principal crops

presently grown include corn grain, corn silage, alfalfa, sugar beets

and edible dry beans.

Irrigation was developed in this area in the 1870's and 1880's

with the construction of ditches to distribute water out of the river.

Reservoir construction in the early 1900's provided storage capacity

so that irrigation water supply became less dependent on river flow

during dry summer months. With an extended drought in the early 1950's,

farmers began to install wells for the purpose of supplementing surface

water supplies. Well development continued as more farmers realized

the advantages of the "water insurance" provided by wells.

Among the 89 sample farms, 78 had wells to supplement ditch water

while eight farms were entirely dependent on well water. Only three of

the sample farms had no well. The sample farms were divided into three

size groups based on irrigated acreage: Group I, 50-200 acres; Group II,

201-400 acres; and Group Ill, over 400 acres. Average farm size was

about 160 acres in Group I, about 300 acres in Group II and about 525

acres in Group III.

1/ Sununarized from L. R. Conklin "Farm and Irrigation Management, South
Platte Valley, Colorado," Thesis for M.S. degree, Colorado State Univer
sity, 1974.
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Two "farm types" were identified in each size group, one a "feed

crop farm" producing corn grain, corn silage and alfalfa, and the other

a "cash crop farm" producing corn grain, alfalfa, sugar beets and pinto

beans. Costs and returns were computed for each farm type on the basis

of their typical machinery inventory and the price conditions in effect

during the 1973 growing season. (While many farms had livestock enter-

prises in addition to their crop production operations, the costs and

returns to livestock were not examined in this study.)

Farm business investment is shown by type of assets in Table 1.

For both types of representative farms, equipment investment per acre

declines markedly as farm size increases.

TABLE 1: Average Value of Investment by Farm Size and Type, 1973,
South Platte Valley, Colorado

FEED CROP FARMS CASH CROP FARMS

Size I Size II Size III Size I Size II Size III
(160 Ac.) (300 Ac.) (525 Ac.) (160 Ac.) (300 Ac.) (525 Ac.)

Tractors $16,000 $14,375 $24,810 $14,210 $19,375 $24,810
Field

Equipment 12,787 13,970 22,990 19,882 21,752 30,965
Irrigation

Equipment 4,236 5,133 10,268 6,220 7,047 12,323
Trucks 7,475 7,475 9,200 7,475 7,475 12,075
Misc.

Equipment 2,805 2,805 2,805 2,805 2,805 2,805
Land~ 128,000 240,000 420,000 128,000 240,000 420,000

Total 171,303 283,758 490,073 178,592 298,454 502,978

Irrigation
Equipment
($/Ac.) 26 17 20 39 23 23

Other
Eqilipment
($/Ac.) 244 129 114 277 171 136

Total
Equipment
($/Ac.) 270 146 134 316 194 159

~Land is valued at $800 per acre.
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Table 2 shows the costs and returns for each farm type. Gross

sales include crop sales and the market value of crops fed to livestock.

Gross expenses include operating costs (seed, fertilizer, labor, water,

etc.) and cash overhead costs (depreciation, taxes, insurance, building

maintenance). The difference between gross sales and gross expenses is

the return to management and investment. All of the required annual pay-

ments on borrowed money must be paid out of this amount before any re-

mainder is available for family income. All labor is charged as a cash

operating expense at the prevailing wage rate. For labor performed by

the operator and his family (rather than hired workers), the labor

charge is not an out-of-pocket expense and can be considered an addition

to family income.

TABLE 2. Costs and Returns by Farm Size and Type, 1973, South Platte
Valley, Colorado

FEED CROP FARMS CASH CROP FARMS

Size I Size II Size III Size I Size II Size III

Gross Sales $47,661 $89,382 $146,200 $55,178 $97,415 $173,700
Gross Expenses

Operating
Costs 10,469 20,396 38,814 13,473 23,749 42,9~1

Cash Over-
head Costs 7,736 9,717 16,613 8,796 11,887 18,855

Total Costs 18,205 30,113 55,427 22,269 35,636 61,776

Return to
Management &
Investment 29,456 59,269 90,773 32,909 61,779 111,924

Management Charge
(10% of gross
sales) 4,766 8,938 14,620 5,518 9,742 17,370

Return to
InvestmE'}·t 24,690 50,331 76,153 27,391 52,037 94,554

Percent Return
on Average
Investment 14.4 17.7 15.5 15.3 17.4 18.8
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The returns to management and investment must have a charge for

management deducted out in order to show the returns to investment.

This management charge was computed at 10 percent of gross sales.

Part of the purpose of the analysis of farm size and types was

to determine if such factors would have a significant influence on

productivity of (and ability to pay for) irrigation water. Most farm

management studies in Colorado and elsewhere have shown that larger

farms commonly achieve higher returns on investment for two reasons.

The fixed or overhead costs rise less than proportionately as farm

size and volume of output are increased (also referred to as the

spreading of overhead costs). Furthermore, farm operations can be

performed more efficiently on larger farms due to the specialization

of labor and management and the use of higher capacity machinery.

In this study, returns to investment do increase somewhat with

farm size among the cash crop farms. However, among the feed crop

farms, returns peak with the middle sized operation. This peak is

explained by the combination of lower corn yields on the largest

farms (about 10 bushels per acre lower) and the predominance of corn

on the feed crop farms. The lower yields are probably due to a loss of

timeliness in tillage and planting (in order to get the work done,

it is necessary to begin earlier and finish later than would be op

timal) and a greater dependence on hired labor. The relationship be

tween corn yields and farm size may change as more of the larger

farmers replace their present equipment with wider tillage machinery

and more efficient corn planters.
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For crops other than corn, yields were found to be roughly the

same for all size groups.

Thus, while there are some differences in returns to investment

by both farm size and type, these differences are not judged to be

significant enough to warrant a water allocation model disaggregated

into several size and/or type categories.
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c. Modeling Irrigation Water Allocation Under uncertainty.!!

Decision making is the central coordinating concept of any organi

zation, whether it is a family farm business, a giant industrial com

plex or a public agency. The small farmer may be the least prepared

to make effective decisions, yet in the agricultural sector, prices,

productivity, human relations, and other factors out of his control

are constantly changing yet must be dealt with.

The model of the firm in classic economic theory rests on the

assumption that the decision maker knows the relevant production func

tions, demand functions and factor costs with complete certainty.

However, many decisions must be made in the absence of complete know

ledge of the relation between alternative courses of action and out-

comes.

Many hypotheses have been offered to explain decision making

under "risk", where probabilities are known. Beginning with Bernoulli,

there have been many variations on the approach of maximizing expected

value. However, in spite of the voluminous literature, no real con

census has emerged.

For the purpose of modeling decision making in agriculture, it

appears necessary to drop the assumption of known probabilities and

turn to the theory of decision making under uncertainty. The von

Neuman-Morgenstern game theoretic approach spurred a considerable

literature. However, applied research has uncovered a number of

weaknesses and new approaches continue to be developed. Modern

.!! Summarized from Johnson and Young, 1975.
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decision models for planning under uncertainty can be divided into

three main types. The most common approach utilizes some form of

Bayesian model together with a hypothesis of risk aversion and posits

an expected utility maximization approach. A second approach is based

on a lexicographic utility function which ranks a hierarchy of objec

tives. This model assumes the entrepreneur has a number of goals and

a multi-dimensional utility function is required to reflect these goals.

A lexicographic function is one which ranks goals in an array of most

preferred to least preferred. The objective is to maximize the most

preferred goal subject to the other goal(s) being at "satisfactory"

levels.

A third approach uses the "focus loss-focus gain" concepts of

Shackle. The essence of the concept is the assumption that the de

cision maker wishes to maximize expected gain so long as the possibility

of attaining a ruinous level of income is so small it can be ignored.

This approach has been formalized by Boussard and Petit (1967). This

decision criterion requires that a "negligible possibility of ruin" be

defined in both a practical and mathematical sense. Once so defined,

it is possible to constrain the maximization problem to a point that

such a risk is not taken.

This latter approach has been undertaken in one of our ground

water allocation studies. It is assumed that a farm production plan

would not be selected which would risk reducing income below some

minimum which would cover unavoidable expenses, where these include a

minimum affount for family consumption, out of pocket production ex

penses, half of equipment expenses (including loan repaYments) insurance

and other general expenses.
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The "focus of loss" estimate for each crop was obtained by inter

viewing people familiar with farming in the selected area, chiefly ex

tension workers, as well as farmers themselves. Minimum consumption

income was specified by obtaining relevant information from local banks

and other farm credit sources.

This approach was studied on a high mountain valley in Alamosa

County in southern Colorado. The short growing season limits crop al

ternatives to small grains, potatoes and forages. Where better soils

are available, only potatoes and malting barley are the main crop op

portunities available to cash crop farmers. Table 3 illustrates an

example water allocation model utilizing the focus loss concept for

such a sub-region. Table 4 compares predicted acreages from that

actually observed in the area in 1974.

A profit maximization model would have allocated all land and

water to potato production, while the focus-loss model achieves a

fairly accurate prediction of actual farmer behavior.

It is concluded that some hypotheses concerning irrigator choices

under uncertainty can feasibly be incorporated into ground water plan

ning models.
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TABLEAU FOR WATER ALLOCATION MODEL, SUBAREA III, ALAMOSA COUNTY, 1974

Crop Activity Water Activity
Constraint (Barley) (Potatoes) (Ditch) (Well) STBO LOSS Constraint

Type Xl X
2

X
3

X
4

X
5

X
6

Level

Max. Acreage Available 1.0 1.0 < 39,360.0-
Water Balancea 5.0 3.6 -1.0 -1.0 < 0.0
Max. Ditch Watera -

1.0 < 24,750.0
Max. Well Watera 1.0 ~ 145,794.0

Focus Loss 35.0 ~O.S < 0.0-
Constraints 100.0 -0.5 < 0.0-

Capital (FUND)b 126.0 290.0 -1.0 1,782,000.0
Minimum Income (MINI)b 200.0 450.0 -l.Sc -2.lc -1.0 f-l.O =2,310,000.0

Objective Functionb
200.0 450.0 -1.5 -2.1 - .04 Maximize

awater is in units of acre-feet.

bCapital, income, and objective function are expressed in dollars.

Swater prices are in dollars per acre-foot.

Table 4
COMPARISON OF OUTPUT VALUES FROM mE

PLANNING MODEL, SUBAREA III, 1974

~

U1
o

Crop
Predicted Planted

Acreage
Actual Planted

Acreage
Differences
Acres %

Barley
Potatoes

21,496
17,863

22,187
16,693

691
1,170

4
7
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D. Irrigation Response Functions!!

The resource allocation model to be adopted for this study re-

quires estimates of crop responsiveness to alternative levels of

water supply, i.e., an irrigation response function. Much of the

existing work on irrigation response in the study area, as elsewhere,

has been based on a model in which yield is hypothesized to be re-

sponsive to annual water applications, regardless of the timing of

water inputs. However, it is well known by agronomists that a more

precise measurement of crop response can be achieved by formulating

a model of response as related to soil moisture status. The occasion

of a several month visit by Dr. Dan Yaron of the Faculty of Agriculture,

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel, to Colorado State University

provided an opportunity to refine available crop response functions.

Professor Yaron holds advanced degrees in agronomy and agricultural

economics, and is an acknowledged authority on crop response.

The concept of "stress day" or "critical day" was defined as one

in which the soil moisture in the root zone was depleted below a

certain level (55% of the available soil moisture, AMS). The number

of critical days for the crop season and for specific growth stages

was used an an explanatory varible in the response function.

Irrigation experiments on field corn conducted at Colorado State

University in 1972 under the direction of Dr. Robert Danielson pro-

vided data for the analysis. These data were reported in an M. S.

thesis by Twyford (1973). There were eleven treatments varying with

respect to the number of applications of irrigation water and their

timing. Each irrigation applied 2 inches of water.

1/ The following paragraphs summarizes the work, reported in Neghassi,
Yaron, and Young (1975).
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A computer program was prepared to estimate available soil moisture

on a daily basis, depending upon climatic factors, rainfall, applied

irrigation water and predicted drainage from the root zone. Evapo-

transpiration was predicted by a modified Jensen-Haise procedure.

The resulting estimates of stress days (for growth stages and the

season as a whole) combined with experimental crop yields were fit to

various non-linear equation forms, including exponential and Mitscherlich

types. A non-linear least squares algorithum was used (Marquandt, 1963).

An adequate explanation of observed variation (76%) was obtained with

the exponential functions. The Mitscherlich type did not converge to a

solution.

The model giving the best fit to the data was:

Y ; Ymax B Xl B X21 2

where

Y: Predicted grain yield (KgjHa)

Ymax: Maximum yield (kg/Ha)

Xl: Number of days of soil moisture depletion in excess of

55% between June 22 and October 2

x
2

: Number of days irrigation is delayed after beginning of

the critical silking period

The estimated parameters were:

Bl = 0.995

B2 = 0.973

Ymax = 10,960

Note :lat, since Bl and 82 are less than 1.0, an increase in Xl

or X2 leads to reduced yield. The coefficient Bl can be interpreted

to the effect that one stress day reduces expected yield one half of
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one percent, while B2 indicates that each day's delay in irrigation

during silking reduces yields 2.7 percent.

It is concluded that their approach is suitable for simulation

of crop response so long as accurate measurements of soil water status

can be made. It is hoped that experiments on other cropsin the area

will be performed so that response parameters can be utilized in a

similar fashion.
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PART III

LEGAL ASPECTS OF CONJUNCTIVE SURFACE-GROUNDWATER
MANAGEMENT IN COLORADO*

A~ INTRODUCTION

Colorado has experienced the past decade of conflict and attempts

of resolution through litigation and legislation over use of surface and

tributary ground waters. Basically, the law requires two objectives:

(1) protection of senior rights and (2) optimum use of the state's

water resources. But in the early 1950's, the law was deficient or un-

able to resolve two general areas of conflict: (1) determination of

priorities between surface and well water users and (2) determination of

priorities and rights between well water users.

The paradoxes between the objectives and inability to satisfactorily

resolve the "priorities" problem led to a decade of dispute, litigation,

legislation and negotiation. This portion of the report goes into the

details of the conjunctive water use problem in Colorado and, more spe-

cifically, the South Platte River Basin.

*Part III is the result of the efforts of George E. Radosevich, Assistant
Professor of Environmental Law and Economics, Department of Economics,
Colorado State University, and research assistance from Donald Freemeyer
and Craig Kirkwood, law students at the University of Colorado in Boulder
and the University of Wyoming in Laramie, respectively. In addition,
legislative aspects of the project have been documented in a separate
report with the title, "Colorado Water Laws: A Compilation of Statutes,
Regulations, Compacts and Selected Cases," by George Radosevich, Donald
H. Hamburg and Loren L. Swick, Center for Economic Education, Department
of Economics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523.
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B. BACKGROUND

Water has meant prosperity to certain areas of Colorado and segments

of the state's economy. Applied to the arid lands, it has yielded a

thriving agricultural economy. It has enabled towns and cities to grow

and to create a pleasant environment for their inhabitants and is

essential to the industrial growth of the state. Where water has not

been available there has been little economic growth.

The importance of water to Colorado and the need for its maximum

utilization were recognized by the Colorado Supreme Court in Colorado

1 2Springs v. Bender and clearly enunciated in Fellhauer v. People.

The court acknowledged that historically vested rights must be protected

in resolving the questions of ground and surface water use; however,

" ••• there shall be maximum utilization of water in this state.,,3

Warning was given that the " • • • right to water does not give the

right to waste it. ,A The implied meaning of this phrase is that his-

torically vested rights could not claim water to the detriment of growth

and maximum utilization.

Historically, Colorado water law dealt with only surface water rights.

The Irrigation Act of 1879 did establish public administration of water

but did not deal with groundwater rights. 5 Not until 1953 did the state

legislature deal with ground water. 6 However, this act " amounted. . .
to no more than a requirement for filing well logs and the authorization

of certain studies on the effect of withdrawal in given areas •.• ,,7

In 1957 an· act was passed which ostensibly would require obtaining drill-

ing permits prior to drilling. The act also brought all groundwater
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within the state under the administration of the state engineer.
8

How-

ever, this law was given little effect and was followed by another act

in 1965 (Groundwater Administration Act of 1965).9 The authority of the

state engineer to regulate wells under this act was questioned in the

Fellhauer case and found void for lack of appropriate rules and regula

tions. lO The legislature has again responded with the 1969 Water Rights

Determination and Administration Act, which seeks to integrate the use

of ground andsurfaca waters and make tributary groundwaters fully subject

to the appropriation doctrine.

While this legislative activity was taking place there was a boom

of well-drilling activity along the irrigable river valleys of the state.

Two historical events exist for this activity which became one of the

most hotly litigated topics of the late 1960's and early 1970's. The

first was the drought in 1931. Farmers were required to dig wells as

an alternate source of supply when surface flows no longer met their

needs. The second event was the Rural Electrification Association (REA),

which enabled farmers to install electric motors to their pumping systems.

In 1959 there were an estimated 8,900 wells on the Eastern slope

11and San Luis Valley of Colorado. By 1969, in the South Platte River

Basin, where managing the surface and ground water diversions was emerging

as a major problem, there were nearly 8,000 wells, of which approximately

4,400 were on the main stem (See Figure III-I). The increase in well

installation was considerably higher away from the main stem, but the

total diversion of groundwater within the basin increased significantly

while surface diversions began tapering off (See Figure 111-2).

The vast number of wells competed with the surface rights for the

12available \vater and diminished the streamflow substantially and measurably.
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FIGURE 111-1
NUMBER OF IRRIGATION WELLS
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The well owners, however, felt their rights" ••• had become 'vested'

even though they had never been adjudicated.,,14

The positions of the well owners and surface rights holders both

have merit. The surface rights were first in time, there was a consider-

able expenditure in the construction of the canals, reservoirs, dikes,

etc., necessary to transport the water, and there has been reliance on

the seniority of these rights. Well owners, however, can point out that

the alluvium is a huge storage reservoir which can be refilled during

times of excess flow, if this excess is not used then it passes unused

out of the state, the underground flow needs no hydrostatic support

contrary to surface waters, and there are no losses due to evaporation

15with ground waters.

The legal problem then takes on heavy economic and technological

overtones. Maximum utilization of all tributary waters within the state

is desired. However, the seniority of the surface rights is to be re-

spected and ground water is to be brought under the appropriation system

as if it were surface water. The question, then, is whether these differ-

ent goals can be accomplished under the 1969 Act.

c. THE CONSTITUTIONAL SETTING

The basic Colorado constitutional provisions concerning water are

found in Article XVI, Section 5, declaring the water of streams to be

public property, stated as follows:

The water of every natural stream, not heretofore appro
priated, within the State of Colorado, is hereby declared
to be the property of the public, and the same is dedi
cated to the use of the people of the state, subject to
appro·vr iation as hereinaf ter provided.
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The right to divert the unappropriated waters of these streams for a

beneficial use is never to be denied. Also, in time of need there shall

be a priority of uses. The priority is: domestic, agricultural, and

industrial uses. 16 Section 717 guarantees that the right-of-way across

public, private and corporate lands for conveyance of water shall not

be denied upon paYment of just compensation or permission by the owner.

This section in effect allows a private eminent domain proceeding.

Section a18 allows the county commissioners to levy taxes for the use of

water.

In the case of Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co. 19 it was argued that

prior to the constitution there were riparian rights for those owning

land along a stream. This contention was completely rejected with the

court saying the appropriation doctrine had always been in effect in

20
Colorado. In People ex reI. Park Res. Co. ~. Hinderlider the court

noted that the appropriation doctrine antedated the Colorado Constitution. 2l

The United States Supreme Court also recognized that Colorado had adopted

the appropriation doctrine in Kansas v. Colorado. 22 In rejecting a claim

of riparian rights in land patented from the United States the state's

choice of water law was upheld as being a valid state right.
23

In Stock

man ~. Leddy24 the waters of the natural streams in the state were held

to be non-navigable and the property of the state. Pursuant to Colo.

Const. Art. XVI, Sec. 5, the state was free from interference by any

other sovereign (Federal Government) in choosing the type of water law it

wanted.

It should be noted that the "right to appropriate" as set forth in

Article XVI, Sec. 6, is not absolute. In Fundingsland v. Colo. Ground
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a permit to drill a well was denied by the Colorado

Ground Water Commission. The court upheld the commission on the grounds

that allowing the application would over-appropriate the water in the

designated ground water basin and would harm senior appropriators. At

first glance, this might appear to be a restriction on Article XVI, Sec.

6; however, the section is self-limiting in that it guarantees the right

to appropriate only unappropriated water. This case dealt with a "desig-

nated ground water basin" and could possibly be distinguished in any

attempt to apply it to tributary water. However, this would be doubtful

as it upholds the principle that the prior appropriators can't be unduly

harmed by another who wants to appropriate.

By its language Sec. 6, Article XVI of the constitution sets a list

of priority among users. The order of preference is: (1) Domestic use,

(2) Agricultural use, and (3) Manufacturing use. This preference order

is to be effective in case there is a shortage of water in the stream.

26Trelease has noted that a true preference would exist if a junior

preferred user could take the supply of s senior non-preferred user without

compensation. This is not the case in Colorado: "Although, in the

constitution of Colorado, the principle of priority in time of appropri-

ating water is declared, this principle is made applicable as between

persons who use the water for the same purpose .,,27 with the priority

provisions to take place in times of short supply. "Despite the failure

of this section to provide for compensation to the holder of the inferior

. h ,,28 it has been held that the taking superior right must com-rlg t, . . .

pensate the inferior right.
29

A "preference •.• does mean a power to

condemn a prior water appropriation for a purpose made inferior by the

constitu'~ion.,,30 This contention seems borne out in Pine Martin Mining y.

~ MiningC~· which contains dicta saying that a quasi-private
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organization can use the eminent domain proceedings in securing water

from an inferior right. 3l Trelease also believes that a preference in

Colorado amounts to a right to condemn inferior uses in times of need.
32

The preferences have also been construed to allow and limit cities to

make appropriations for future growth. 33
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D. STATUTORY LAW

Substantive Provisions

The current law governing tributary water within the state was passed

in 1969 and was known as the "Water Rights Determination and Administration

Act of 1969." The policy statement of the Act acknowledg~s the interrela-

tionship of ground and surface waters: "it shall be the policy of this

state to integrate the appropriation, use and administration of underground

water tributary to a stream with the use of surface water to maximize the

beneficial use of all the waters of this state. 1I34

The justification for attaining this maximization optimum is also

stated. The legislature recognizes that the present and future wellfare

f th d . I h'"" f b f"" 1 35o e state an lts peop e warrants t e maXImlzatlon 0 ene ICla use.

To attain this goal the following principles apply:

1) All previously vested rights and uses protected by law, including

36an appropriation from a well, shall be protected.

This principle, if strictly applied, would continue the seniority system

and wherever a stream is overappropriated would, theoretically, shut down

all junior rights (wells). This could be all the wells on the stream.

Based on this language alone it is questionable that an unadjudicated well

is protected.

In 1971 the legislature allowed the adjudication date on a well to relate

b k " I ." date. 37 Th I f b th ."ac to lts actua approprIatIon e anguage 0 0 prOVISIons

would allow a well appropriation to be protected if the well is adjudicated

pursuant to the above statute even though not preViously adjudicated. In

times of shortage the wells would still probably be the first to be shut
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down but, those wells which are adjudicated would be senior to the unad-

judicated ones, and the Act also provides other means for the use of wells

even though there might be a calIon the river,

and alternate means of diversions. 39

i. e. ,
38augmentation plans,

2) The present use of wells, either independently or in conjunction

with surface rights shall be given the fullest possible recognition. How-

ever, this principle will be limited by existing vested rights. Each

diverter must establish a reasonable means of diversion and he can't command

th h 1 £1 k h · . . 40e woe ow to ta e 1S appropr1at10n.

This principle in part clarifies some of the questions alluded to under

I above. The first part of this principle recognizes the previous and

present use of wells and sanctions their continued use subject to existing

vested rights. The requirement for a reasonable diversion and not allowing

one to command the whole flow for his appropriation seems to be a codifi

cation of Colorado Springs ~. Bender. 41

3) Use of a well may be an alternate or supplemental source for a

surface decree. 42

Again this principle is limited by previous usage and vested rights. There

may be reluctance to use the wells as an alternate point of diversion as

the Act implies that the well can't be used independently from the sur-

face right.

4) No junior appropriator can be limited unless this reduction would

result in an increased water supply available to the senior appropriator.

This principle recognized the "futile call" concept whereby the downstream

senior appropriator canlt put a callan the water being used by an upstream

junior if it will not reach him. This again is in line with the overall
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concept of maximtzation of beneficial use. This principle was also set

forth in the Fellhauer decision.

The scope of the Act and the intent of the legislature is also illus-

trated by some of the definitions used. Under CRS 37-92-103 pains are

taken to insure jurisdiction over all tributary waters within the state.

Subsection 13 defining 'waters of the state' includes all tributary surface

and ground water within the state. 'Underground water' means that water

contained in the alluvial aquifer which is hydrologically connected to

the surface or underground flow within the total aquifer. 43 The waters

44referred to in the two above definitions exclude 'designated ground waters. '

Other definitions of interest under CRS 37-92-103 include:

(3) IIAppropriation" means the application of a certain portion
of the waters of the state to a beneficial use.

(4) IIBeneficial use" is the use of that amount of water that is
reasonable and appropriate under reasonably efficient practices
to accomplish without waste the purpose for which the appropriation
is lawfully made and, without limiting the generality of the fore
going, includes the impoundment of water for recreational purposes,
including fishery or wildlife. For the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations, "beneficial use" shall also include
the appropriation by the state of Colorado in the manner prescribed
by law of such minimum flov.Js bet~'ieen specific points or levels for
and on natural streams and lakes as are required to preserve the
natural environment to a reasonable degree.

(7) 1I0iversion ll or "divert" means removing water from its
natural course or location, or controlling water in its natural
course or location, by means of a ditch, canal, flume, reservoir,
bypass, pipeline, conduit, well, pump, or other structure or device.

Administrative Framework

The 1969 Act made substantial changes in the administration of water

in the stc:...te. The main changes are tIle establishment of divisions within

the state and the creation of the water judge, water referee, and the water
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clerk. The overall responsibility for the administration and distribution

of waters of the state falls to the state engineer with the administration

and distribution within the divisions left to the division engineer. 45

In order to make the administration of water in the state conform to

the natural situation seven water divisions were created. Generally, there

is a division which approximates the drainages of the following rivers:

South Platte, Arkansas, Rio Grande, Gunnison, Colorado, White, and San

Juan.
46

A division engineer appointed by the state engineer and approved

by the director of natural resources administers the water within each

division. The division engineer must be a registered professional engineer

in addition to any qualifications which may be set by the state engineer. 47

The division engineer must reside within his division and maintain an of

fice at a prescribed location. 48 He may also establish field offices to

b d b
.. 49e manne y a water commISSIoner.

f h . 50comes rom testate engIneer.

His overall direction and guidance

The state engineer, as mentioned previously, has the overall respon

sibility for the administration and distribution of waters of the state. 5l

He also directs the division engineers and other employees responsible to

52them. In performance of his duties the division engineers are to be

guided by the Colorado Constitution, statutes, and written instructions by

the state engineer. There is also a legislative intent to not allow ground

water withdrawal if this would deprive senior surface rights of water which

would have been available had the withdrawal not been made. However, if

this water would not be available to the senior right then the junior

well deverter can use it in spite of the call. 53 This again expresses

the desire for maximum use of ground and surface waters and the "futile

call" doctrine.
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Any rules and regulation~ which the state engineer draws up are to be

guided by certain principles. The principles are:

1. The geologic characteristics of the aquifers are different and

must be so recognized. Aquifers of the same type in the same water division

must be governed by the same rules. 54

2. The particular characteristics of the aquifer shall be considered. 55

3. The priority system will be considered as well as quantities and

the time of year demands are made. 56

4. The possibility of one owner owning both ground and surface rights

shall be recognized. 57

5. The objective of any rule or regulation shall be optimum use of

58the resources tempered only by the priority system.

6. As knowledge expands and circumstances change about each aquifer

the rules and regulations can be changed. 59

7. Notification of the rules and regulations or any changes thereof

shall be by newspaper publication once per county at least 60 days prior

to the effective date of the item. In addition copies of the items shall

be sent to all on the mailing list in the division and they shall be available

free of charge to the owner of a water right at the office of the water

clerk. 60

8. Protest procedures are the same as for the protesting of a ruling

by a referee as found in Colo. Rev. Stat. 37-92-304, 1973. 61

9. Protests must be filed by the end of the month following the month

f bl ' ~. 62
o pu lC~~.L.lon.

10. In addition to the above guidelines the rules and regUlations are

also subject to the right of the engineer to limit water rights as found
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in CRS 37-92....502 (2), 1973.
63

Th.e original article 37 ....92 ....501 (1973) pro-

vided only that the Colorado Constitution and applicable statutes would

govern the state engineer in his governing of water of the state. The

present section is in part a response to Fellhauer which dealt in part

with the lack of rules and regulations in the regulation of wells.

The state engineer may issue orders to owners and users of water con

cerning rules and regulations in addition to other situations. 64 The

engineer may order the total or partial discontinuance of a diversion if

the amount diverted is not necessary for application to a beneficial use

or, if material injury is or would result to the senior, when a senior

calls for water being used by a junior appropriator. Factors determining

material injury are:

1. The current and prospective volumes of waters in the stream or

tributary thereto,

2. Distance and type of stream bed between diversions,

3. The velocities of water, surface and underground,

4. Probable duration of available flow, and

5. The predictable return flow.

Each diversion shall be evaluated and administered independently to

d t . ff . 65e errnlne e ects upon senlor users. If a discontinu ....

ance by a junior would not make available additional flow to the senior

then it shall be rescinded. 66 Also, if the senior has a well as an alter-

nate means of diversion both it and his surface right must be used before

he can place a calIon the river.

The engineer must order the release of any illegally stored water and

.. d I' 67lnsure lts proper e lvery.
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The water involved in a plan of augmentation shall be administered

by the engineer of the division involved if it stays within the division.

If more than one division is involved then the state engineer must adminis-

ter the waters movement however he may act through the division engineers.

The state engineer may issue such orders as are necessary to achieve the

. 68
overall goal of maximum economic benefit and use.

The state engineer and division engineers may order the installation

of volumetric measuring devices by the owner or user of a water right and

to make periodic reports thereon. 69

The state engineer, division engineers and their assistants and staffs

may enter private property for the purposes of administering the requirements

70placed upon them.

The state engineer, division engineers, and their assistants may

d th 1 f t f d or obstructl·on.71or er e remova rom a s ream 0 any unnecessary am

If an order issued pursuant to CRS 37-92-502 is not complied with

the state engineer and the particular division engineer, through the attorney

I I h . . d f .. . 72genera, may app y to t e approprlate water JU ge or an lnJunctl0n.

If the state is upheld in this proceeding then the enjoined party shall

pay the costs including a reasonable attorneys 73fee. In considering

the request for an injunction the judge must generally determine if the

requesting senior would benefit from its release, would be or is now being

h d b
. . 74arme y lts retentlon.

Intervention in such a proceeding by any party is allowable if done

timely and will not unduly delay the proceeding. 75 Failure to comply with

h . 1 d' 76 Than injuni..t}on subjects t e V10 ater to contempt procee :lngs. ese
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proceedings and penalties shall be in addition to whatever else is pro

77vided by law.

If failure to comply with an order issued pursuant to 37-92-502 results

in injury to another party. Then the violater is subject to triple damages

78plus reasonable attorneys fees.

In the distribution of water the priorities of water rights under

this and preceding acts govern. The only exception being where under

section 1, 37-92-502(2), 1973 the engineer can limit the right due to the

1,· b f" 1 79app 1catlon to non ene lCla uses. This provision also allows the use

of a well to satisfy a surface right. 80 If the well draws from the same

stream system as the surface right then the owner may have it declared an

alternate point of diversion. 8l Until the mandatory date for adjudicating

wells passed any well could be so used, however it could still be

82regulated.

Special Water Courts

One of the unique features of the 1969 Act was the creation of the

posts of Water Judge, Water Clerk and Water Referee. As their titles

imply these judges have as their primary job the legal administration of

water under the 1969 Act.

The water clerk is an associate clerk of the district court and is

appointed in the same manner as a district court clerk. The job may be

full or part time. 83 The offices of the water clerks are to be colocated

with the office of the clerk of the district court in the counties speci-

fied in section 1, 37-92-204(1) (b), 1973 (Weld, Pueblo, Alamosa, Montrose,

Garfield, Routt, and LaPlata). Basically, the water clerk is responsible

for keeping all records of past actions affecting water rights, proceedings
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and rulings of the water judge 1 and other duties prescribed by the water

84judge and supreme court.

The position of water judge was established in each division. This

is a collective position for all the district courts situated entirely or

partly within the division. As the title implies they have exclusive

jurisdiction over water matters within the division. However, the matters

they may hear entail only questions under this act and other laws which

specify jurisdiction to the water judge. 8S

The water judges were originally appointed within 10 days after June 7,

1969 and since then by January 10 of each year. The judges have a one

year appointment which can be renewed by the supreme court. They must be

selected from among the district court judges within the division. Vacancies

occurring during the year are also filled by the supreme court. During this

period the judges shall hear all pending and new water matters which arise

in the division. The water judge has nOTInal duties as a district court

judge, however any water matter takes precedence. Should the need arise

the supreme court can appoint additional water judges within a division.

These judges may even come from outside the division. 86

The water judge will normally sit in the district court where the water

clerk is located; however, should the parties request otherwise the judge

may, in his discretion, conduct the proceedings in other locations. 87

The water referee was created to assist the water judge in the adminis-

tration of the water law. The referee, if needed, is appointed by the

• 1 f h d' .. . 1 d 88water J u(Jg~:; 0 telVl.s,10n lTIVO ve . The water judge may appoint addi-

89tional rei~rees as needed. The water judge may elect to perform the
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functions of the water referee himself.
gQ

The basic qualification of the

referee is that he be expert in water law matters. 91

Procedures Followed on Actions Affecting Water Rights

Formally a person desiring to get a legal determination on any act

which will affect a water right will start at the water clerks' office by

picking up the proper form for the type of request he may have. 92 Basically,

with these forms he must show a justification for his request. 93

If the request is for a water right or a conditional water right then some

specifics are required. Items such as: "the legal description of the

diversion or proposed diversion, a description of the source of the water,

the date of initiation of the appropriation or proposed appropriation, the

amount of water claimed, and the use or proposed use of the water.,,94 For

a change of water right "a description of the water right or conditional

water right for which the change is sought, the amount and priority of the

water right or conditional water right, and a description of the proposed

change of water right" should be included. A plan of augmentation requires

a complete statement of the plan. Should the application involve the

construction of a well the state engineers permit, denial, or failure to

act for a six month period must be attached. 95

The water clerk upon receipt of the application includes it in the

resume of all requested actions which is prepared each month. 96 By the

end of the month these actions are published in a newspaper of general

circulation in each county.97 Notification is also accomplished by the end

of the month by use 02 the mailing list of the water clerk. 98 The news-

paper notification procedure may also be augmented by radio and TV coverage

of 99
1 necessary.
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Should a party wish. to oppose an application by the other party he

may do so oy filing a statement of opposition100 by the last day of the

second month following the month in which the application was filed. 101

The water clerk must forward a copy of the opposing statement to the state

engineer and division engineer. 102

The applications and statements of opposition or copies thereof filed

pursuant to section 1, 37-92-302 are to be promptly referred to the referee

by the water judge. l03 The referee then conducts an investigation of the

matters contained in the application and statement of opposition.l04 He

"shall consult with the appropriate division engineer and may consult with

the state engineer, the Colorado Water Conservation Board and other state

. ,,105 fagencles. A copy 0 this consultation is then made available to the

1 d ' -.. 1 .. - d' 106consu te agency or party and. a copy t1 eel lTI the procee lngs.

"Within sixty days from the last day on which statements of opposition

may be filed ... " on the application the referee must make his ruling on

the matter, unless this time is extended by the water judge or the referee

re-refers the matter to the water judge. 107 A significant aspect of this

section is the flexibility allowed the referee. He may wholly or partially

approve or reject the application even if no statements of opposition were

filed. lOB The ruling must be filed with the water clerk and is subject

judicial review. Notification of the results must be given to the

applicant(s), those filing statements of opposition, the state engineer,

and to the division engineer. 109

If tl-..el1 e has been statements of; opposition filed the referee may

re-.reft-. the matter to the water judge. This must be done within a month
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following the last month in which statements of opposition could have

been filed. 110

If a party wishes to protest the ruling of a referee he must do so in

writing to the water clerk within twenty days after the referee's ruling.

The protest must clearly set out the factual and legal grounds for the

protest. A copy of this protest must be sent to the applicant or applicants

d t t t o h h f'l d f' ° 111an 0 a par y or par les w 0 ave 1 e statements 0 0pposltlon.

On specified dates throughout the year the water judges will hear

matters which are the subjects of protests or have been re-referred by a

112referee. Should a party request the place of hearing shall be in a

county where the point or points of diversion, water rights, or conditional

water right(s) are located. If more than one county is involved then the

hearing shall take place in the county where the majority of the right or

. ht' t' are located. 1l3rlg s ln ques lon

Proceedings before a water judge do have some special features. Though

they are governed by the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure no pleadings

are required and the judge is not bound by the referee's ruling. The

division engineer must appear to offer pertinent information and can be

examined by any party. The division engineer shall be represented by the

114attorney general, at the engineer's request. The burden of proof falls

on the applicants in spite of the referees ruling. The hearing is also

open to all persons interested and they may represent themselves or be

115represented by counsel. Finally, service of applications, protests, or

statements of opposition, or other documents is not necessary for juris-

d o • 1 116lctlona purposes.
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The water judge has complete discretion with respect to a referee's

rulings which are before him by re~referral or protest. Should he modify

a ruling he may grant a different priority date than that granted by the

referee. He may also specify his own terms or conditions with respect to

a change of water right or plan of augmentation. He must, however, fUlly

dispose of any matter re~referred by a referee. He must also confirm and

approve by judgment and decree a ruling by the referee the subject of

which had no protest filed against it. He may however reverse or reverse

and remand any ruling which he deems to be contrary to law. Il7

In matters concerning a chance of water right or plan for augmentation

the water judge may attach the condition that the matter of injury to the

vested rights of others is subject to reconsideration for two years after

the decision. He may also add any conditions he feels necessary to protect

the rights and interests of other parties involved. lIB

The water judge also has flexibility in his judgments and decrees,

the only criterion being that they be promptly filed. He may confine the

judgment and decree to one matter or include several. In any event he

must give the name or names of the applicants, the location of the point

or points of diversion, place or places of storage, means of diversion,

type or t)~es of use, the amount and priority; and a~y other information

necessary. If the application v.ras for a determination of water rights or

conditional water rights the date of the filing of the application shall

b -.. d t d d 119e stated 1n JU gmen an· ecree.

Copies of the judgments and decrees are to be sent to the state engi-

neer and:i.vision engineer. They must then adjust their records and distri-

b h d · 1 120ute t e wate:r accor l.ug y.
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An important aspect of the' 69 I.. Act concerns appellate review of the

water judge's decision. Review of the judgment and decree is allowed,

". . . but no appellate review shall be allowed with respect to that part of

the judgment or decree which confirms a ruling with respect to which no

protest was filed.,,12l

Harsh as the appellate review procedure may be there is opportunity

to file a protest or correct errors after a decision has been rendered by

the water judge. The water judge may have clerical errors corrected on

his own initiative or on the petition of any person. A substantive error

may be corrected by the water judge on the petition of any person whose

rights have been adversely affected. There must be a satisfactory showing

to the water judge that the person failed to file a protest because of

mistake, inadvertence or excusable neglect. There is a three year time

limit for these actions and any decision by the water judge is subject to

11 . 122appe ate reVlew.

There is also another procedure with which a person can challenge a

referee's ruling. After the granting of an application in whole or in

part a person has thirty days in which he can assert the effect of the

ruling will cause him injury. This initial procedure is ex parte. In

effect the petitioner presents facts about the granted application which

he believes will cause him harm. If the water judge believes this conten-

tion has merit then he can order the applicant to show cause at a hearing

why no damage would result from the ruling by the referee. Should the

judge find that mate~ia1 injury would result then he may stay the ruling

123
by the referee until a judicial review can take place.
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The standards for rulings by the referee and decisions of the water

judge approximate the ~old material injury test' by use of the concept

f .. ,.. ff 124 S .. f' ..' ( )
o lnJurlous e ect. pecl lcally, ln sectlon I, 37-92-305 3 , 1973

a change of water right or plan for augmentation must be approved if it

will not injuriously affect the other water rights holders. Should there

be an injurious affect the applicants can propose modifications in their

requests to eliminate the injury. To eliminate injury such things as a

limitation on use,125 relinquishment of some rights to prevent an enlarged

hi t ' d' .. .. h d fl 126 .. -..., h f
s orlC use or lmlnlse return ow, tlme IlmltatJ.ons on t e use 0

the rl'gh.t,127 d th d" h . ht 128
an any 0 er con ltlons necessary to protect t e rlg .

Another feature of the act is the allowance of a particular means or point

of diversion to serve as the source for more than one right. 129

The referee or water judge may also use the findings of the state

engineer on a well application as evidence if the well is included in the

application in question. If the well permit was justifiably denied then the

judge should also deny the request, However, if the permit was granted he

may grant a conditional decree. If the court grants a conditional or final

decree the state engineer must issue the well permit.
130
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E. LITIGATIQN AND REGULATION*

The courts have stated in numerous cases that Usubject to prior appro

priations J underground waters supplying a natural stream are open to ap

propriation like surface waters, because they belong to the river.,,13l

The courts have also noted that the burden of proof in claiming that

groundwater is not tributary lies on the party making the assertion, and

th t 1· t t b d b It 1 d . f .d ,,132a mus e prove y c ear an sat~s actory eV1 ence.

In trying to define what the relationship is between ground and

surface water, Hutchins makes the following statement:

[T]he fact that surface streams 'lose' water into the
ground at some times and places and 'gain' water there
from at others has long been recognized not only by
ground water hydrologists and engineers but also by
attorneys, judges, and legislators as well. Neverthe
less, integration of surface and ground water doctrines
and rights of use has not always kept pace with compre
hension of physical conditions. Rival claimants to wa
ters of surface streams have usually litigated their
relative rights as between themselves, without interven
tion of owners of wells who depend on ground water that
feeds the stream or that escapes from it, and the re
verse holds true with respect to most adjudications of
ground water rights. Lack of correlation has more seri
ous results in such cases than where separate adjudica
tions are made of rights on a surface stream and on its
main tributaries, because the character of the surface
water rights is the same--appropriative, or appropria
tive and riparian, depending on the jurisdiction. But
in some states surface stream rights may be solely ap
propriative and ground water rights may be based on land
ownership--even the rule of absolute ownership in over
lying land. Repeated court decisions may have welded
this rule into a rule of property, which may be diffi
cult to overturn when many more rights become vested
and more knowledge as to physical interrelationships is
available. 133

* The following three sections are included in Radosevich, G.· E. et ~.,
Evolution of Colorado Water Law, 1976.
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Groundwaters in th.e alluvium underlring tlie drainage basin of a river

and hydraulically connected with. its surface streams are a part of the

river system, and removals either from the surface portion of the system or

the underground portion of it decrease the water available in the whole

t 134 G d t d . . .... d' . h fsys em. roun wa er lverS1ons, Jun10r 1n tlme an 1n r1g t to sur ace

appropriators, result in a reduction of surface supplies of water which

otherwise are available to senior surface appropriators. Therefore, regu-

lation of diversions by means of wells is needed to lessen the material

injury to senior appropriators. This is not to say that groundwater diver-

sions are to be discontinued. Indeed, groundwater constitutes a slowly

moving body of water, much of which is below the influence of plant trans-

piration and evaporation and is available for diversion and application to

b f ·· lb' d' . . . h 135ene lCla use, su Ject to can ltlons necessary to protect senlor rlg ts.

One of the earliest cases concerning tributary groundwater was that

of McClellan v. Hardle. 136 The plaintiff in this case was the owner of 400

acres of land in Weld County. In 1886 he had filed the necessary papers

to secure a water right and constructed diversion works to irrigate his

land from Love Tree Creek. The defendants subsequently sunk a well near

the creek and put in a pump. The stream was one that "at times and places l

flows above the ground and at other times and places, below the

surface as a subterranean current. The surface water and underflow of said

d d
. 137

stream are connecte an coexlst. The court held that the defendants

had not invaded the rights of the prior appropriator but also held that it

is an inva-;;;JD of the rights of a prior appropriator to divert water from

a stream-~.~?',.rface or subterranean-..by means of daIns, wells, or pumps, where-

by the flow of water is diminished. However, in this case the court felt
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that the evidence was yague and indefinite and did approve tQe claim for

damages.

One of the more significant cases involving the recognition of ground-

water in the appropriation system in Colorado was that of Medano Ditch Co.

v. Adams. In this decision, the courts held that:

Underground currents of water which flow in well-defined
channels the course of which can be distinctly traced,
are governed by the same rules of law as streams flow
ing upon the surface. The channels and existence of
such streams, though not visible, are 'defined' and
'known' within the meaning of the law when their course
and flow are determinable by reasonable inference. 138

Since the mid-1960s, regulation of groundwater pumping to protect
senior surface water rights has been a major issue in the Arkansas and
South Platte basins. Administrative control efforts were followed by
repeated litigation, legislation and negotiation.

Fellhauer y. People

The initial and perhaps most significant csse concerning the authority

of the State ,Engineer is Fellhauer v. People. 139 Therefore, the circum-

stances surrounding the case will be briefly reviewed. On June 24, 1966,

there was insufficient water in the Arkansas River to fill the adjudicated

rights of downstream users having priority dates as early as 1887. The

State Engineer responded by notifying the defendant to halt pumping until

further notice. The defendant's well in this case was located approxi-

mately 30 to 35 miles south of Pueblo, Colorado, and was approximately

400 feet from the bank of the river. The well was drilled to a depth of

about 35 feet. The defendant refused to comply with the order, The lower

court then issued a prelimtnary restraining order, halting the defendant

from pumping water. The lower court subsequently issued a permanent in-

junction.
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T~e State Engineer p~d acted in this instance under the authority given

him by House Bill 1066 t pas-sed in 1965. 140 This bill stated that:

The State Engineer or his dUly authorized representative
shall execute and administer the laws of the state rela
tive to the distribution of the surface waters of the
state including the underground waters tributary there
to in accordance with the right of priority of appro
priation, and he shall adopt such rules and regulations
and issue such orders as are necessary for the perform
ance of the foregoing duties.

The Supreme Court stated that it was within the power of the State

Assembly to "delegate to the water officials the power to protect the

stream against unreasonable injury by junior wells when lower senior appro-

priators are not receiving, but are in need of and asking for, their decreed

rights." The court also stated that, in determining the effect that a well

might have on a surface flow, the following factors must be considered:

(1) distance of the well from the stream, (2) transmissibility of the

aquifer, (3) depth of the well) (4) time and volume of pumping, and (5)

return flow characteristics. It was the conclusion of the court that

"a well in or at the bank of the stream may have substantially the same

effect as a surface diversion at that point."

Concerning the actions of the State Engineer in this case, the court

found that he had acted "without any written rules or regulations and with-

out any prescribed guidelines." The court also considered the fact that

"of the thirteen water districts under his jurisdiction, he acted only in

two. In these, he ordered 39 wells to cease pumping. tl These 39 were out

of a total of 1600 to 1900 wells that were pumping more than 100 gallons

The court concluded from the testimony given that:

In his attempted enforcement of the 1965 act, he [the
State Engineer] proceeded discriminatorily in violation
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of the equal protect~on clause of the Fourteenth·Amend
ment of the U. S. Constitution and of the due process
clause in Article II~ Section 25 of the Colorado Consti
tution.

The court proceeded to set forth three requirements that must be met

in regulating the wells, as contemplated by the 1965 act, in order to be

valid and constitutional. These requirements are:

1) the regulation must be under and in compliance with reasonable rules,

regulations, standards, and a plan established by the State Engineer prior

to the issuance of the regulative orders;

2) reasonable lessening of material injury to senior rights must be

accomplished by the regulation of wells; and

3) if, by placing conditions upon the use of a well or upon its owner,

some or all of its water can be placed to a beneficial use by the owner

without material injury to senior users, such conditions should be made.

The court asserted that the first requirement mentioned:

. . . will prevent arbitrary and discriminatory action
of the Division Engineer ... , of erroneously making
his guidelines on agreement with certain senior users;
of attempting to protect the economy of the valley with
out plan; and of discriminating unreasonably between
wells.

The court was of the opinion in setting forth the third requirement that

there must be another consideration besides the vested rights of the users.

The court stated that:

It is implicit in these constitutional prov1s1ons (Arti
cle XVI, Section 6) that, along with vested rights, there
shall be maximum utilization of the water of this state.

The court finally emae to the decision that,· due to tlarbitrary and capri-

cious conduct on the part of the Division Engineer," the injunction of the

lower court was to be dissolved.
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Based on the pronouncement of the court in the Fellhaure case, the

State Engineer's Office established rules and regulations that were intended

to comply with the requirements of the cou'rt I These rules and regulations

were intended to go into effect on August 8, 1969. In general, the rules

were as follows:

1. In administering the waters of the state, such factors as weather

conditions, present and prospective water supply conditions, re

cords of the State Engineer's Office, past experience, and any

other factors were to be considered. No curtailment of any diver

sion will result unless it shall result in a reasonable lessening

of material injury to senior appropriators.

2. All rights to divert groundwater that have not been adjudicated

according to Colorado law, shall be administered as if they all

had the s~~e date of priority and the same right to divert until

such time as these rights have been adjudicated.

3. Any groundwater appropriator affected by the rules may use a part

or all of the water the well or wells will produce without injury

to any herein established regulation, provided that the Division

Engineer may approve a proposed wri tten plan submitted by the

appropriator or appropriators, whereby the amount of the deple

tion from the stream from said well or wells during the irrigation

season will be restored to the stream by replacement or exchange

from sources other than groundwater at the time and in the amount

. ~\at the depletion tables place, so that prior vested rights are

~,:.,·t damaged.
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4. An appropri.ator may elect to treat any well or wells as alternate

points of diversion for part or all of any decreed surface right

upon submission and approval of a written plan to the Division

Engineer.

Well Owners "!-. Kuiper

As a result of these rules and regulations a case known as Well Owners'

Conservation Association v. Kuiper was filed. 14l Therein the court held

that ttThe rules and regulations as promulgated by the State Engineer and to

be implemented as of 8 August 1969 were discriminatory, arbitrary and

capricious." Also the rules were held by the court to be "unreasonable,

vague and unenforceable,1I and "the regulations themselves ... unconsti-

tutional and vague. 1I The court was also of the opinion that the term

regulations means "shutting" down the wells, and that the manner which was

proposed "would not produce water in the stream to satisfy any call in time

of need."

The court was of the opinion that:

The State Engineer may and should charge to the surface
decree the amount of water diverted by wells and applied
to the same lands as are served by a surface decree,
prior to the recognition of any purported call under the
surface decree.

The court also ordered that the State Engineer should give consideration

to what is known as a futile call and should administer the water in such

a manner:

. . . that an appropriator will not be permitted to com
mand the whole flow of the stream, merely to facilitate
his taking a fraction thereof and that there will be no
reductions of any lawful diversions because of the pri
ority system, unless such reductions would increase the
amount of water available to and required by the water
rights of a senior appropriator.
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Finally, the court ordered a permanent injunctiQnagatnst the State Engi-

neer, and he was Henjoined and restrained from enforc...

ing or attempting to enforce the rules and regulations.

Kupier Y...... Well Owners

II

The case previously reviewed was challenged in the case of Kuiper v.

Well Owners~ Conservation Association. 142 This court was of the opinion

that the findings of the trial court "gave no probation effect to the

scientific evidence presented by the State Engineer." In fact, this court

went on to say that "the evidence presented was insufficient to support

the findings and decree." The court, after reviewing the record of the

trial court, was of the opinion that:

The rule followed [by the trial court] was that the State
Engineer had the burden of proof of the validity of his
regulations. On the contrary, his regulations are pre
sumed to be valid until shown otherwise by a preponder
ance of the evidence. 143

The court challenged each of the 24 points presented by the trial

f h . . f 11 144court; a sunmary 0 t ese major pOlnts 0 ows:

1. Concerning the trial court's opinion that the regulations were

so "unreasonable and vague as to be violative of the Fourteenth

Amendment ... ," this court held that they were not unconsti-

tutional. The court stated that "regulations and statutes are

presumed to be constitutional until shown otherwise."

2. Concerning the point that the regulations were contrary to the

1969 act, this court held that;

It would be an impossibility for the State En~

gineer in 1969 to promulgate regulations which
~;ould realize the maximum use of all of the sur
face or ground water of the Platte. All that
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can be expected is that he exercise hi~ best
judgement~ using information then available to

"at"tempt to reach. the goal of maximal use, of
course, with.out being arbitrary or capricious.

3. Concerning the point that the State Engineer failed to follow the

rules established by Fellhauer, the court responded that the en-

gineer was, in fact, "attempting to follow the mandates of both

Fellhauer and the statute."

4. Referring to the charge made by the trial court that the regula-

tions were (a) discriminatory, arbitrary, and capricious; and

(b) unreasonable, vague, and unenforceable, the court made the

following finding: concerning the first point (a), the court

was of the opinion that the regulations were not "fatally vague;"

on the second point (b), the court stated that it had been "unable

to find anything in the record indicating that the regulations are

unenforceable."

The next point of the trial court challenge concerned the view of the

trial court that "the regulations do not promote the continuance of exist-

ing uses." The Supreme Court sa;id that "if the regulation of wells which

are inferior in priority will reasonably contribute to the satisfaction of

earlier priorities, the owners of the wells cannot be heard to say that

they have a right to continue the use thereof."

The Supreme Court reviewed three of the points of the trial court

together: (1) shutting down wells will not cause water to reach the stream

to satisfy any call in time of need; (2) the regulation promotes and encour-

ages futile calls; and (3) waste results from shutting off the wells.
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Concerning the first point, the court said it could "see no logical

distinction between the result of an intervening storm in the case

of a calIon the surface right and the case of a calIon a well."

Secondly, the court could find no "evidence to support the findings

that the regulations promote and encourage futile calls." Finally,

there was no evidence available to the court that indicated waste

would result from shutting off wells.

Concerning the charge by the trial court that the rules estab

lished by the engineer were "neither sound nor flexible for the inte

grated use of all the wastes of the state," the Supreme Court was

of the opinion that the rules established "should be considered here

solely with respect to their application on the Platte River," and

not as a uniform regulation for every river basin in the state.

Referring to the charge by the trial court that the "regulations

permit appropriators to command the whole flow of the stream," the

Supreme Court said that since the regulations halt pumping only 3/7

of the time, they do not allow a certain group to "command the whole

flow of the stream."

The trial court had been quite concerned with the portions of the

regulations that failed to require of an appropriator before he could

place a callan the river that the wells he owned be charged first against

his surface water decree. The Supreme Court said the 1969 act did not

require "and we know of no other requirement compelli.ng an owner of a sur

face dec:'i. eta first apply his well water to that decree before making the

call upon ,}1 1T"lior appropriators, be they surface or underground."
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The Supreme Court made reference to several other points mentioned

by the trial court. The Supreme Court saw fit to reverse the judgment of

the trial court on every point. The court concluded that some of the

points mentioned in the case may be proven erroneous by further research,

but "further research and testing will not only result in correction of

past mistakes, but also will lead us closer to the goal of minimal waste

of water."
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F. 1972 RULES AND REGULATIONS

Based on the Fellhauer v. People and Kuiper v. Well Owners' Conser-

vation Association cases, the State Engineer instituted a new set of

regulations which became effective on May 15, 1972. The regulations pro-

vide:

1. These proposed rules and regulations shall affect all underground

water as defined in §37-9l-103(4), Colorado Revised Statutes,

1963, amended as follows:

'Underground water,' as applied in this act for
the purpose of defining the waters of a natural
stream, means that water in the unconsolidated
alluvial aquifer of sand, gravel, and other sedi
mentary materials, and all other water hydrauli
cally connected thereto which can influence the
rate or direction of movement of the water in
that alluvial aquifer or natural stream. Such
'underground water' is considered different from
'designated groundwater' as defined in 37-90-103
(3), except water withdrawn from wells exempted
under §37-92-602, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1963,
as amended.

2. All rights to appropriate underground water for which an applica-

tion for determination of the amount and priority thereof has not

been filed with the Water Clerk prior to July 1, 1972, are junior

to all claims for underground water filed with the Water Clerk

prior to that date. Such junior rights may not be allowed to

divert any water if curtailment of any water diversion is neces-

sary to satisfy prior vested rights.

3. ""'":' underground water appropriator or appropriators affected by

these rules and regulations may use a part or all of the water the

well or wells will produce without regard to any regulation if the
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Diversion Engineer approves a written plan submitted by the appro

priator or appropriators whereby the amount of the depletion from

the stream by said well or wells wil be returned to th stream so

that prior vested rights are not damaged.

4. An appropriator may elect to treat any well or wells as alternate

points of diversion for part or all of any decreed surface right

upon submission and approval of a written plan to the Diversion

Engineer.

5. There shall be kept on file in the Office of the State Engineer

and Division Engineer of Irrigation Division No. I maps of the

South Platte River, its tributaries, and the aquifers associated

therewith, depicting the administrative zones and reaches thereof.

Underground water affected by these rules and regulations shall

be divided into the following four zones and regulated accordingly:

a. Zone A: underground water located such that the time of ini

tial effect of the appropriation thereof occurs from zero to

ten days after appropriation commences. Regulation of wells

in Zone A shall commence on the date of a written demand or

five days prior to the date of anticipated demand by a senior

vested right.

b. Zone B: underground water located such that the time of ini

tial effect of appropriation thereof occurs from ten to thirty

days after appropriation commences. Regulation of wells in

Zone B shall commence on the date of a written demand or 20

days prior to the date of anticipated demand by a senior

vested right.
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c. Zone C: underground water located such that the time of ini-

tial effect of appropriation thereof occurs from 30 to 75

days after appropriation commences. Regulation of wells in

Zone C shall corrunence on the date of a written demand of 52

days prior to the date of anticipated demand by a senior

vested right.

d. Zone D: underground water located such that the time of ini-

tial effect of appropriation thereof occurs 75 or more days

after appropriation commences. Regulation of wells in Zone 0

shall commence on the date of a written demand or 112 days

prior TO the date of anticipated demand by a senior vested

right,

The South Platte Rive ..;:-, its tributaries, and the aquifers associated there-

with shall be further divided into the following rea.ches or segments of th.e

river:

Rea.ch I: from the headgate of the Fort Mo:rgan Canal upstream to the

headwaters. In this reach the anticipated date of first demand is

April 300

Reach II: from the point where the South Platte River crosses the

west boundary of Washington County to the headgate of the Fort Morgan

Canal. In this reach the anticipated date of first demand is May 30.

B-each III (A)~ from the headgate of the Harmony Ditch to the point

where the South Platte River crosses the west boundary of Washington

COH7- In this reach the anticipated date of first demand is May 30.

Real.. ].}I (B): downstream from the Harmony Ditch to the state line. In

this rea~h the anticipated date of first demand is June 8.
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Wells in the above-designated zones and reaches shall be regulated

during that period of the year in which their pumping will affect the

surface flow of the river or stream from the anticipated date of first

demand in that reach until October 1st of that irrigation season. The

State Engineer and the respective Division Engineer shall estimate the

amount of the shortage resulting to surface appropriators from well opera

tions. Groundwater appropriations being regulated at any particular time,

except those set forth in Rule 2 hereof, will be regulated on a basis not

to exceed 3/7 of the time. The Division Engineer shall administer this

rule so that the operator of the well or wells may have a cycle of opera

tion to make most efficient use of water available, provided that other

appropriators are not adversely affected.

The anticipated date of first demand referred to above for each of the

reaches of the river may be set at a later date by the Division Engineer,

with agreement by the State Engineer, if present and anticipated hydrologic

conditions so justify.

The general policy statement in support of these regulations--entitled

Proposed Rules and Regulations Governing the Use, Control, and Protection

of Surface and Ground Water Rights Located in the South Platte River and its

Tributaries--is as follows:

1. The relative rate of movement of ground water as compared to sur

face water is considered herein. Every effort is made to utilize

the water found in the alluvium which water is hydraulically

connected to the surface channel of the streams of the state.
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2. Water right and uses heretofore vested in any person by virtue of

previous or existing laws shall be protected.

3. The existing use of ground water, either independently or in

conjunction with surface rights, shall be recognized to the fullest

extent possible, subject to the preservation of other existing

vested rights.

4. The use of ground water may be considered as an alternate or par

tial source of supply for surface decrees heretofore entered,

taking into consideration both previous usage and the necessity

to protect the vested rights of others.

S. Cooperative agreements previously made which result in maximum

utilization of both surface and subsurface water supply without

injury to vested rights shall be recognized to the fullest ex

tent possible in implementing these rules and regulations.

Many of the water users in the South Platte region continued to reject

the enforcement of the 1972 Rules and Regulations while numerous ground

water pumpers organized to form augmentation plans described below.

The extent of the State Engineerts authority not only to regulate

existing wells, but to prevent new wells in tributary areas was still not

settled until 1973 in Hall v. Kuiper. 145

The State Engineer denied applications to drill two water wells under

Colorado Revised Statutes, §37-90-102 et~. A review hearing was held

and the applications were again denied. The administrative action was

appealed>-) the district court where the State Engineer's action was upheld.

Upon appeal to the Supreme Court, the decision was affirmed.
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In this case, the top of the water table was 20 feet below the surface

of the land. The flow of water was to the Cache la Poudre River, which in

turn flows to the South Platte River. The State Engineer felt that the

wells would diminish the flow to the Poudre and Platte, both of which were

already overappropriated. Thus, vested rights would be injured. The

court held that:

I} even though part of the water used for irrigation would return to

the rivers, there would still be harm done to vested users;

2) the fact that no surface appropriator could show injury was imma

terial. The fact that there was no water available for appropriation is

enough to forbid new wells;

3) surplus water in the river at flood times is not enough grounds to

maintain that extra water is available. There must be a surplus year

round; and

4) the constitutional provision of Article XVI, Section 6, saying that

"the right to divert unappropriated waters of any natural stream to bene

ficial use shall never be denied" was inapplicable, because there was no

unappropriated water available.

The case clearly recognized the authority and responsibility of the

state through its administrative organization to not only control divi

sions of water and administer the water rights, but also to protect existing

private and public rights in the resource.

By this time, the conflict and litigation within the South Platte

Valley over tributary water use and regulation had made the numerous parties

and the Court sensitive to all relevant interests and issues. It became

obvious that unless an amicable agreement was reached, strict enforcement
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of the prior appropriation doctrine was the only solution - to the detri-

ment of groundwater users (many of whom primarily rely upon surface

rights) and to the economy of the state, as a result of reduced agricultural

output and partial nonuse of groundwater resources of the Valley.

To avoid this drastic action, the parties reached an agreement by

way of stipulation to the facts and conclusions of law surrounding the

regulation of wells in the South Platte River and tributaries. The stipu

lation was signed on 15 March 1974 and the District Court for Water Division

No. 1 rendered judgment on the matters that day. (See Appendix III-A.)

Concurrently, on March 13, 1974, the State Engineer issued a set of

"Amended Rules and Regulations" applicable only to underground water of

the South Platte River drainage basin, pursuant to a Water Court decision.

This decision and the regulations are the most recent word in the area of

conjunctive use on the South Platte, but there may be more litigation in

this area. The amended rules are set forth as follows: 146

RULE 1. Except as specifically noted below, these Rules and Regulations

shall apply to all underground water of the South Platte River and its

tributaries as defined in Colorado Revised Statutes Annotated, 1963,

§37-9l-l03(4) (Supplement 1969), and reproduced below, as follows:

(4) 'Underground water' as applied in this act for the purpose of

defining the waters of a natural stream, means that water in the

unconsolidated alluvial aquifer of sand, gravel, and other sedi

mentary materials, and all other waters hydraulically connected

.>ereto which can influence the rate of direction of movement of

the water in that alluvial aquifer or natural stream. Such
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'underground water' is considered different from 'designated ground

water' as defined in 37-90-103(3).

These Rules and Regulations shall not apply to water withdrawn from

wells, such as domestic and livestock wekks, which are exempted from

administration under Colorado Revised Statutes Annotated, 1963, §37

92-602 (Supplement 1972), and these Rules and Regulations shall not

apply to water withdrawn from wells which are exempted from adminis

tration by Court decree or statute.

RULE 2. (a) Ground water diversions will be continuously curtailed

according to the following schedule to provide for a reasonable lessen

ing of material injury to senior appropriators:

1. During the Calendar Year 1974, five-sevenths of the time;

2. During the Calendar Year 1975, six-sevenths (6/7) of the time; and

3. During the Calendar Year 1976, and thereafter, total curtailment.

Pumping shall be permitted on every Monday and Tuesday of each week

in 1974 and on every Monday of each week in 1975. The Division Engi

neer shall administer this rule so that the operator of a well, or

wells, may have a cycle of operation to make more efficient use of the

water available; provided that senior appropriators are not materi

ally injured thereby.

RULE 2. (b) Ground water diversions shall be curtailed as provided

under part (a) hereof unless the ground water appropriator submits

proof to the Division Engineer and upon th basis of that proof the

Division Engineer shall find:

1. That the well is operating pursuant to a decreed plan of augmen

tation, that the well is operating pursuant to a decree as an
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alternate point of diversion, or that a change in point of

diversion to the well has been decreed for a surface water

right; or

2. That the ground water appropriation can be operated under its

priority without impairing the water supply to which a senior

appropriator is entitled; or

3. That the water produced by a well does not come within the

definition of underground water in RULE 1.

RULE 3. Any ground water appropriator affected by these Rules and

Regulations may use a part or all of the water diverted without regard

to curtailment described in RULE 2 (a) to the extent his ground water

diversion is in compliance with a temporary augmentation plan approved

by the Division Engineer in accordance with Colorado Revised Statutes

Annotated, 1963, §37-92-307(4) and where there is a plan for augmen

tation filed in the Water Court in accordance with Colorado Revised

Statutes Annotated, 1963, §37-92-302 (Supplement 1971). The Division

Engineer will promptly approve or disapprove such temporary augmenta

tion plans submitted to him. The guidelines for any such temporary

augmentation plan will be expected to meet at least the following

criteria:

1. That replacement water for stream depletion shall be made equal

to five percent of the projected annual volume of a ground

water diversion, and may be used by him at a rate of flow suf

ficient to compensate for any adverse effect of such ground

water diversion on a lawful senior requirement, as evidenced
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by a valid senior call, but at a rate not exceeding five percent

of the capacity of the diversion structure.

2. Such capacity shall be determined by Court decree, if adjudi

cated, by application for a water right, if filed in the Water

Court, by well permit, or by registration. If none of these

means of determination is available, the capacity will be the

maximum pumping or delivery rate, which must be substantiated

by the appropriator.

3. The operation of the temporary augmentation plan shall not be

used to allow ground water withdrawal which would deprive senior

surface rights of the amount of water to which said surface

rights would have been entitled in the absence of such ground

water withdrawal, and ground water diversions shall not be

curtailed nor required to replace water withdrawn, for the

benefit of surface right priorities, even though such surface

right priorities be senior in priority date, when, assuming the

absence of ground water withdrawal by junior priorities, water

would not have been available for diversion by such surface

right under the priority system.

RULE 4. Whenever the Division Engineer is satisfied, upon the basis

of competent ev~dence, that operation of a temporary plan of augmen

tation pursuant to RULE 3.1. will not meet the requirements of RULE 3.3.

above, modification of the plan will be undertaken by reference to

criteria as follows:

1. The stream depletion caused by a well will be calculated by the

method shown in The Pumped Well by Robert E. Glover, Technical
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Bulletin 100, Colorado State University, or by other accepted

engineering formulae appropriately modified to reflect the

pertinent physical conditions.

2. The transmissivity value will be obtained from the U. S. Geo

logical Survey Open-File Reports, Hydrogeologic Characteris

tics of the Valley-Fill Aquifer in the South Platte River

Valley, Colorado, 1972, or from updated editions, or from calcu

lations using accepted engineering methods.

3. The specific yield or effective voids ratio generally descrip

tive of the material in the aquifer will be assumed to be twenty

percent (20%), or a different value may be used when it can be

substantiated generally or as to any particular area or situa

tion.

4. The consumptive use for irrigation purposes will be assumed to

be forty percent (40%) of the total quantity pumped for irri

gation uses, subject to modification upon proof that a differ

ent consumptive use situation exists with respect to a particular

diversion. For uses other than irrigation, the amount will be

determined from actual conditions.
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G. AUGMENTATION PLANS - A USERS SOLUTION

The legislature addressed the problem of integrating ground and sur-

face water use and provided a solution through use of approved augmenta

147
tion plans. The plan for augmentation is defined as a "detailed program

to increase the supply of water available for beneficial use by the de~

ve10pment of new or alternative means or points of diversion, by a pooling

of water resources, by water exchange projects, by providing substitute

supplies of water, by development of new sources of water or by any other

appropriate means ... 148 This approach is an alternative to strict enforce-

ment of the appropriation doctrine by the State Engineer. However, the

burden is upon the water users to design the plan. These plans may be

handled in one of two ways. The choice is up to the water user.

The first method is to file an application for approval of the plan

with the Water Clerk of the appropriate water district (the district in

h ' h hI' b' 1 d) 149w 1C t e p an 1S to e 1mp emente . Statements of opposition may be

On a

filed with the Water Clerk if this is done by the last day of the second

h f 11 ' h h' h' h h l' , 'f'l d 150mont 0 oW1ng t e mont 1n w 1C t e app 1cat1on 1S 1 e .

151
date set by statute judgment may include the condition that the plan

may be reconsidered on the question of injury to the vested rights of

others during any hearing commencing in the two calendar years succeeding

152
the calendar year in which the decision was rendered. The decision

may also contain any other provisions which the Water Judge deems proper

d ' h' t d ' f h 'I d 153in eterm1ning t e r1g1ts an 1nterests 0 t e persons 1nvo ve . The

decision may be appeal~d, or any part of it, on matters which have been
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the subject of protest before the Water Judge. If there is no protest

filed on a matter, there is no appeal from the decision.

The second method is very similar to the first method, but is for

approval of temporary augmentation plans. Using the second method the

applicant must still file his application with the Water Clerk in the

appropriate district. The provision for allowing statements of opposi-

tion remains the same. However, the applicant may--at this point it is

his option--submit the proposed plan to the State Engineer for his

155
approval. The State Engineer shall approve the plan if it is deter-

mined "with reasonable assurance" that the proposed use will not in-

juriously affect the owner of, or persons entitled to use water under,

a vested water right.
156

If it is determined that injury to vested water

rights may occur if the plan is approved, the applicant is to be afforded

an opportunity to provide protective terms or conditions. In addition

to or in place of these terms, the State Engineer is authorized to impose

, d d'· h;s own. 157
protectlve terms an con ltlons on 4

Where the State Engineer approves a temporary plan for augmentation,

the findings of the State Engineer shall be prima facie evidence of the

I , 'd 159proposa s lna equacy.

There are advantages to choosing the second method. The State

Engineer's finding is highly persuasive evidence in the Water Court.

There is, of course, the danger that the finding will go against the

applicant but this result can be easily avoided by properly checking the

State Engineer's own records. If these records indicate that there is

water available, there should be no problem for the applicant. Equally

as importall,. is the estoppel raised by the finding to a later attack by
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the State Engineer 0 the plan. Since the State Engineer Office is the only

state entity able to attack an augmentation plan, this estoppel argument

should give much security to the user. In either case, the plan must be

adjudicated by the Water Court. The Water Judge may not refer the plan

t f h··· d' . . I' 160o a re eree; 1S Jur1S 1ct10n 1S exc uo1ve.

For the applicant, the burden of proof will be shifted to him to

show that his proposed use will not be detrimental to existing surface

users and that, in times of severe water shortage, his plan for augmenting

surface flows will be sufficient to protect pre-existing surface rights.

It is to be noted that this shifting of the burden of proof from the state

to the applicant is not as burdensome as it might seem. Information which

is sufficient to carry this burden is available from the State Engineer's

Office. And the information would still have to be gathered to rebut a

protest in a normal court proceeding. For practical purposes, the shift

of the burden amounts only to a change in the order of presentation of the

applicant's case.

The second point of importance for the applicant is the role of the

State Engineer's finding on his application. The application will have

to be ultimately approved by the Water Judge no matter which route is

taken by the applicant. But, when the State Engineer has approved the

plan subject to the court's adjudication, the finding of the State

Engineer is ppima facie evidence in support of the application and will

have to be challenged by a competent evidence to be successfully pro-

161
tested. As a practical matter, the finding of the State Engineer is

nearly irreversible as courts are very reluctant to overturn an adminis-

trative finding. Of:ourse, if the State Engineer rejects a proposal,
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that rejection carries equal weight and must be rebutted by the appli-

b Od 162cant y competent eVl ence.

For the state, the significance of the second option relates mainly

to water management. The burden of proof is shifted to the applicant

under the second option. This has the effect of freeing the state from

having to challenge each applicati.on to insure management of the resource.

Under this option, the applicant must make his case with a preponderance

of the evidence. From his case, the state can tell whether to challenge

him and force a suit or to approve the application. This is a great ad-

vantage in terms of time saved in preparation of cases.

The management function of the state over water resources is en-

hanced, as well. Instead of the applicant going to a Water Court and

getting a determination of a plan or a right without the input of the

State Engineer, the SLate Engineer can now exercise his expertise before

the plan is approved or a right granted. This gives a prospective planning

outlook rather than putting the State Engineer in the position of trying

to catch up after the courts have acted. Clearly, this prospective

planning is superior for setting reasonable objectives.
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H. ORGANIZING ACTIVITIES IN THE VALLEY

Water users in the troubled South Platte gradually began to take

advantage of the augmentation plan scheule provided by the General Assembly.

At present there are a half-dozen augmentation organizations in the

B . 163
aS1n.

The largest and oldest augmentation entity is GASP (Ground Water

Appropriations of the South Platte, Inc.). GASP was organized to provide

augmentation water to senior divertons so that its members could continue

to pump groundwater when such pumping effects the stream flows. Member-

ship in GASP is voluntary and assessment made by a fixed fee plus an

annual charge for pumping each member's water to him. The annual fee

graduates according to how much water a member has pumped--based on what

he normally would pump during an irrigating season. The initiation fee

is only paid once. The income is used to finance purchases of water.

;

The fee is independent of the wells location in the valley.

In 1974, GASP members had approximately 2,750 wells from Denver to

the state line. The augmentations supply to surface users comes from

owned, leased, and assigned resevoirs and surface rights and

wells stratigically located to provide certain senior rights their entitle-

ments upon demand.

The other augmentation plan entities operate in a similar fashion

with the exception of the Central Colorado Water Conservancy District -

Sub-District. The plan of the sub-district makes it mandatory that all

well owners in the Conservancy District area belong to the organization.
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Assessments are based upon ad valorem valuations. There are approximately

1100 wells with the sub-district.

By the use of such entitites as GASP, junior appropriators can now

be assured of a continuous supply, even in dry spells. Thus, the tradi

tional appropriation doctrine is no longer the obstacle that it once was

for junior users.

Some interesting plans have been put forth as constituting plans

for augmentation. Among these are capture of water flowing off roads

and removal of trees which use an excessive amount of water. Recognizing

that legitimation of these plans would cause havoc with the priority

system already established, the Colorado legislature reacted in 1975 by

specifically excluding all plans which use the increased runoff as the

source of supply but which do not add to the existing supply of tributary

164water.
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I. CONCLUSION

Management of tributory waters in Colorado, and particularly the

South Platte has been a very difficult~ time consuming, and expensive

undertaking by the state. The Office of the State Engineer has been

involved in continuous litigation since 1965, requiring deplacement of

considerable manpower and finances to achieve the two objectives re

quired by law: (1) protect existing rights, and (2) optimize the use

of all waters of the state.

The experience has been a valuable one for Colorado, however. As

a result of the enthusiastic positions of surface and goundwater users

(in conflict or concert) and of the state officieals to do their job

in protecting and pursuing the public and private rights, a scheme has

evolved which appears to work satisfactorily to all parties concerned.

In addition, water appears to be used more efficiently. Mr.

Wilkerson, Division Engineer of the South Platte, noted that normally

on an average day during the crop season, 165 cubic feet per second

would be delivered to water users in the Valley. Now this has been

reduced to 85-90 c.f.s. as a result of coordination and cooperation

in the use and management of the Basin's ground and surface waters.

In spite of the success or satisfaction achieved to date, however,

one cannot ignore the words of Mr. Justice Groves, "There must be change

and courts, legislators, the State Engineer, and users must recognize it.

We recognize that future research and testing may prove erroneous some

of the things that we found predominately shown in the record. By the
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same token, further research and testing will not only result in correc-

tion of past mistakes, but also will lead us closer to the goal of

. . 1 f ,,165IDlnlma waste 0 water.-
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WATER DIVISION NU. 1
STATE OF COLORADO

CIVIL ACTIONS NO. W-7209, W-7232, W-7249,
W-7289, W-7290, W-7295,
W-7296, W-7298

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSED )
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING )
THE USE, CONTROL AND PROTECTION )
OF SURFACE AND GROUND WATER )
RIGHTS LOCATED IN THE SOUTH )
PLATTE RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES )

STIPULATION

It is stipulated among the parties to these proceedings that no
objection will be made by any of the parties signatory hereto, acting
through their respective attorneys, to the entry of the attached IlFind
i ngs of Fact, Cone1us ions of Law and Judgment "; nor wi 11 obj ect ion
be made to the adoption of rules and regulations within the principles
therefore, as contained in said findings, conclusions and judgment;
nor to the IlAmended Rules and Regulations of the State Engineer"
attached hereto; and it is further stipulated that no further evidence
either on direct or cross examination will be offered herein except
as may be required pursuant to the lIFindings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Judgment" if entered by the Court in the terms attached hereto.

Each of the parties specifically reserves the right to raise
constitutional questions in some other proceeding without in any way
being prejudiced in, estopped, or precluded therefrom by virtue of
this Stipulation or said Judgment.

Dated this 15th day of March, 1974

146 Company

By /s/ William H. Southard
Southard and Southard
Attorneys at Law
1st National Bank Building
Greeley, Colorado 80631

City of Aurora

By /s/ Leland M. Coulter
Leland M. Coulter
City Attorney
City Ha 11
Aurora, Colorado 80010

Weldon Valley Ditch Company and
City and County of Denver

By /s/ Glenn~aunders

Saunders, Snyder and Ross, P.C.
Attorneys at Law
802 Capitol Life Center
Denver, Colorado 80203

Larimer County Underground Water
Users Association and Weld County
Water Users Association

By /s/ George Vranesh
George Vranesh

and /s/ John D. Musick, Jr.
John D. Musick, Jr.
Attorneys at Law
P. O. Box 871
Boulder, Colorado 80302



Monfort of Colorado, Inc.

By /s/ Alvin L. Steinmark
Miller, Ruyle, Steinmark

& Shade
Attorneys at Law
P. O. Box 1424
Greeley, Colorado 80631

By
---:o:cl;-a-r-:-k---=-E.---:-"W:-'e-av-e-r-------

General Counsel
Monfort of Colorado, Inc.
P. O. Box G
Greeley, Colorado 80631

Town of Eaton and Town of La
Salle

By /s/ William L. West
West and Winters
Attorneys at Law
Suite 205
1000 - 10th Street
Greeley, Colorado 80631

Great Western Sugar Company

By /s/ David L. Harrison
Moses, Wittemyer and

Harrison, P. C.
Attorneys at Law
P. O. Box 1440
Boulder, Colorado 80302

I ne t.-ern:r'd I l.U I urauu na \,CI

Conservancy District

By /s/ David J. Miller
Miller, Ruyle, Steinmark

&Shade
Attorneys at Law
P. O. Box 1424
Greeley, Colorado 80631

Town of Pierce and Town of Nunn

By /s/ Ralph E. Waldo, Jr.
Waldo &Waldo
Attorneys at Law
1019 10th Avenue
P. O. Box 775
Greeley, Colorado 80631

State of Colorado
Division of Water Resources
(State Engineer)

By /s/ James D. Geissinger
John W. Moore
Attorney General
State Capitol Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

and /s/ James D. Geissinger
James D. Geissinger
Special Assistant Attorney

General
730 Equitable Building
Denver, Colorado 80202

and /s/ John Van Wijk by David L. Harri son
John Van Wijk, General and /s/ Donald H. Hamburg

Attorney, &Assistant Secretary Donald H. Hamburg
for Great Western Sugar Company Special Assistant Attorney

P. O. Box 5307, Terminal Annex General
Denver, Colorado 80217 300 Columbine Building

1845 Sherman Street
Denver, Colorado 80203



FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND JUDGMENT

~IAlt Ur LULUKAUU

NOTICE

Pursuant to CRS 1963, 148-21-34(h), (37-92-501(h), CRS
1973J, As Amended, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the
following is the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law
and Judgment, and the Amended Rules and Regulations of
the State Engineer

approved March 15, 1974

Case No. W-7209, W-7232, W-7249,
W-7289, W-7290, W-7295,
W-7296, W-7298

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSED
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING
THE USE, CONTROL AND PROTECTION
OF SURFACE AND GROUND WATER
RIGHTS LOCATED IN THE SOUTH
PLATTE RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES

All references to statutes herein refer, without specific design
ation to the Colorado Revised Statutes.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. These proceedings concern Rules and Regulations adopted by C.
J. Kuiper, State Engineer of Colorado on the 16th day of November, 1972
to become effective February 19, 1973. The Rules and Regulations apply
to the waters of the South Platte River and its tributaries.

2. Evidence was presented to the Water Court June 4 through 7 and
June 11 through 14, October 29 through 31 and November 1, 5 and 6 of
1973. Of the parties bound by these proceedings, a fairly representa
tive cross section has been active through numerous competent counsel
supported by well informed engineering advisors. At a time when no
party to these proceedings was foreclosed from placing further evidence
before the Court, the active parties submitted suggestions for a final
judgment herein and have stipulated and agreed, under the supervision
of the Court, to these Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment.

3. All protests were consolidated for trial and relevant objections
to the consolidation noted and reserved. In the interest of justice
and to simplify proceedings under these protests, all objections to
the consolidation of these protests were overruled and the protests
were consolidated for trial.

4. During the pendency of the proceedings before this Court var
ious parties made various motions. The Court reserved ruling upon
certain motions and the admissibility of certain matters of evidence
to permit making a completE record in this complex and highly tech
nical proceeding.



5. Ground waters in the alluvium underlying the drainage
basin of the South Platte River and hydraulically connected with its
surface streams are a part of the river system, and removals either
from the surface portion of the system or the underground portion of
it, decrease water available -in the whole system. A historical
background is necessary to an understanding of the derivation of the
final determination herein. Until some thirty years ago, only limited
diversions were made of the ground waters and nearly all diversions
were made from the surface waters of the Platte River system. Until
1965, there was practically no administration by the State Engineer's
office of groundwater diverions while surface water diversions were
generally administered according to priority. The Office of the State
Engineer, in regulating diversions of various appropriators, endeavored
to curtail or shut down junior diversions to the extent necessary
to provide a water supply needed for beneficial use by senior appro
priators. To facilitate this work, the State Engineer had access to
records of surface stream flows at various strategic places in the
Platte River system. From experience gained in administration, the
State Engineer operated according to practices which were the equivalent
of regulations, which were well understood in his office, and, whether
written or not, were acquiesced in by appropriators of water in general.

6. It has been the long practice of the State Engineer in admin
istering appropriations by diversion from surface streams to take into
account the time it takes for water to flow along surface streams.
When surface stream flows are diminished so that curtailment of up
stream diversions becomes necessary to provide water for downstream
senior appropriators, the timing and amount of curtailment is ordered
on the basis of the well known velocities of flow in the various
surface streams involved.

7. The evidence shows that in recent years the Office of the
State Engineer has become increasingly familiar with the characteris
tics of flow of the ground water part of the South Platte River system.
His office has undertaken extensive studies of that ground water flow
which is at such a slow rate that administration of ground water is
more intricate and requires greater skill and expertise for proper
administration.

8. There is evidence that ground water diversions, junior ;n
time and in right to surface appropriators, have resulted in reduction
of surface supplies of water which might otherwise have been available
to senior surface appropriators. Sufficient facts exist to support
the conclusion that a reasonable lessening of material injury to
senior appropriators will be accomplished by the proper regulations
of diversions by means of wells. The extent that diversions by means
of wells shall be regulated to accomplish this reasonable lessening
is provided for herein.

9. There are periods of many years when there is an over
abundance of water in the surface portion of the South Platte River
system and that over-abundance, together with return flows from
beneficial uses, charge and recharge the ground water aquifer of the
Platte River. The ground water of the Platte River constitutes a
slowly moving body of water, much of which is below the influence of
plant transpiration and evaporation. Much of said ground water is
susceptible of diversion and application to beneficial use upon im
position of conditions necessary to protect senior rights.



has developed a set of measurements of the physical characteristics
of the ground water aquifer to calculate when diversions from the
ground water aquifer by junior appropriators are or may be expected
to be injurious to senior appropriators.

11. The time of impact of ground water diversions on the surface
stream varies according to varying conditions including the distance
of ground water diversion from the surface of the stream, the volume
and duration of the diversion, and the elevation of the water in the
ground water aquifer at the time the diversion is made. Ordinarily,
river conditions are such that provision can be made by the ground
water appropriator to provide to seniors the amount of any depriva
tion due to ground water diversions. Because of the time lag between
a ground water diversion and its impact on surface water users, con
ditions may arise such that a potential injury to surface diverts
may not actually occur, but the burden of assuring that there will
be no injury to the senior appropriator must fallon the junior
appropriator.

12. The evidence shows that the method described in the treatise
by Robert E. Glover entitled liThe Pumped Well", Technical Bulletin
100, Colorado State University, is one of the generally accepted
methods of calculating any depletion needed to be replaced in order
to avoid injury to a senior exercising a valid call. The evidence
also showed, that because the method (which is sometimes referred
to as the "Glover formula ll

) is based on certain assumed factual
idealizations, expert judgment must be exercised in its application
to account for certain variations from these limiting assumptions.
Other methods may be more accurate for solution of the problem in a
particular case.

13. The proceedings herein show that this Court has jurisdiction
of all water users in Water Division I and, whether present or not,
all such water users are bound by the actions of the Court herein.
The evidence shows that the factual determinations relied upon herein
are the subject of some uncertainty, and that judgments required to
be made by the Division and State Engineers in the enforcement and
application of these Amended Rules and Regulations could potentially
adversely affect the rights of parties hereto. It is necessary,
however, to proceed with regulation on the best basis currently
possible. Due to the anticipated complexity of the application of
the Amended Rules and Regulations to particular fact situations,
Jurisdiction should be retained.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

14. By Section 148-11-22(1), the legislature provided that the
State Engineer, in the distribution of water according to priority,
"sha1l adopt such rules and regulations and issue such orders as are
necessary for the performance of***" his duties in distributing water.
In Fellhauer vs. People, 167 Colo. 320, 447 P.2d 986 (1968), the
Supreme Court held that the State Engineer could not regulate wells
in the absence of written rules and regulations and prescribed guide
lines. In 1971, by an amendment to Section 148-21-34, [37-92-501,
CRS 1973], the legislature made its intention clear in this regard
by repealing 148-11-22(3) and repealing and amending 148-11-22(1)

,..



and (2) as set forth in 1.4d-Ll-34, 14b-Ll-3t> and 14d-~1-36 [37-92-501,
37-92-502, 37-92-503, CRS 1973 respectively], in the 1969 Water
Adjudication and Administration Act. The mandatory word "shall ll was
removed and now the last sentence of 148-21-34(1) [37-92-501]provides
lithe State Engineer may adopt rules and regulations to assist in, but
not as a prerequisite to, the-performance of the foregoing duties. 1I

Section 148-21-34, 35 and 36 L37-92-501, 502 and 503, CRS 1973Jwhen
read together now indicate that such a proceeding as this, pursuant
to a protest filed in this Court, is not for the purpose of suspending
the obligations of the Office of the State Engineer to "order the
total or partial discontinuance of any diversion***11 to the extent
the water being diverted is required by persons entitled to use water
under water rights having senior priorities***" 148-21-35(2)
{]7-92-502, CRS 1973J but to assure that rules and regulations be
consonant with the basic requirement for implementing the priority
system among all appropriators.

15. The State Engineer has the continuing obligation to admin
ister the water supply which is under his jurisdiction and to issue
appropriate orders to effectuate such administration whether or not
he has adopted rules and regulations to assist him in the performance
of his duties. The "Amended Rules and Regulations" attached hereto
are in full force and effect from and after the signing of this decree
because stipulated to herein, without prejudice to a further determin
ation with respect thereto if required pursuant to protest hereafter
filed following their publication as required by law. Administration
of the water of the South Platte River pursuant to the Amended Rules
and Regulations attached to this decree will be in accordance with
the order of this Court dated August 11, 1972 in Case No. W-6958.

16. The legislature has made special provision for integrating
ground and surface water use by 148-21-23 (37-92-307, CRS 1973J.
In apparent recognition that augmentation plan approval before the
Courts may take a considerable time, the legislature specifically
provided by 148-21-(3) (148-21-23(4) in 1971 Session Laws) [37-92-307,
CRS 1973J that Iluntil the determinations shall have been made under
subsection (2) ***the state engineer and division engineers shall
develop temporary augmentation plans*** to allow continuance of
existing uses and to assure maximum beneficial utilization of the
waters of this state. 1I Unless water users filed augmentation pro
ceedings in the Water Court, the State Engineer may not hereafter
authorize temporary plans of augmentation.

17. The Protestants contend that the IIProposed Rules and
Regulations" dated November 16, 1972, which are the subject of this
proceeding, are not proper as a matter of law; however, as a result
of this ~tipulation to amend the Rules and Regulations it is not
necessary to decide this issue.

NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS
FOLLOWS:

18. The separate protests to the rules and regulations of the
State Engineer have been consolidated for trial, and the protections
accorded by t:·(~ Rules of Civil Procedure in the consolidated action
are preserv~d for each party.
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to evidence, which were not otherwise formally rules upon are hereby
denied.

20. All objections to evidence not otherwise formally ruled
upon are hereby denied, and all evidence submitted herein except as
formally excluded is admitted.

21. The Amended Rules and Regulations of the State Engineer
attached hereto have been agreed to by virtue of the stipulation of
the parties participating in this proceeding and are hereby approved.
Said Amended Rules and Regulations are effective herewith and shall
remain in effect unless modified or amended in accordance with law.
The said Amended Rules and Regulations shall be published as provided
by statute, but shall remain in effect during the period of said
publication and during the pendency of any protest.

22. Plans for augmentation involving ground water diversions
from the South Platte River and its tributaries hereafter filed
before this Water Court should utilize the facts and determinations
developed in these proceedings to facilitate the administration of
water in Water Division One. The method sometimes called the "Glover
formula," as described in the treatise by Robert E. Glover and
entitled The Pumped Well, Technical Bulletin 100, Colorado State
University, may be used for the purpose of calculating replacement
water necessary to make up for depletions caused by diversions of
ground water to comport with current practices in the Office of the
State Engineer. However, some another appropriate method may be used.
Such plans should also provide for meeting the other 'requirements
of this decree.

23. To avoid a deprivation of water to some senior appropriator,
ground water appropriator, shall make replacement water available
for delivery as reasonably required by the Division Engineer, in a
quantity, during a period, and at a place so as to prevent a depri
vation of water to a senior appropriator caused by such ground water
diversion. The Division Engineer shall use valid senior water calls
as the normal criteria for requiring such replacements. In applying
the terms of this paragraph, it is expected that the Division Engineer
will be mindful of all applicable law without overlooking that part
of 148-21-34 [37-92-501, CRS 1973] which reads:

(1) lilt is the legislative intent that the operation of this
section shall not be used to allow ground water withdrawal which
would deprive senior surface rights of the amount of water to
which said surface rights would have been entitled in the absence
of such ground water withdrawal, and that ground water diver
sions shall not be curtailed nor required to replace water with
drawn, for the benefit of surface right priorities, even though
such surface right priorities be senior in priority date, when
assuming the absence of ground water withdrawal by junior
priorities, water would not have been available for diversion
by such surface right under the priority system. II

24. This Court shall retain continuing jurisdiction under these
consolidated cases for the purpose of providing an immediate hearing
to review the validity of a call, or requirement for providing re
placement water, the approval or disapproval of temporary augmentation

\ '
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the Amended Rules and k;E'9u!ations stipulated tc h~X£;ir:, or any other
matter contained I,·ij'ifi'iro Hi;:' said J\mended Rules and REgu.lations.

25. "fhe Amende(~ r:t)'~f~S and Regu-Iatic)rls o·f tr-Ie .s·tt~i_te Engineer,
stipulated to by th,:~ ~;D; ti~~s hereto and attachEd te: thi $ decree, shall
be published as provid~j by law, and all persons affected by any
amendment contained in the Amended Rules and Regulations stipulated
to herein other than dry par'ty bound by the stipulat i(jr herein shall
have their statutory (~~i!~t to protest.

26. This order dC2S not consitute an lnJunCtlve order, but this
proceeding may be used, after appropriate notice, as the basis for
securing any appro0~iate injunctive order. No damage occurring prior
to issuance of such lin ~llj~mction shall be the basis roi" damages,
costs of attorneys {'ee::; r~;retTed to in 163 C.R.S. 1Af3···21·-37 [37-92-504,
CRS 1973].

27. Since this is an 3ction in rem, all who could have parti
cipated are bound by t(Jis oider', judgment and Ijecree.

DONE I N OPEN CJUR r th is 15th day of !~a rctl. 1974_

/s/ Donald A. CarDe~ter
H0 norab1e Do na-fa"-/~,-, ~C-a-rp-e-n-t-e-r--
Water Judge
I~ater 0 i vi:::; -j 0 n r
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE USE~

CONTROL, AND PROTECTION OF .
SURFACE AND GROUND WATER RIGHTS
LOCATED IN THE SOUTH PLATTE
RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES

AMENDED RULES AND 'REGULATfbNS
OF THE

STATE ENGINEER

Pursuant to authority vested in the Office of the State Engineer,

the State Engineer hereby,

FINDS, that on November 16, 1972 the State Engineer ordered that

Rules and Regulations for the South Platte River were to become

effective on February 19, 1973. As a result of protests filed to

those Rules and Regulations and upon the basis of subsequent pro

ceedings in the Water Court for Water Division I, those Rules and

Regulations are hereby amended and changed to read as reproduced

below.

The said Amended Rules and Regulations are adopted and shall

become effective as of the 16th day of March, A.D., 1974, and shall

remain in full force and effect unless changed or amended as provided

for by law.

IlAMENDED RULES AND REGULATIONS II

RULE 1. Except as specifically noted below, these Rules and

Regulations shall apply to all underground water of the South

Platte River and its tributaries as defined in Colo. Rev. Stat.

Ann. 1963, Sec. 148-21-3(4) (Supp. 1969) 37-·92-103-, CRS 1973,
and reproduced below, as follows:

(4) IlUnderground water ll as applied in this act for the

purpose of defining the waters of a natural stream, means

that water in the unconsolidated alluvial aquifer of sand,

gravel, and other sedimentary materials) and all other

waters hydraulically connected thereto which can influence

the rate of direction of movement of the water in that
alluvial aquifer or natural stream. Such Il underground
water" is considered different franl lldesignated ground
water" as defined in .l{~.8-18-2(3} 37-90-103~ CRS 1973 A

These Rules and RAgulations shall not apply to water withdrawn

from wells, such as domestic and livest0ck wells, irh are

exempted from administration under Colo. R~v. Stat, Ann. 1963,

Sect,·orl 148-21-4~ fS'lp"'\ 1 072\ 37_0"'i_.j(\·()2·---F-~~·r: i oi~} '--;-",r.
- ...J \,t~ l-" .I. ..; J • ~(. '_~'_'.' '.. ".---' .;./.v' ~ U~H...

these Rules and Regulations shall not apply to water withdra~n

from wells which are exempted from administration by Court

decree or statute.

RULE 2. (a) Ground water dlv€'rsic'ns ~;Jil'j be cDnthwousl.:i

curtailed accord~ng to the following schedule to provide for

a reasonable less2n~ng of material injury to senior appropriators:

(I) Our ~ :he Calendar Year 1974, five-sevenths
(5/ )f the time;

(2) Our
(6/

9 the Calendar Year
cf the t.ime~ and

si ?<-sevenths
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total curtailment.

Pumping shall be permitted on every Monday and Tuesday of each
week in 1974 and on every rvlonday of €tich week in 1975. The
Division Engineer shall administer this rule so that the operator-
of a well, or wells, may have a cycle of operation to make more
efficient use of the water available; provided, that senior
appropriators are not materially injured thereby.

(b) Ground water diversions shall be curtailed as provided
under part (a) hereof unless the ground water appropriator sub
mits proof to the Division Engineer and upon the basis of that
proof the Division Engineer shall find:

(1) That the well is operating pursuant to a decreed
plan of augmentation, that the well is operating
pursuant to a decree as an alternate point of
diversion, or that a change in point of diversion to
the well has been decreed for a surface water
ri ght; or

(2) That the ground water appropriation can be operated
under its priority without impairing the water supply
to which a senior appropriator is entitled, or

(3) That the water produced by a well does not come
within the definition of underground water in
RULE 1;

RULE 3. Any grow~ij water appropriator affected by these Rules
and Regulations use a. part or all of the water diverted
without regard to curtailment described in RULE 2(a) to the
extent his ground water diversion is in compliance with a tem
porary augmentation plan approved by the Division Engineer in
accordance with Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. 1963, Sec. 148-21-23(4)
37-92-307, CRS 1973 and where there is a plan for augmentation

filed in the Water Court in Accordance with Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann.
1963, Sec. 148-21-18 (Supp. 1971) 37-92-302-:cRS 1973 -:-The
Division Engineer will promptly approve or disapprove such
temporary augmentation plans submitted to him. The guidelines
for any such temporary augmentation plan will be expected to
meet at least the fol1owlng criteria:

(1) That replacement water for stream depletion shall be
made available to the Division Engineer in an amount
equal to 5 percent of the projected annual volume of
a ground water diversion, and may be used by him at
a rate of flow sufficient to compensate for any
adverse effect of such ground water diversion on a
lawful senior requirement, as evidenced by a valid
senior call, but at a rate not exceeding 5% of the
capacity of the diversion structure.

(2~ Such capacity shall be determined by Court decree, if
adjudicated, by application for a water right) if
filed in the Water Court, by well permit, or by
~~gistration. If none of these means of determination



~~ d~l iv~~y -~at~~ ~h~_ h must be substantiated by the .,,~
appropriator.

(3) The operation of the temporary augmentation plan shall
not be used to allow ground water withdrawal which
would deprive senior surface rights of the amount of
water to which said surface rights would have been
entitled in the absence of such ground water with
drawal, and ground water diversions shall not be
curtailed nor required to replace water withdrawn,
for the benefit of surface right priorities, even
though such surface right priorities be senior ;n
priority date, when, assuming the absence of ground
water withdrawal by junior priorities, water would
not have been available for diversion by such sur
face right under the priority system.

RULE 4. Whenever the Division Engineer is satisfied, upon the
basis of competent evidence, that operation of a temporary plan
of augmentation pursuant to RULE 3(1) will not meet the require
ments of RULE 3(3) above, modification of the plan will be
undertaken by reference to criteria as follows:

(1) The stream depletion caused by a well will be calculated
by the method shown in The Pumped Well by Robert E.
Glover, Technical Bulletin 100, Colorado State Univer
sity or by other accepted engineering formulae ap
propriately modified to reflect the pertinent
physical conditions.

(2) The transmissivity value will be obtained from the
U. S. Geological Survey Open-File Reports, Hydro
geologic Characteristics of the Valley-Fill Aquifer
in the South Platte River Valley, Colorado, 1972,
or from updated editions, or from calculations using
accepted engineering methods.

(3) The specific yield or effective voids ratio generally
descriptive of the material in the aquifer will be
assumed to be twenty percent (20%), or a different
value may be used when it can be substantiated
generally or as to any particular area or situation.

(4) The consumptive use for irrigation purposes will be
assumed to be forty percent (40%) of the total quan
tity pumped for irrigation uses, subject to modif
ication upon proof that a different consumptive use
situation exists with respect to a particular diver
sion. For uses other than irrigation, the amount will
be determined from the actual conditions.

Dated this 15th day of fv1arch, 1974.

/ s/ C. J. Ku i per
c. J. Kuiper, State Engineer


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	




